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When the shoe's on 
the vendor's foot: 
A look at Tandem's 
corporate network 
When a computer vendor sets up an 
internal network using its own 
products, outsiders may see what 
the machines can really do. 

part of an ambitious 
Internal communicallons and informatIOn management 
strategy, Tandem Computers Inc_ has used Its own 
hardware and software products 10 build a vast corpo
rale network The data communICations web contains 
200 nodes and spans 18 countnes. Users in such 
countries as Japan and Australia are lied to slles In the 
United States. canada, and Mexico, as are offICes In 
the matcH' commerCial centers 01 Europe 

Over a hundred different applicatiOns run over the In· 
house network. Perhaps the most Important 01 these 1$ 

electroniC mal\. Roughly 70.000 messages are ongi
nated. and 250.000 are delivered each week to and 
from users throughout Ihe world_ 

The widely used electronic maillS Joined by a number 
01 more specialized applicatIOnS. For instance, the 
company's vanous manufacturing groups maintain 
their records In a distributed database. A battery of 
hnancl8l packages is available to network users, Includ
Ing tools for order entry, InvOICing. credit and collec· 
lions, and budgeting. A network-based program is also 
avallabte to process requests lor product enhance
ments and to track the actions taken In response. 

In addItion to the applications, many databases and 
InformatIOn resources are accessed via the network by 
domestIC and Internallonal Tandem workers. A "pub-
lic" database, accessible by anyone in the company. 
contains Information on employee office locations. 
office telephone numbers, department affiliations, fac· 
simile and mail drops, and so on. Customer lists. notes 
about sollware, and other marketing information are 
listed in a customer-reference database. 

An InnovatIVe archrve oflechnlCal mformatlOn has 
been compiled pnmanly from electronIC mall ex· 
changes. Another database. set up as an etectroniC 
bullelln board, provides a central source of support 

mformatlon. Field salespeople, responding to requests 
for proposals, make use of a constantly expanding 
collechon of proposal text liles. 

Resources like these have become indispensable to 
nearly all Tandem employees. Since data communica
tions is so Important to the way the company does 
busmess, developing and maintaining the corporate 
netwOl"k has become a leading concern. 

Topology 
Management has InSisted thai the c()(porate network 
be bUilt uSlOg standard Tandem products. Thus, each 
node conSIsts 01 a multiple-processor computer in the 
NonStop line_ Standard Tandem communications soft
ware and hardware are used. and databases are 
managed by standard Tandem products as well. 

Of the 200 computers In the corporate 08tWOfk. 193 
support applications and databases These application 
nodes eXist primarily to meet local word- and data
prOC8SSlng needs. However, they do handle communi
callons for local users and applications. and they 
accept passenger traffic from other nodes 

The application nodes are built around seven "back
bone" nodes that are dedicated to communiCahons 
(FIQ_ 1). These nodes are linked by leased hlQh-speed 
lines and. In several Instances, by high-bandWIdth 
satetllte or mICrowave links. The backbone nodes have 
only one Job: to be constantly available to move 
Information between application processors. Roughly 
1,500 Mbytes of data flow through them each day. 
There is. In addlflon, a substantial amount of regIonal 
traffic thai never reaches the backbone nodes 

Connected directly 10 the backbone nodeS are 
"Class '" nodes-machines that run accounting, man· 
ufacturlOg. and customer-support applical'onS. These 
programs must be available If the company IS to do 



1. Over /I billion /lnd /I h/lll •• rved. Tandem branches grams and data in the United States. via an extensive, 
from Osaka, Singapore, and Sydney to Neufahrn in Internal computer network. The seven backbone nodes 
Wes t Germany can reach each other, as welf as prO* handle 1.5 billion bytes of traffic a day. 
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busmess, and thus the nodes in which they run must 
always be accessible from a backbone node. 

The network's 26 Class I nodes are always hnked 
directly to at least one backbone node and either 
directly or indirectly (through another Class I Or Class II 
machine) to a second backbone node (Fig. 2). Each 
machine IS thus part of a flng. This dual-path policy has 
been established to provide uninterrupted network 
service. It ensures that even if a backbone machme, a 
communicahons Ime, or a modem lails, the Class I 
node will not be cut off 'rom the network. 

Over a hundred network nodes are Class II. They 
tYPically serve field sales and service offices, running 
local applications and less tlme-cntical network appli
ca l lons such as electronic mall. Thus, Ihey need access 
10 the network, but response-time and availability 
requirements are not as stringent as in the case of 
Class I nodes. Class II nodes are connected no more 
than two nodes away from a backbone machine (or a 
high-speed lightwave cluster, as in Agure 2) whenever 
possible. They also each have an alternate path to a 
backbone node-and thus to the rest of the network. 

Class III nodes are used primarily lor development 
work or customer education, nollor running network 
applications. They are often intentionally overloaded. 
brought down, or crashed to debug and test the 
capabilities of software products and, therelore. are 
not always connected to the network. They are also 
used to give customers and Internal support people 
expenence In loading machines and handling recovery. 
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2, Architeclurllf oulline, In thIS sample layout. sf! appli
cations nodes e.,cept for the development machmes 
have at least two paths to the backbone network. 
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When any of the 63 Class til nodes IS connected to' 
the network. the connection is either through a ring or a 
spur composed only of Class In nodes. (A spur IS a 
group 01 nodes strung along a communications path 
that IS allached to the network at one end.) Thus, no 
higher-class node ever has to rely on a path through a 
Class til node for access to the network. 

Apphcatlon nodes of the three classes are usually 
connected to the backbone nodes (and to one an
other) via leased hnes or satellite links. A microwave 
scheme from M A-Com With Coastcom multiplexers 
lOins the two Cahfomla backbone nodes. Some apph
callan nodes. most notably In MexIco. Canada, and 
Europe. are linked via X 25 CirCUitS. tn addition to the 
n()(je.lo·node hnes. there are numerous connections 
from terminals and terminal clusters to nearby nodes. 

Tandem beheves that. conSidering the SiZe 01 the 
company and the network, II pays very hllle lor com
mumcahons. Expenses for domestic and International 
cirCUits. saleilite links. modems. and other commuOlca· 
tlOnS servICes are In the netghborhood 01 S 180,000 per 
month 

Network management 
Between 1979 and 1981. the Tandem corporate net
work grew from zero to about 40 nodes Without any 
centrahzed management IndIVidual computers and 
apphcahons were locally managed. and when local 
operallOOs people wanled to Interconnect their ma
chines. they did so by whatever means seemed appro
priate or convenlenl. Admittedly, thiS was haphazard, 
but It met the company's needs at the time 

[),mng Ihis three-year period. the average availability 
of Class I nodes over the network was low. not because 
of a problem With the computers themselves, but 
because no thought had been gIVen to network ar
chitecture. At flrsl. the 40 computers had been linked 
in star fashiOn to several central machines at corporate 
headquarters. to faCilitate order-processing actIVItieS, 
communICations between software developers, and so 
forth, However. dlsruptlOOs In the stat network could 
l5CXate users from resources in the network. 

No prOVision had been made for alternate communi
catIOns paths, Thus, line and modem failures ineVitably 
Isolated at least one node (and sometimes several) 
from the rest of the network. ThiS also occurred when a 
node In the middle of a spur was brought down lot 
maintenance or configuratIOn changes. 

In response to dlfficultle5 of thiS kind, a small network 
support group was fotmed In 198110 evaluate the 
sltuallon and address the problems Involved in runnlOg 
a large multliunchon network. Within four months. the 
backbone structure was put Into place and f1ngs were 
formed to prOVide less-Interruptible selVlce 

Network-oriented node-management practices were 
also IOStltuted For example. Class I nodes were not 
allowed to leave the network Without betOg scheduled 
by the support group. Test software reqUired approval 
before being let loose on the network 

As a result 01 these changes, the average Class I 
node availability rose dramallcally and is now roullnely 
at the 99 percent level At hrst glance. thiS stal1stic may 

be misunderstood. Vendor hype usually Includes claims 
of high availability. The respeclablli ty of these claims 
depends on how the term "availability" is defined. One 
must examine what underlies thiS kind of statistIC. 

To achieve complete availability With a standalone 
computer dutlng five consecutIVe 8· or 12-hour busi
ness days requites only lhat the machine run dUtlng 
these days Without a hardware failure. Maintenance 
and reconltguration can be handled at night or on 
weekends WIthout affecting the average. But achlevmg 
an average network availabili ty of 99 percent running 
26 Class I nodes for seven 24-hour days per week (as 
Ihe netwotk support group has done for almost three 
years) is far more complica ted. 

The Class I nodes must be available whenever the 
applications on them are likely to be accessed, In a 
domestic operal lon, Ihis means 12 hours a day, since 
people work eight-hour buSiness days In each of four 
time zones. Addtng European users, and now users In 
the PaCific basin (Japan. Hong Kong. New Zealand, 
Australia, Singapore, and Hawaii), has put an unprece
dented demand on the network. 

Global demand for network access to Class I nodes 
Imposes several Stringent condillons. Maintenance and 
configuration changes requiting any of the Class I 
computers 10 be out 01 service count against the 
availability average. Whenever these computers are 
reconfigured. brought down for software changes. 
moved. or upgraded, the downllrne is noted. 

Not only must each Class I application node be 
available, but also, at least one commUOIcattons path 
from each of these nodes to a backbone node IS 
reqUired conhnUously. ThIS path may include several 
modems and lines and, on occaSIOn. a Class II node. all 
01 whICh must be available If the path IS to be used. 
Finally, the backbone nelwork Itself must be available 
virtually all the lime, 10 ensure that the primary and 
alternate communICations paths are usable. 

Given the above details, It is easy to appreciate what 
underlies the 99 percent availability statistiC for Class I 
nodes. Global operations make Incredible demands on 
network components and personnel. Even preventive 
maintenance is carefully scheduled and carried oul. 

The division of labor 
Application nodes Within the Tandem corporate net
work are locally managed. The applications tha t make 
use altha network are likewISe developed, malntamed. 
and managed by the groups thai use them (manufac
tUring. capital management. markeltog, etc.) or by 
sp8Cl8l1y designated organizal1Ons Wlthm the company. 

The nelwork support group is responSible for the 
backbone machines and related communlCatlOl'ls 
eqUipment. The backbone concept was Implemented 
to separate the baSic communICations from the appli
cations. ThIS separation has made the nodes that 
handle the two luncllons more efficl8flt and manage
able. Backbone and applicatIon machines are config
ured differently 10 optimize the performance of each. 

The ptlmary role of network support IS to manage the 
corporate network as a multifunction communications 
medium. Members of the support group collect data on 



network operations, manage the backbone machines, 
and troubleshoot line problems. They also train opera· 
lions people at each node to consider the impact of 
their actions on the network at large. 

Group members investigate and make recommenda· 
tions on new hardware, software, and line services that 
might enhance the usefulness and responsiveness of 
the network. They must also plan lor and maintain a 
sensible network architecture This means treading a 
fine line between cosl·ellective implementation and 
satisfactory availability and response time. 

The mean. to keep growing 
Since 1981. the network support group has overseen 
the growth ollhe network from 40 to 200 nodes. Yel 
the group has never conSisted of more than six people. 
The work of this group is simplified by the architecture 
and operating system of the computers used In the 
network. Each node consists of a computer deSigned 
for "failure tolerance" and expandability. 

Failure tolerance refers to the ability of Ihese com· 
puters to continue to function in the lace of any Single 
componenf failure, Including a processor failure, and to 
the fact that It is possible to repair and reintegrate a 
failed component Without shUltJng the computer down. 
This leature Is important 10 the functioning 01 Class I 
nodes in Tandem's global network. 

Expandablllty refers to the fact that a single machine 
can conSist of anywhere Irom two to 16 cooperallng 
processors. Guardian. the distributed operating system 
that manages resources for each mulhprocessor node. 
allows the machine to grow through thai range without 
reqUiring any reprogramming of applications. This 
means, lor example, that operators of a NonStop TXP 
machine can Increase the processing power of the 
computer from roughly four million instructions per 
second (MIPS) to 32 MIPS Without haVing to change a 
single line of code. 

Where even more local proc8SSlng power is reqUired. 
up to 14 of these computers (for up to 224 processors) 
can be linked locally in a ring via a Tandem 
software/hardware product known as the Rber Optic 
Extension (FO<). This link is almost as fast as the 
infernal bus that links processors Within a single mao 
chine. The data transfer that takes place over the link Is 
managed by the same operating system mechanism 
that handles traffic within a single multiprocessor node 
(independently of the input/output channels of the 
processors). As a result. the entire local subnetwork 
thus created can be used as if It were one large 
machine with a processing capability of 448 MIPS (14 
nodes each With 16 two--MIPS processors). 

The reliability and local expansion capability of the 
computers used in the Tandem corporate network 
make the network far easier to manage than it would 
otherwise be. As explained above, the operating sys· 
tem running in the local machine has the ability to 
make multiple processors appear to users and pro-
grammers as a Single unified resource. In a network 
sellmg. this operaflng system also has the ability to 
blur node boundaries. The operating system and asso
ciated networking sohware permit operations people 

3. Ring. of Hghl. Computers in buildings at company 
headquarters are being Imked into lightwave rings. The 
portions 01 the rings withm buildings are now complete. 
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and users to log on to their local machine and do work 
on remote nodes. 

For example. they can type in successive two- or 
three·word commands that Will start a program on a 
machine in New York, Jnstructthat program to access a 
file in a disk volume In Atlanta. and pnnt out the results 
for another employee on a device attached to a 
compufer In Chicago. The command syntax by which 
these operations are carned ootlS identical to those 
that would be used locally lor similar operations, ex
cept that, in each case, a node specifier must be 
added to the program. file. or device name. 

FIve ollhe seven backbone nodes in the corporate 



network are managed remotety trom control POints in 
Cupertino, Calli, and Frankfurt, West Germany. If, in 
the course of routine monitOring (or as a result of a 
telephone can from users), network support people 
detect a noisy line that IS caUSing delays and tlmeautS, 
they can run testS 10 idenhfy whal kind of nOise is 
present and Ihen, If necessary, bring down the hne. 

The networking software wtlilmmediately deteet thiS 
change. update the routing tables in each node, and 
aUlOmatlCally channel messages over an alternate 
path. Network support people can then simply call the 
telephone company P'?rsonnelto reporl the problem 
and tel them fiX It. When the problem is hlCed, network 
support brings the Ime back up and, at that pomt, 
network software updates the routing tables again to 
mdlcate thallhe old path is avallabte 

Adding a node to the network involves little more 
than plugging II In. The local organization finds phy51cal 
space for the new machine and sets it up. Meanwhile, 
the network support group orders the communIcations 
lines and aSSigns a node number and node name to the 
new machIne When everything IS In place, the local 
operallOns people auach the machine to the hne, 
aCllvale the line handler With a smgle command, and let 
the networking software do the resl. 

When the new node IS auached. It announces ItS 
exiStence to liS immediate neighbor The neighbor 
sends the node a copy of ItS rOU:lng !ables containing 
mformatlon about aU the other net ..... ork nodes. The new 
machine then sends greellng messages to those nodes. 
After rece,v'ng such a message. each node updates ItS 
rOUling tables. Only operatIons people at the nodes 
connected dlfectly to the new one need to koow that a 
change has occurred 

The network support group IS currently USing the 
lightwave product descnbed above to link computers 
at company headquarters Into rings (Fig. 3). The 
machines are foined by 9.6-kblt s leased hnes, with 
modems from Codex Corp. and Halcyon Communica
lions Inc. IntrabUilding connections are 19.2-to 56-
kbll 'S RS·449 modem eliminators from Compre Comm 
Inc. or ARK BectronlC Products Inc. 

With hghtwave links m place, up to 14 nodes will be 
able 10 communIcate With each other almost as fast as 
the multiple processors Within a given node. The link 
JOining machines Into a high-speed cluster ConSiStS of 
lour fibers, two each for transrM and receIVe channels, 
configured in a flng at to Mb4t/s per fiber. 

Implementing the headquarters' architecture shown 
In Figure 3 w,1I reduce the proc8SSlng overhead associ
ated With networking, Since a controller, rather than the 
machll"les partlClpatu~ In the nng. Will process pass· 
through trattic. In addllion, functional groups of com
puters and users Will be consolidated and certain 
replicated databases Will 00 longer be needed. Since It 
Will be posstble to access a database on another node 
In the ring almost as last as lithe database were locally 
altached 

Another reason for movlOg to lightwave technology is 
liS Improved reliability. The current architecture pro-
V1des only two paths from most machines to the 
network allarge, while the lightwave rings yield four 

4, Sr.dlng up i. hard to do. In thiS distributed 
database, communal data IS replICated at each SIre, and 
local dBra 1$ partitioned among the Sites. 
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paths 10 each and every node In the cluster. Also, pass
through traffic can conllnue over a link even ilthe 
Intermediate nodes afe down. 

A distributed dalabas. 
Nearly all phases 01 Tandem's business depend in one 
way or another on servICes that the corporate network 
prOVides. As mentioned earlier, over a hundred dltter· 
ent applicationS run over the network. Numerous 
databases and Information resources are also available 
remotely. One sophlsllcated applicatlOll deveklped by 
and for the manufactUring organIZatIOn uses the net· 
work 10 malntam a dlstflbtJled database. 

Tandem has manufactunng plants In four locations: 
California, Texas, Virginia, and West Germany. Each 
one has a fair degree oflceal autonomy but Similar 
information needs. Managers and employees at each 
plant need access to communal data, such as the 
company's comprehenSIve parts catalog and bll1s·of· 
matenals (lists of pans that go into specific assemblies 
and finished productS). For their own shops, they must 
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keep a close eye on Iocallnlormatlon. ThIS Includes 
productIon schedules, matenals requirements, pur
chasing of parts. receiving. inventory. interplant maten
alS transfers. and work-In-process. 

Originally. manufacturing information of this kind was 
maintaIned in separate databases at each sIte. ThiS 
was good for autonomy because local In'ormation was 
under local control and communal informatIon was 
always avaIlable. even when communications lines or 
distant computers were down. However. it also meant 
that communal data (such as the parts catalog and 
blllS-o'·materrals) was often Inconsisteotlrom site to 
sIte. Monthly. there were typIcally 4.500 updates to the 
bills-ol-materlais files and 1,000 to the parts catalOg. 
Thus. the copies 01 these fries used at the vanous Sites 
had to be updated and reconciled once a week. 

Anticipated growth in the number of manufacturrng 
Sites was bound to increase the need lor local auton
omy. As each SIte's functions became increaSIngly 
speciafrzecl. so did ItS data requirements. At the same 
time, growth would aggravate the problem of consIS
tency. Sites would need beller ways to keep each other 
current and to share resources. AntICIpating this, 
manulacturlng information planners decided to use the 
network to prOVide an Integrated, dIstributed resource. 

The applicallon they created distributes data across 
the network In two ways, as shown In Rgure 4. 
Communal data, which is used heavily at each SIte. is 
replicated so that all manufactUring SItes have ready 
access to It. Local data. whICh consists of records of 
interest only to users on partIcular nodes is stored at 
Ihose nodes The files containing those records are 
partlhoned across the network. 

Reads and updates of local data are easy because 
the Information is on the local node and because there 
IS no need to inform any Other node of changes Reads 
are also easy with replicated data, because the Illes are 
avaIlable on the local node. Updates 01 replicated data 
are more complex. however, because the local update 
cannot be conSidered complete until copies at all Other 
remote manufacturing Sites have been updated as well 

The designers 01 the application had a cholce of how 
10 handle these remote updates. One strategy would 
be to Include the updates as part of the local transac
tion and not consider that transaction complete untIl 
the relevant records on all remote manufactUring nodes 
had been successlully updated. ThIS would have a 
substantial negative Impact on response lIme lor the 
user requesltng the local update. whose terminal or 
process would be suspended until update requests 
traveled to, and were compleled by, all other nodes It 
would also mean that II, for some reason, one of the 
remOle nodes were Inaccessible, the transactIon could 
not be successfully completed, even on the local node. 

Another approach would be to lei the local software 
Incorporate some kind of independenl delivery mecha-
1lISm. ThIS mechanISm would lake responsibility for 
updating communal data on remole nodes as soon as 
PQSSIble alter the local update transaction had been 
Completed. The "asynchronous delivery" approach 
WOUld mean that replicated files would be InconsIstent 
lor brief periods 01 tIme, untillhe Independenl delivery 

mechanISm completed liS work. II would also introduce 
the possibllily of concurrent (and inconsistent) updates 
of the same replicated record by different nodes. 

The developers decIded to sacrrfice absolute conSiS
tency 01 the replicated tiles at every momenlln ex
change lor site autonomy and short terminal response 
times. To prevent conlllcting updates to replicated 
data, they granted "ownership" of specllic records to 
speclllC nodes and wrote the application In such a way 
that only the owner node could update a partICular 
record. To prevent conllictlng additions to replicated 
fries. they pre-aSSIQned vanous key ranges to certain 
sites and limited the additions to those ranges. 

A CUStomIZed delivery mechanism for delivery inde
pendent of the user was also developed. In It. each 
request to Change a global record is put on a queue. 
ThIS queue IS emplted over a period olltme I)ya 
software module that scroUs through the requests 
tryIng 10 update the remote databases. TIle module fs 
programmed to perform the updates In the order in 
whIch they are received, preventing connict. 

The diStnbuted manufactunng application was one of 
the first such programs to make extensrve use 01 the 
network. It was Implemented via standard Tandem 
products IncludIng a relatlOfl81 database manager and 
a terminal control program. 11 it were beIng developed 
today, there would be no need lor the request queue or 
the customized delivery module, because a standard 
product now prOVIdes a reliable asynchronous deflvery 
mechanISm. ThIS mechanism. known as Transfer, was 
developed to meet the future needs 01 dIStrIbuted 
applICations and Interconnections between them. 

The dehvery mechanrsm conSISts of high-level (trans-
port layer) software that gets information to people, 
deVIces. and processes In a specified lime Irame. 
Earlier approaches to network messagIng (built into the 
operatIng system) were deSigned lor Interactive ex
changes and could nol be used unless the two commu
nlcallng entilies were available althe same time. II a 
partICular node was not available, the user (or pro
gram) t~ responslblltty for tryIng again at a later lime. 

The new software was deSIgned 10 overcome thiS 
ItmltatlOO. II attempts 10 deliver messages as soon as 
possible or WIthin a specllred time frame. II unsuccess
lui on the Itrst try. It takes respon$lbihty lor periodiC 
relry allempts thereafter Delivery 01 the message or 
inlormation package once and exactly once is guaran
teed. If line failures, node lallures, or disk controller 
failures make delIVery Impossible WIthIn the time penod 
specIfied. the delivery mechaniSm noltfies the requester 
01 that fact. 

Supporting IUpport 
Sales and serviCe oHlCes exchange infOt"mation with 
hardware and sollware support centers by means 01 a 
product-reportIng application. This network-based pro
gram provides a way lor a field analyst (or, Indirectly, a 
customer) to report a perceived engIneering defect or 
bug, to request an enhancement 10 a product, or to ask 
a questIOn concerning a product 

Reid personnel enter product reports on software 
screens generated by the reporting application. Once a 



product report has been entered, the application for
wards the report over the network to the appropriate 
support person. (If no support destination IS specified 
on the report, an administrator decides where Ihe 
reporl Should go and forwards It.) 

Although a report can be sent from any node to any 
olher node (where bolh nodes have the appllcallon), It 
IS normally senl from a held sales and service office 10 
one of several reglonaltechmcal support groups. In 
some cases, lhe regional group Will be able to suppty 
an answer and Will Simply return the report to the 
orlQlnatrng node. In other cases. lhe regional group will 
send the (epor! 10 the corporate technICal group, whICh 
wttlthen either answer II or forward It again to the 
appropnate software or hardware development group. 

Whenever a report gets forwarded, the application 
uses Its electronic-mail interface to send a message to 
the report's OflQlnator. This keeps the person WIth the 
problem abreasl 01 who IS working on II. In such cases, 
lhe applicallon also generates a mall message to the 
analyst 10 whom the report has been referred, as a 
refTlll'lder thai someone is waIting for an answer. 

Regardless 01 the exact path of a partICUlar report, 
when a response IS complete, the report IS "returned to 
the field." All information pertalM'1Q to the problem IS 
automatICally collected and senl to the orlglnatll"lg 
node by the application. To Inform everyone concerned 
how the problem was resolved, and to make it easier to 
handle like problems In the future, an updated copy of 
lhe report (With the response) is automatically sent 10 
all nodes that Ihe report traveled to dUfing Its liIetlma. 

III addltton, the appl1C8tton malntams a database on 
each rndMdual node that contains all reports onglnated 
from that node as well as those that have been sent to 
It from Olher nodes. Thus. 1here IS a lair amount of 
replicatIOn 01 the application's data throughout the 
network, even though each node has only a subset of 
the entire problem-reporting database. The database is 
frequently accessed by support personnel to identify 
outstanding problems that have already been reported, 
Ihus eliminating duplication of ellort and ensunng 
laster resOOhon of problems for all cuStOfTlefS 

Help for the busin.ss side 
The network oilers resources a"ned at groups besides 
manufacluflng and support. Business funcllOns, from 
ctoSlng sales to prOCesSIng orders to reporting financial 
data, have been computeriZed. Most 01 these are 
traditional, centralized applicatIOnS, but some make 
extensrve use of the network 

Products are bUilt because someone wants to buy 
them. To help sales representatives sen them, Ihe 
marketing deparlment maintains a customer-reference 
database. Field salespeople who learn how customers 
or software houses use the.r products can submit that 
mformatlOn to lhe database. Their colleagues can then 
VIeW the data over the network and generate reports by 
Industry, by applicatIOn, or by product. 

In thiS way, sales representatIVes can identify eXisting 
customers who might be able 10 help future ones. The 
customer-reference database is also a source 01 Ideas 
on what to propose to prospectIVe purchasers. And 

finally, a complementary-products listing prOVIdes a 
catalog of software packages available in the market
place that can strengthen a representative'S offerings 

Salespeople worldWide must often respond to "re
quests for proposals" because these requests usuaUy 
present substantial opportunities. To eliminate the 
need to remvent the wheel each ume a proposal must 
be written, a headquarters proposal-aSSistance team 
maIntains text liles, accessible over the network. While 
they do not ehmlnate the need for writing and analysIS 
by field sales, the text files substanllally reduce the 
time It takes to prepare a customiZed proposal. 

Once a sale has been made, It must be accounted 
lor and the order administered. Conlracts are sent to a 
sales administrator who veflfies them and enters them 
Into a marketing support application. The application 
sends an "electronic packing Slip" to a manufacturing 
group. The message lells manufacturing to build and 
ship the order 

When the ordered equipment is Shipped, a manufac
luting person logs on to the markeltng application and 
marks the order complete. (Order status IS reflected In 
dally reports that are sent by the application to regIOnal 
sales and servICe offices over the network.) The applt
catiOn then sends a message to an accounting and 
InvOicing routine, leiling It 10 bill the customer. 

The accounting and invoicing application is tied to a 
database of ledgers, which It updates when bills are 
sent or payment received. It supplies sales reports to 
management people and answers their queries. It uses 
the network to broadcast reports to field offices and to 
tell accountants al the manufacturing srte when a piece 
of eqUIpment has been booked as a revenue Item. 

The budget model IS another financial application 
that runs on the network. This 1001 is used by every 
organiZational un.t Within Tandem in preparing capItal 
asset and operating budgets tor the coming year. 
Managers enter basrc salary, hiring, and expense data 
on specially formaned screens, and the model calcu
lates monthly, quarterly, and annual totals and gener
ates reports that are used in evaluating spending plans 

The budget model prOVIdes software that rolls, or 
merges, the budgels of vanous groups together aUlo
matlcally and generates an overall budget for larger 
OfganaatlOOal Units. The results 01 local calculations 
can be forwarded over lhe networ-k to headquarters 
where they are used in forecasting caSh reqUIrements 
and ensurlllQ that a reasonable level of profitability is 
achieved by the company . • 

This is the first In a two-part series on Tandem's 
internal network operations. The second part Will focus 
on electronic mail, the company's most widely used 
application, and rake a closer fool( at network hard
ware and software 

Kent Madsen is the editor of the Tandem AppliCation 
Monograph SerIf!S, prodUCed by the company's field 
productIVIty program. David Foley is the technical 
manager of the Tandem network. Foley is responsible 
for architectural and strategiC planning, analysis, and 
operations support. 
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Bow multiprocessor 
nodes can become 
more sociable 

This month's continuing look at 
Tandem's corporate network and its 
nodes shows a company increasingly 
dependent on distributed network 
applications like electronic mail. 

t Tandem Computers 
Inc" electronic began as an ad hoc program 
allowing emplOyees to send messages through e)Ushog 
machines used primarily for development. marketing. 
manufactUring. and order prOCesSIng. However. today 
It is the most heavily used apphcation In a worldwide 
internal network. and Its Importance Is grOWing. During 
a recent IS-month penod. network traffic doubled, but 
mail voome tripled. 

Through electronic mail, Tandem salespeople from 
Singapore 10 Stockholm now collaborate and share 
information on a daily baSis. Analysts from Montreal to 
Melbourne help each other respond to customer prob
lems and to queries from prospects. Hardware repair 
personnel at distant Slles communicate With manufac
tunng workers to resolve customer equipment prob
lems. Managers at all levels use the network to keep in 
touch with employees and colleagues throughout the 
wood. Moreover. electronic malf helps employees es
tabliSh and maintain personal relationships across geo
graphic or organizational boundanes. Thus, It contrib
utes to a sense of community and teamwork_ 

One way of understanding the impact of electronic 
mail on the organiZation as a whole IS to follow a 
fictitious employee through a typical day. noting how 
eKtenstvely this corporate resource IS used. John is the 
manager of a technical support group of 40 or 50 
P&OP'e affiliated With the headquarters' marketing 
organizallOn. The first thing he does when he arrives at 
the office In the morning Is to tog on to the local 
computer to scan his electronic mail. that is. to view a 
list of all messages in his electronic in-box. 

Each Item In the list of incoming mall gives the 
sender's name, the message type (original, forward. 
reply, and so on), and a subject hne. HaVing scanned 
hts mall, John can then select the most important 

messages to read first Currently. there are four mes
sages wailing The first invites him to a strategy meet
ing that morOing With the software development group. 
Another message contaIns mmutes of a meellng he 
attended laSl week_ John responds Immediately to the 
invitation and lIes the minutes of last week's meeting 
(on disk) In electroniC folders bearing names that he 
has Specified 

John's third memo is a request from the vice presi
dent of marketing aSking him to prOVide people to help 
With a de5lQn r8VIew for a large customer's application. 
John uses the electronIC-mail editor to compose a short 
addendum and to add an enclosure to the VICe presi
dent's request. prOVIding more specific instructiOns. 
John then forwards the whole package to a subordi
nate. who Will follow through for him. 

He notICeS among hiS messages a request from a 
technical analyst 10 Australia tor performance Informa
tIOn on a new hardware product. John doesn't have the 
perfol'Olance informatIOn needed. but he knows of 
someone at the performance research center in Ger
many who might. He forwards the message there and 
replies to the analySt In Australia. indICating what he 
has done. then heads out the door for his meeting. 

All of thIS has been accomplished In less than five 
minutes The messages John has sent are delivered 
almost Immediately (or WIthin the time frame he has 
specihed). Thus. problems can be resolved and an
swers obtained very qUiCkly, and John can be respon
SIVe Without carrying details around in hiS head all day 
(or aU week), 

Atter returning from hiS strategy meeting. John again 
reViews hiS In-box. ThIs keeps him in touch WIth people 
and problems from hour to hour, W1thout being inter
rupted and Without Interrupting others. He typically 
checks his mall each time he finishes one 01 the day's 
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major projects (8 meeting. an interview, a lunch en
gagement. or a tnp to the corporate library). 

By uSing the in-house electronic mail, John a .... olds 
the frustration and ineHi~jency 01 "telephone lag" and 
cuts down 00 hIS long-distance telephone costs. He 
can leave lengthy messages on complex techntcal 
tOpicS for someone who may nOI be available 81 the 
moment. and be assured thallhe message win nol be 
garbled by an intermediary. In addition, John uses 
electronic mail 10 communicate easily with people on 
the other side of the world, whose buSIness day may 
not overlap his own al all_ 

letting digits do the walking ••• 
John (and every other employee) IS identified by a 
correspondent name. Electronic mail includes a way to 
looK up the correspondent names of people on local 
and remote nodes. These names are listed in a dlrec
lory applicatIOn of the "public database," whICh con
tains such infOfmaliOn as employee office locations, 
telephone numbers, correspondem names, and depart
ment affiliations. 

It Is easier to lOok up the correspondent name via 
computer than It IS to find a number In a conventiOnal 
telephone directory, because the computer does the 
searching. The correspondent database Is updated 
weekly to Incorporate all new hues, internal transfers, 
changes of address, and changes of status. With a 
query program, John searches the database for cor
respondent names by office location, node location, 
surname, or partial spelling of the surname. 

John uses electronIC mail to broadcast messages 10 
large numbers of people via d!strlbulion ItSts. For 
example, when he wants to call a group meeting, he 
Invokes a mailing Irst contalnmg the correspondent 
names 01 everyone In his group. When he wants to 
announce some change In support poliCies, he invokes 
a much larger distribution list 10 send a message to 
everyone in the company. Thus, It .s no more difficult to 
address many Ihan IllS to communICate With a few-or 
With one 

. . , and putting h •• d, tog.ther 
An Interesting and well-used offshoot 01 electroniC mail 
is an archive 01 techOical informatJon, Much of the mail 
that comes across the network IS In the form 01 tech
OIcal quertes, broadcast to all employees, Workers 
send such queries when they need information on 
CompetitorS, product performance, how to Imk partICu
lar devices, and so on. Answers are not hard to come 
by, Chances are that, out of the 5.200 Tandem em
ployees who recerve these messages, at least one WlU 
have the required expertence Of Information. 

At first, broadcasl technical quenes typically pro-
... oked dozens of secondary queries from people want
lng to know what the original questioner had learned 
To a ... oId haVIng to answer these secondary querIeS 
Individually, authors of technical query messages be
gan to adopt the practICe of idenllfying a file (acc8SSt
ble over lhe network) rn which any replies would be 
stored. This allowed other Interested parties to benefit 
from Ihe exchange Simply by accessing the repty file a 

day or two after the initial query was sent out. 
The whole process has now been taken one step 

further. An admimstratl ... e employee systematICally 
reads and files (on dISk) all technical queries related to 
a particular topic. Alter a week or so, the employee 
coptes all the reply fields to a central node, stores them 
on disk (With the relevant query), and adds approprtate 
entrtes to a subject index. 

ThIs cenlralized repoSitory, relerred to as the "ar
chive," IS eqUipped With search software to facilitate 
Information reHieval. Many employees may nOl be 
Interested 10 particular informal exchanges of informa
!Ion at the time they occur However, they can locate 
and access a stored record of these diSCUssions when
e ... er the need arises. The archive ... rrtually eliminates the 
need for duplicate quenes and prOVldes an extremely 
... aluable informatIOn resource, reachable tram any net
work node. 

There is a vast reservtllr of information and InSIght 
wllhtn the organizatIOn itself. many times larger and 
more ... aluable than most formal, structured databases. 
The combined on-the-job experience of the 5,200 
Tandem employees probably exceeds 30,000 years, 
and their combined college and univerSIty experience 
may amount 10 20.000 years or more. ElectroniC mall 
and the archIVe allow people to share inStghts eaSily 
and store them lor the use of others. These lools are 
Instrumental In tapping a wealth of information and 
human expertence, 

Electronic mall helps to preserve small-company 
Interpersonal communicatIOnS In the lace 01 rapid 
growth. It also gi ... es employees easy access to In
formatron resources Within the company. regardless of 
where those resources may be. The archi ... e and the 
electronic-mail network eliminate much dupliCation of 
effort and energy, 

O .... rcoming hardw.r. fallur., 
While other applicatIOnS are growing In use, electronic 
mall has become Ihe lifeblood of the company's opera
tionS. It succeeds baSIcally because users have come 
to trust the network to deli ... er their messages. This trust 
can be credited to one fundamental design principle . 
which underlies the network architecture and the hard
ware and software architecture at each node. The 
pnnctple IS that 01 "fault tolerance. 

A faulHoterant computer Is one that can ensure 
continuous operation and dala Integnty in the lace 01 
any smgle component's failure In addihon, it must 
allow hardware seMce personnel to replace compo
nents and activate them without shutllng the machine 
down. Such periOfmance is crucial to computers In a 
network as farge as Tandem's because the more 
computers there are, Ihe more likely II is that a 
disabling failure WIll occur somewhere tn the network . 

A hypolhettcal computer running 24 hours a day and 
capable 01 offering 99 percent a ... allabllity might have a 
mean lIme between failures 01 about two weeks, A Iwo
node nelwork composed of such machmes would 
therefore average one failed node a week. With 200 
nodes. a network would expenence a node failure 
about every two hours. If we assume that communlca-



1. Hardwllr •. Each node contains several proces
sors (at least two) that Communicate with a high
S{Jeed bus and dual-ported device controllers. 

back one another up in the event of a failure. 
The IPB uses a multiplexed, packeHnterleaVed pro

tocOlIC)( high-speed interprocessor communicallons at 
the local nOde With a minimum of CPU interruption. 
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lions lines go down as frequentty as nodes and that the 
mean lime to repair a line or a node is three or four 
hours. IllS likely that a network Ihat large WOUld never 
be complelely Operational Clearly, much higher stan
dards of machine availability are reqUired for large 
networks, 

The overall availability of Tandem's Corporate net
work rests on the COntinued functioning of its conSlltu
ent hardware, as shown In Figure ,. Each nOde (inClud
Ing the baCkbone nOdes) COntains multiple processors 
linked by dual high-speed buses. Anyone of these 
interprocessor buses (IPBs) can carry traffic at up 10 
13 Mbyte/s, 

Each proceSsor has Its own IPB interlace, instruction 
processing un'!, memory. and input/output (1/0) 
channel ias well as Its own power supply). However. 
the Guard'an operating system dIstributed over these 
processors makes them appear to local or remote 
users as a Single computer. It also allows them to 
COOperate With one another in processing individual 
transactions, to share the work load eqUitably, and to 

However. It would be a mistake to view It as an ordinary 
Communicalions link, From a logical standpOint. it is 
more like an internal bus In a conventlooal computer, 
since It ties cooperating elements of the local machine 
together and makes them appear as one. 

As Figure 1 shows, designmg for fault tolerance 
meant USIng muiliple hardware components Within a 
Single computer. It also implied that techniques would 
have to be found for detecting failures, disabling prob
lem components. and allOWing for their repair and 
replacement Without bringing down the rest of the 
computer. 

Accordingly, hardware and software deSigners de
vised rigorous Internal consistency checks for each 
processor. They believed that II was important to 
delect problems rapidly and halt a failed processor 
before It had a chance to COntaminate data Of disrupt 
Ihe Operations of the other processors. In keeping With 
thiS philosophy, if a processor finds that it cannot pass 
Its own Internal consistency checks, it WIll Simply halt 
Itsell. allowing another processor to take over control 
of ItS peripheral deVICes. 

If, by some fluke. a processor WIth a problem man
ages to pass ItS own Internal checks anyway. there is 
yet another mechanism prOVided by which the proces
SOf can be restrained. DesIgners of the operating 
system decided that. once every second, each proces
SOr Wlthm a given node would send status messages 
over the IPB 10 alt others indlcallng that it is alive and 
well Also. every Iwo seconds, each processor WOUld 
check to make sure that II had received such a 
message from alt the olhers. 

When Operational processors detect that one of the 
others is not foHowing Ihis established protOCOl. they 
can effectively quarantine the offender by declaring It 
"down." Control of !Is penpheral deVices is then trans
ferred automatically to the backup proceSSOr. In addl
lion. baCkup appliCations program mOdules running in 
the other processors are activated to take over the 
work formerly aSSigned to the failed processor. When a 
processor is declared down in thiS manner, one of the 
other processors will also take corrective action to 
clean up any outstanding messages. 

To allow the transfer of cootrol of peripheral devices. 
hardware deSigners bUilt dual-ported deviCe controllers 
that can be connected to the 1/0 channels of two 
different processors. The COntrOUer is owned by only 
one processor at a lime. However. If there is a problem 
ellher with the owning processor or with liS 1/0 chan
nel. operating syslem procedures Switch ownership 01 
the device and controller to the Other processor (and 
ItS 1/0 channel). In thiS way. any device can be 
accessed even if the COntrolling processor or 1/0 
channel falls. To ensure contmuous operation even in 
the face of dfsk-controJler failures, the disks themselves 
are dual-ported as well and can be connected to two 
different COntrollers, as shOwn in Figure 1. 

The hardware designers also made provisions for the 



attachment of "mirrored disks" so that failure 01 a dISk 
drive or Its storage medium does not require that the 
computer be shut down. Mirrored disks are pairs of 
phYSically Independent disk drives. Writes are per
formed on the disks In both dnves; reads are taken 
from whichever disk has the shortest seek time. If one 
becomes Inoperable. processing can continue with 
reads and updates directed to the healthy disk. When 
the lalled disk is repaired. it can be restored to 
operatlOO and ItS contents brought to a recent, consis
tent state. Then all updates performed on the other 
disk in the Interim are translerred to II automatically. 

Clearly. lault tolerance could not be achieved without 
the duplicatIOn 01 hardware components Within a Single 
computer. However. sohware runs on the hardware. 
and. therefore. jf one processor IS 10 take over for 
another. software components must be duplicated as 
well. This IS accomplished through the use of "process 
pairs" (A process IS a program module running In a 
parhcular processor) 

The operating system allows a "primary" process 
running In one processor to send periodIC checkpoint 
messages to a "backup" process running In another 
processor. CheckPOint messages. usually sent before 
the primary process performs a CritICal task. such as 
110 or updating a database. contain all the Information 
Ihatthe backup process would need to take over for 
the primary one In the event 01 a processor crash. 

If a processor goes down. backup processes running 
In other prOC8SSO(S are actIVated so that they can 
conhnue the activities 01 the primary processes that 
were running in the now-failed processor. Because the 
backup process does not duplicate the actiVItIeS of the 
primary one while the pmnary IS slillfunchonal, It 
places only minimal demands on the processor In 
which it resides. Thus. processors can host backup 
processes as well as primary ones and do almost as 
much useful work as they would it the backup pro
cesses were not presen!. 

Too operating system llself Is protected by the 
implementation of process palrs_ Early users 01 Tandem 
machines had to program their own pnmary and back
up applicatIOn processes (and devise effectIVe 
checkpomtlng strategies) to get full protection. Now, 
however, a standard Tandem application development 
enVIronment obviates the need lor user programming 
of process pairs. 

Sociable n .• elf-centered computer. 
Hardware and software reliability are critical in a large 
network. However. there is an equally important need 
for machines that commumcate and cooperate with 
thel[ peers. Over the years. Tandem has come to 
believe that successful networking begins With the 
design of such "sociable" computers. A number 01 
complex problems. which many people associate WIth 
networking itself, actually stem 'rom the architectures 
of the machines being used as nodes. In most cases. 
such machines were originally designed With no 
thought for networking. 

The economIC need to preserve these architectures 
has forced many computer vendors to adopt an "add-

2. Overhead of the loner. To get a tYPICal com
puter to Interact takes a lot more code than if the 
machine already conSiders itself a network. 

on" approach to networking (FIg_ 2). According 10 this 
approach, at each end of the communications hne IS a 
computer With an operatll'lg system designed lor 
standalone processmg_ ThIS operating system condi
tiOns the computer to think of itself as the mam (if not 
the only) intelligent entity and to view anything at
tached to It as a peripheraL 

Layered on top 01 each node's operatll"lg system is a 
very substanllal body of code, which must correct that 
myopiC view. By clever and complex ruses, this "net
work operating system" overcomes the ingrained 
recluSlVe08SS and egocentricity 01 the standalone com
puter. makmg It possible lor that machine to converse 
With other computers In a network. Such communica
tionS is limited. though. and subject to rigid and 
somewhat arbitrary constraints, because each com
puter must be made to beheve that It is stili only talking 
to peripherals. 

Inherent in thiS approach IS a heavy communications 
processing burden that lalls on the computers them
selves (FlO 2A). stemming Irom the fact that. In 
essence. the network operating system has 10 work 
against the local operallng system. In addition. thiS 
approach entails a formidable burden of mounting 
software complexlty_ ThiS burden is like an Irrevocable 
tax on every network user. manager. and applICation. 
and It has a substantial negative Impact on productIVity 
for as long as the network exists. 

This compleXity increases exponentially as more 
(and different) computers are added to the network. 
And even illhe linked computers are Identical. 
networking IS almost always a strange new world. With 
remote access procedures and syntax rules vastly 
ditlerentlrom those used at the local leveL 

Intt.node communication. 
By contrast. the software that supports Tandem's 
corporate network does not present a new world to 
users and programs. but rather functions as an exten
Sion 01 the local environment. In a very real sense, 
networking IS not layered on top 01 the nodal operating 



system, but buill inlo it. No separate network operating 
system is needed, 

Nodes in the corporate network routinely engage in 
"internal dialogues." Since each computer is, in and of 
itsell, a local network composed of multiple Indepen
dent processors. a machine's processing consists of 
conversations between its constituent parts. (Artificial 
Intelligence theonsts suggest that people may also 
think this way,) The same communications mecha
nisms that the operating system uses to blur processor 
boundaries on the local level are ellective in blurring 
node boundaries Within a network as well. When cou
pled With basic internode communications protocols, 
these local mechanisms (bUill into the operating sys
lem) contribute greatly to network operalions. 

The mOSI imporlant of these mechanisms is a "mes
sage manager," upon which the enhre local operallng 
system is based. Messages are impartantln the Tan
dem computing environment because the operating 
system itself IS not a smgle monolithiC program bul a 
collection of . 'interrupt handlers" and processes. Each 
process has particular areas 01 responsibility and must 
communicate and cooperate With others (through mes
sages) to get work done. These messages must flow, 
not only Within a single processor, but also among the 
various processors (none of which shares memory). 

Copies 01 the most basic operallng system pro
cesses (such as the "momtor" and the "memory 
manager") run in every processor. However, some 
funcllOns, most notably input and output, must be 
handled by the particular processors to which the flO 
devices are phYSICally attached. This posed a problem 
for the early deSigners because all the hardware and 
software entities in a multiprocessor computer needed 
access to Ihese 1/0 resources. 

To resolve the problem, Ihe designers developed the 
message manager, which allows a process to commu
nicate With another process anywhere in the local 
machine simply by prOViding the destination entity's 
symbolic name. The message manager takes tull 
responsibility for locating the named process and get
ling the message to It regardless of where that process 
may be running. Disks, tape drives, and terminals are 
all associated with processes. Thus, the message man
ager prOvides a way of addressing and accessing such 
devices from any location at all in the multiprocessor 
machine. 

A message, as defined In the operating system, is 
bidirectional. II consists of a "request" for service and 
a "reply." Several such messages may be required to 
carry out a given operating system function. For exam
ple. a moOilor process may be asked to create a new 
process. To do SO, It must do some work and then 
make requests of several other operallng system pre
cesses to gather the resources needed. 

One of the requests would be to a "disk process," 
asking that space be allocated on disk as Virtual 
memory for the new process. When the disk process 
has allocated the space, It replies, indicating thaI the 
work has been done. (thiS reply completes the mes
sage.) Other requests are made as well, and when the 
monitor process has seen to it that all of the necessary 

3. SofltnNJ. Segmented code allows the operat· 
ing system to span processors over an IPB and 
hide details of the hardware from user programs. 
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resources are in place, It replies to the entity that made 
the request. IndIcating thatlhe process has been 
created. 

It is easy to underestimate the vatue and uniqueness 
of the message manager. There is certainly nOlhing 
special about the coocept of program modules passing 
mformation 10 one another That happens all the time In 
conventional compullng enVIronments that lack a lor
mal messaging scheme. Usually, one program module 
places informatIon at a specified locatIon In memmy, 
and another picks it up. By contrast. the message 
manager IS a general·purpose mechanism for getting a 
message between any two processes In a multiproces
sor machine, 11 does not assume that communicating 
program modules Will ineVitably be running In the same 
processor or thaI memory is shared between the 
processors mvolved. 

Ace ... ing r •• oure •• within nod •• ... 
Applications processes are not allowed to communi
cate directly With the message manager or With basic 
operating system processes However, the processes 
can make use of the operating system through a "file 
Interface," whICh ensures that such mteractions do not 
accidentally create problems for the user or for the 
machine (Fig 3), 

The file Interface works With the message manager to 
allow application processes to communicate With enti
ties such as other processes, files, and 1/0 devices. by 
a Single set of calls. That is, such resources can all be 
referenced by means of pre-assigned symbolic hie 
names. Application processes do not need to know 
physical locations since the file Interface can access 
operating system tables Ihat keep track of the entities. 

To dlstflbute the load over multiple processors (as 
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well as lor other reasons), apphcation programs typl· 
cally have a structure SImilar to the operating system In 
terms of requester and server processes. They also use 
the message manager's basic requesllreply protocol. 

For example, an applicatIOn-type requester process 
runnrng In one processor might be programmed to 
control a group of terminals and validate input Irom 
them, while an application server, runOlng in another 
processor, might be programmed to formulate 
database queries. As a partICular transaction Is re
CeIVed, the requester validates the initial input and then 
sends a request to the server (via the file interlace) that 
Indicates what work needs to be done The server 
process accesses the database (agam VIS the file 
interface), retneves the des.red Information (or updates 
the appropnate records). and then replies with the 
requested Information or a confirmation that the work 
has been completed. 

. , . and throughout the network 
Since the computers that compose the network already 
consisted 01 multiple. communicating entities. It was lar 
easier to interconnect them than It would otherwise 
have been. A group of four or five people spent only 
about a year developing the required networking soh
ware. This sohware. known as Expand. allows the local 
hie mterlace and message manager to address and 
communiCate with processes. files. and devices any
where 10 a Tandem network. 

The networking sohware conSists 01 fine handlers. a 
pfOpnetary protocol for guaranteed data integnty, and 
a network control program (NCP). The NCP, which 
runs at every node, monitors and logs changes in 
network status. 

Routing responsibility Is dIStributed. The NCP main
tains a copy 01 the network routmg table (NRT) in each 
processor. The NRT lists the location 01 a't of the other 
network nodes. NRTs are used to determine the best 
path to other nodes and to establish the communica-
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lions link. (Thus there is no centralized routing that can 
fad and paralyze the entlfe network.) 

The file Interlace bridges the network by allowing 
local processes to access files. processes, and devices 
anywhere LO the network through a single set of calls. 
The addition 01 a node specifier to the symbolic name 
uniquely identifies these resources throughout the net
work. 

Listening in on network dialogue 
The networking software is baSically an extension 01 
the serviCes prOVided by the local message manager. 
Just as the message manager software allows one 
process to send messages 10 others Within the local 
machine. ItS networking extension allows a local pro
cess to send messages to other processes running at 
remote nodes in the network. 

As mentioned last month. operations people and 
other users of the corporate network can, with proper 
secunty authorizallon. log on to a network node in 
California (or anywhere else) and do work on remote 
nodes. For example. With successive two- or three
word commands. they can start a program running on 
a machine in New York. instruct that program to access 
a lile on a disk volume in Atlanta, and pnnt out the 
results lor another employee on a device attached to a 
computer In Chicago. Also noted was the lact that the 
command structures by which these operations are 
earned out are Identical to those that would be used 
locally lor similar operations except that. in each case, 
the program, file. or device name must be further 
qualified by a node name. 

ThiS sequence 01 events can be used to lUusltate 
how the operallng system enl1ties work together. In 
facl. the different operatiOns were achieved through 
one mechanism: messages. Process-to-process mes
sages pass first through the local file interlace and 
message manager. next through local and remote hne 
handlers. and finally through the remote message 



manager and file interface software tayers. 
ConSider process A running on node X within the 

corporale network (Fig. 4 ). If process A (an application 
process) needs to communicate with a process running 
at the local node, it gives the message, along with the 
name of the deStination process, to the file Interface. 
The hie interface checks the message, makes sure that 
It IS legitimate. consults operating system tables to find 
out where the destlnallon process is running, and 
hands the message 10 the message manager 

The message manager lakes responsibility for deliv
ering the message and for relUrnlng the reply from the 
destination process If the desllnatlon process IS an 
operallng system process, It replies directly through the 
message manager. If, on the olher hand, II is a user 
apphcatlon process, It must use the Iile interlace to 
pass the reply to the message manager 

When process A wants to commUnicate With process 
B located at remote node Y, II proceeds the same way, 
giving a message and destination process name to the 
locallile Interface. However, thiS time the name con
sists of the process name appended to a node name 
(lor Instance, "nodeYprocessB"). The hie Interface. 
discerning that thiS resource IS not available locally, 
accesses the network routing table 

From the information contained in the table, the file 
Interlnce determines that the message must go through 
a specific network line handler to reach ItS destination. 
It therefore preserves the name at the deSlinalion 
process but tells the message manager to deliver the 
message to that line handler. (In the event that there 
are two or more line handlers leading to Ihe remote 
node. the routing table ..... 111 indicate which path IS best, 
based on the speed 01 the communications Imes and 
the number of intervening nodes. 1 

When it receives the message, the local hne handler 
compresses and packetizes the data and sends it over 
a communications hne to another line handler at node 
Y ThiS line handler reassembles and decompresses the 
data and stripS olf the node porllon of the destination 
process name. It then hands the message to node Y's 
message manager, whICh uses operating system tables 
10 locate process 8 and present the message to it 
Process 8 does whatever II was Instructed to do and 
then replies. The message manager takes responsibility 
for seeing to it that the reply retraces the path of the re
quesl back to process A. 

Through thiS basic mechanism. a user in California 
can log on fa a local machine and enter a command 
that will start a program running on a machine in New 
York (Fig. SA). Arst the user accesses a local "com
mand interpreter" process, which reads input from the 
termlOalthrough a terminal lID process. In response to 
this input, the command interpreter (acting as a re
quester process. analogous to process A 10 Figure 4) 
sends a message to an operating system process, the 
"monitor" (a server. analogous to process 8). running 
In the New York machine. The monitor process slarlS 
up the program and replies. 

The new program started in New York then requests 
Input from the user terminal in California (by sending a 
message to the terminal 110 process). In response, the 

user instructs the program to access a disk file at
lached to a machine 10 Allanta. As shown in Figure 58. 
the New York program (now analogous to process A) 
sends a message 10 Ihe disk process in Atlanta (analo
gous to process 8). The dISk process does the neces
sary work and replies With the requested Information. 
The program In New York then responds to the Califor
nia terminal and requests further Input 

In response, the user In California IOstructs the 
program In New York to print out the results of the disk 
access on a machine In Chicago. As shown In Figure 
SC. the New York program sends a message to a line
printer process In Chicago. The hne-pnnler process 
sees to it thaI the Information gets printed, and replies 

In all these cases, the destination process does not 
have 10 be aware of Ihe ongln of requests. From Its 
point of View, the message might Just as well have 
come from a local process ThIS IS because all the 
destmatlon process has to do IS to hand the reply to 
the message manager (or hie Interface). which Will see 
that the reply finds Its way back to the source process. 
follOWing essentially the same path as the request 

Because Tandem chose to use standard software 
products at an nodes in the network, the syntax In the 
above operations IS the same as would be used to 
perform Similar operations locally. The only change 
needed IS that the file. process, or device name would 
have 10 be qualified by a node name. 

Managing growth and applications 
All applications, e .. en those running on a slOgte node, 
are deSigned In terr ,olthe requester server concept. 
As a resull. these a:· olicatlOns can be d,stnbuted eaSily 
when the need ari5l'> 

For example, a particular order-entry application 
started out With all orders called in to a central point 
and stored on disk. ThiS application became distrib
uted when people in the branch offices were able to 
key In the Information themselves. However. there was 
shll a need to keep a copy on a cenual disk. Since the 
application was written USing requester and server 
processes, II was Simple to move the requester por
tions to the regional nodes while the servers remained 
at the central site to updale the database and to return 
acknowledgments to the requester. 

Growth can alfect user applications almost as drastl
caUy as distribution. Most environments can only add 
processing power by purchaSing a larger machine, 
often With a different architecture and operating sys
tem. Such a move almosllnevllably entails a Significanl 
software conversion el1or1. Even If manageable locally, 
a capaCity upgrade can become difficult in a network 
seltlng. Dozens 01 applicallons and remote nodes that 
regularly access the newly configured local node must 
then also be changed 

In Tandem's corporate network, however, Increased 
data procesSing demands at tocal nodes have been 
met Without producing waves locally and throughout 
the network. Nodes can be expanded Irom twO to 16 
processors, and duplicate caples 01 requester and 
server processes can be run In the new processors. 
Thus, the applications can handle twICe the work load, 

----.... 
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gm as or are created by servers (such as the new pro-
cess m New York) can turn around and make requests 
01 other processes. They can also use the same tech-

niques in commumcatmg with remote nodes. User pro-
grams use the file Interface, while operatmg system 
processes go directly VIa the message manager. 
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but programmers do not have to change a single line 01 
code. 

The network is remarkably homogeneous. All work
Ing nodes have the same architecture and run identical 
versions of the nodal operating system. Along wIth the 
local expandability of each node, this homogeneity 
greatly facilitates network management from a logical 
standpoint. It is much easier not having to deal with 
new operating systems as the network grows. The 
abihty to reuse the same box also means that. physi
cally, remOle sites are more readily upgraded. Even at 
Ihe Central computer center, expanding a node is far 
less disrupllve than replacing it. 

Expandabillty also aids in the management of dlStllb
uted applications. When lhe use of such applications 
grows. certain components such as disks. controllers, 
or CPUs may become bolllenecks. Modules can be 
added to replicate these components. In the example 
conSIdered earlier, an order-entry applicatIon was repli
cated to Ihe regional nodes. When a regIon grows, the 
requester program can be duplicated and run on a 
dlllereni CPU. The applicatIon then doubles its capac
ity wIthout being rewlltten, sImply by having another 
copy of .tself spawned. 

New processors are olten added to overworked 
nodes to reheve the burden on the ex.Slmg processors. 
II several application processes are then moved from 
theIT original processors 10 the new ones to redistribute 
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the load, the applicatIon programs do not have to be 
changed. They WIll run just as they did under the old 
configuration except that, overall, response limes will 
be belter. 

Looking to the tuture 
In any structure as large and multifaceted as the 
Tandem corporate network, change is a constant. Use 
01 the network's long-haul circuits has grown enor
mously In the recent pas!. For example, the bandwIdth 
reqUITed on the backbone link between the two U. S. 
coasts began al 10 kt>rt / s In the middle of 1982. It 
doubled Ihe following year. By 1984 it was up to 56 
kbltlS, and by the end oflhis year it WIll have doubled 
again. Prolections IOf the fourlh quarter of next year 
show a need for another 56 kblt / s, a fuW T1 (1.544 
Mblt / s) by the end 01 the decade. 

These protections are I()( the nelw()(k's data traffic 
onty. The introduction of facSimile transmission ca
pabIlity to the network. whICh is currently taking place, 
Will undoubtedly Increase the rate of growth. FaCSimIle 
applICatIons expected soon are a I.e-In to electronic 
mall, store-and-forward facSimile switchIng, and dialing 
In or OUt to dIstribute and archIVe facsimile images on 
disk. The manufacturrng diviSIon IS starting with 40 to 
80 pages a day, and the number is expected to 
increase. 

To meet future needs tor data transmission band-
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Width, the network support group IS making plans to 
Install satellite links between selected backbone nodes. 
These hnks will not replace eluShng terrestnailines, 
whICh are needed lor interactive traffIC because of thel/' 
low propagation delay. They will, hO ..... ever. provide the 
band ..... ldth needed to carry large volumes of mall and 
other transmissions fOf which raPId response limes are 
not Important 

local traffic (particularly allha company's head
quarters) IS Increasing roughly 50 percent faster than 
IOng·haul traffic. Clusters of machines linked by the 
company' s lightwave product Vi,t] therefore play an 
Increasingly important role in the corporate netwOfk. 
Up to 14 computers can be hnked in a flng via double
CirCUit optical fiber. The entire subnetwork thus created 
may contam up to 224 processors, each capable of 
processing 4 million Instructions per second. The main 
headquarters subnetwork Will inJIially contain over 100 
processors. 

A hghtwave subnetwork is very much like a single, 
large, powerful node for two reasons. Arst of all, the 
transmission medium offers the speed and bandwidth 
needed to ensure that response limes are essentially 
the same whelher prOCessing tasks involve communi
callens Within or between Individual computers. Each 
of the lour fibers (IWO fun-duplex CirCUits) carries data 
at to Mblt / s, for an aggregate data transfer rale 01 40 
Mblt / s (the theoretical optimum; actual user through
put depends upon the application) . 

Secondly, the message manager allows users and 
executing programs to communicate With or access 
any other execullng program, perrpheral, or file in the 
corporate network Simply by supplying Its name and 
the relevant node name. As FIgure 6 shows. the 
lightwave nng is destgned to transport messages be
tween processes. It sends them directly over the 
tnterprocessor bus, Without USIng 1/ 0 channelS or 

controllers_ Clustenng nodes on a lightwave ring takes 
advantage of higher-speed hardware. ThIs method 
consumes up to 80 percent less CPU tune than does 
the conventiOnal way of handling dala traffiC, in which 
data leaves a nOd'" 'VIa a hne handler. It also provides 
much lasler response times . • 

(This IS the second part of 8 two-part artiCle.) 

Kent Madsen IS the editor of the Tandem Application 
Monograph SerteS, produced by the company's field 
productiVIty programs group. David Foley IS the techni
cal manager of the Tandem network_ He IS responSible 
tor architectural and strategiC planning, analySis, and 
operatIons support. 
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WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY IN TANDEM MANUFACTURING: 
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

• 
Dr. Nancy Dixon 
Participative Management Advisor for Manufacturing 
iandem Computers Incorporated 
19333 ValleD Parkway 
Cupertino, Calif. 9501~ 
~08/725-6366 

Workplace democracy or participative management, as it Is sometimes 
called, 15 8 systematic process designed to implement the five major 
corporate goals of Tandem in the manufacturing settingj people
oriented environment, satisfied customers, clear direction for 
employees, superior products and sustained profitability. As 8 total 
corporation Tandem has been able to make these goals not just words on 
paper, but a living reality for its employees. Tandem employees have 
always felt that they were trusted with high level information, 
listened to when ~omething important needed to be communicated, and 
valued for the unique contribution each makes to the organization. 
Employee attitudes such 8S these exist at Tandem because the corporate 
leaders, who within a small organization, have been able to exert a 
strong impact on its culture. Positive employee attitudes have been 
purposefully nurtured through open door policies, open and shared 
in~ormation, tele-conferencing, beer busts and above all a corporate 
team that modeled its own beliefs. 

Tandem has grown, and as it becomes still larger, there is need to 
supplement the informal processes of the past to retain the best of 
Tandem culture. Workplace democracy is a way to systematize the 
Tandem philosophy in the manufacturing setting . The basic beliefs of 
workplace democracy are rooted in the culture of Tandem. The system
atic process used to implement those beliefs is modeled on the demo
cratic process of the United States. 

PHILOSOPHY OF THE LEADERS 

The most important 
that underpins it. 
statements: 

element of workplace democracy is the 
That belief system Is represented in 

belief system 
the following 

Given adequate information, employees will make decisions that are in 
the best interest of both the organization and themselves. 

Employees are better able to make decisions related to their job 
functions than are leaders who are further removed from the process. 

Given a positive environment, employees want to do work of which they 
can be proud. 
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Employees want to be part of and to identify with something larger 
than themselves. 

Employees want to learn and grow in their work. 

These beliefs are so important to the success of workplace democracy 
that the first step in the implementation process is to have the 
leaders of the organization hold a discussion concerning their own 
beliefs about workers. If the management team arrives at a belief 
statement that is consistant with the spirit of the beliefs listed 
above, then the participative process can be implemented effectively. 
However if the management team, as a whole, leans toward opposite 
beliefs, i.e. employees are motivated only by their own self-interest, 
incapable of understanding management level information, and unwilling 
to work unless closely supervised, then a participative style of 
management should not be attempted at that site. The decision of ~ 
whether or not to implement workplace democracy, is not meant as a 
judgement Which implies that one set of beliefs is right and the other · 
is wrong . The collective experiences of that management team may 
honestly lead them to the second conclusion. However sincere these 
beliefs are, workplace democracy should not be attempted under such 
circumstances because without holding positive beliefs about 
empl oyees, leaders cannot honestly let go of some of their authority 
in order for employees to participate. Attempts to do so come off as 
phony, such as limiting partiCipation to inconsequential decisions or 
attempting to manipUlate employees around decisions that have already 
been made. Most employees have been manipulated often enough in their 
work careers to recognize a con job. Thus, workplace democracy should 
only be attempted where the beliefs of the leaders are consistent with 
the management philosophy they are attempting to implement. 

ELEMENTS Of WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY 

The systematic process of workplace democracy has three major 
elements. Each element is so interwoven with the others that it 
presents a somewhat false picture to separate them out. However, for 
the purpose of clarity, they will be discussed separately here. The 
three elements are alignment, representation and information. 

The first element of workplace democracy is alignment. Of the three 
elements it is the most easily overlooked. The other two, information 
and representation, are visible as wall charts or committee meetings. 
Alignment means that the members of the organization agree upon a COM
mon goal that each feels is in the best interest of all. Alignment 
differs from a company goal, in that a goal is usually set by 
management, and is primarily addressed to profitability. Whereas 
alignment occurs when the goal or vision is one that will clearly 
benefit all. England, during the Second World War serve~ a~ a 
historical example of alignment. The people aligned around the belief 
that England as a country would survive, even if German bombs leveled 
every building. It was the fighting words of Sir Win~ton Churchill 
around which the people aligned. There are many examples of alignment 
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in ~ports, matches when players have focused on winning the big game 
rather than on any personal glory the game might bring. 
Organizational alignment occurs when the goal is inviting enough that 
employees freely choose to work toward it. The goal in Tandem 

.manufacturing might be to produce the world's finest computer, 'or to 
make our plant the best place to work in the United States. 

An effective beginning to achieve alignment of 8 manufactur1ng site Is 
to have the whole plant meet in a full day retreat to establish their 
Common goal. The questions asked are, "What quality of product do you 
want to build? What kind of environment do you want to function 
within? and What kind of leadership will help you achieve these 
goals?" In this process the belief of the organization's leaders is 
put to test because the process must be honest and open if the group 
is to truely bec ome aligned. 

Representation is the second element of workplace democra~y. Repre
sentation, as the term is used here, means a systematic process that 
allows employees at all levels an opportunity to share in making de
cisions. The representative process is philosophically based on the 
democratic principle that all, rather than an elite class, are cap
able of making decisions that will benefit all. In the manufacturing 
setting a number of groups serve as decision making bodies. The 
largest group is the weekly plant meeting attended by everyone in the 
plant. Here info rmation on organizational performance is presented 
and discussed. Three committees also meet weekly, reporting their 
activities at the plant meeting. They are the Process, Productivity 
and Materials committees. These committees gather the information 
that is presented at the plant meeting, and have the responsibility of 
identifying and solving problems related to each of their three 
functions . Work group meetings are the third form of representation. 
These brief, daily meetings are the opportunity for employees to re
view how they did the previous day and to plan their daily work. All 
three types of meetings are facilitated by a member of that group. 

Representation has little meaning unless employees have information 
with which to make decisions. Thus, an information system is the 
third element of workplace democracy. In the democratic process of 
the United States access to information is essential as exemplified by 
freedom of the press and open congressional records. In workplace 
democracy or participative management information is equally 
essential. Employees are taught to collect and understand management 
level information. Care is taken that the organizational performance 
of the whole plant is represented in these measurements. Thus 
productivity measures such as Cost per Standard Hour and Work in 
Process Cycle Time are used. Quality is measured by Mean Time Between 
Failure. Schedule is charted as Plan vs Actual hours. It is around 
this type of information that representative decision making occurs. 
These measures are reported by the employees at weekly plant meetings. 

In addition to the information presented at plant meetings, a weekly 
newspaper is distributed that shows the collected information in 
graphs. The newspaper is created by the employees themselves. In 
addition to organizational performance information, the newspaper 1s 
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used to communicate the agreed upon goals of the plant. 

Another way information 1s kept and displayed Is by having wall charts 
that employees maintain In each work area. These charts reflect the 
amount of work the group has committed to In their daily work group 
meetings, the work accomplished to date and various measures of 
quality. Thus feedback on each group's performance Is daily and 
visible. 

It 1s not uncommon 1n manufacturing for some type of performance mea
sures to be computed. It 1s however unusual for those measures to re
present anything other than direct labor effort. It 1s even more un
usual for the information to be gathered and utilized by the employees 
themselves. 

DEFINITION OF WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY AT TANDEM 

Workplace democracy is defined as an organizational structure and 
systematic process which supports the utilization of the whole person 
(values, creativity, knowledge and skills) in the work environment 
through: 

• open communication 

• participation in decision making at all levels 

• respect for each individual 

• immediate feedback on organizational performance 

One of the concepts incorporated into this definition 1s that the 
employee's ideas and planning skills are utilized as well as his/her 
manual labor. However, it is important to note the word "supports" 
rather than "demands" in the definition. Just as the democratic pro
cess of the United States does not require citizens to vote or run for 
congress, so an employee in workplace democracy is not required to 
participate. An employee may choose to simply do the assigned task 
and leave participation to others. 

Workplace democracy as it is designed for Tandem manufacturing can be 
viewed as a framework upon which each plant or organization may con
struct its own unique system. That system may vary 1n terms of the 
extent of employee participation, the number and type of committees, 
the productivity and quality measures used and so on. It is assumed, 
however, that for workplace democracy to be successful in any organ
ization it must incorporate the three elements of alignment, repre
sentation and feedback of organizational performance. 

It is important not only to say what workplace democracy is but also 
what it is not. It is not a system that requires every employee to 
help make every decision. Some decisions Ire appropriately made by 
the leadership .t each level of the organization. for example, the 
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organizational charter for manufacturing 1s defined at the corporate 
level and individuals, including the plant manager, a~e employed to 
carry·out that charter. In Tandem manufacturing the charter 15 to 
convert raw materials into usable finished goods wlthj a competitive 
cost, quality upon receipt of finished goods, reliability, on time 
~ellyery and predictability, while maintaining a positive work en
vironment. Neither the employees nor the leadership of a manufac
turing plant are free to choose not to convert raw goods into usable 
product. As illustrated by the organizational charter every manager 
has certain decisions he/she can make and others that are made at a 
higher level. Managers can only allow others to participate in de
ciSions that are within the scope of their own responsibility. They 
cannot share power they do not have. 

WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY AS A COMPLEX CONFIGURATION 

As illustrated in figure one, the success of workplace democracy 
cannot be found in anyone element. It is the combined effect of all 
three elements that makes it effective. Many organizations have 
attempted to put into place one of the three elements, believing that 
that element alone would increase productivity. For example, 8 great 
number of employee-involvement programs have been implemented ' in 
organizations with only brief success because the employees were given 
no information base to use in making decisions. Other organizations 
have attempted to align employees around an organizational goal, again 
achieving only limited success because employees had no systematic way 
to input their ideas into the organizational hierarchy. 

It cannot be overly stressed that workplace democracy is not simply 
allowing employees to make some of the decisions. Rather workplace 
democracy, as it has been developed in manufacturing at Tandem, 1s 
founded on a positive belief in people and derives its effectiveness 
from the interrelatedness of its three elements, an information system 
that is used to give immediate feedback of organizational performance, 
dynamiC leadership capable of aligning the organization around a 
common vision and systematic represenation of all levels in the 
decision making process. 

5 
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Silicon compilers tame 
lO,OOO-gate-plus 

ASI Cs, gate arrays 
TraditUJ1Ial design methods that mtl1Iipu
late gates or si,r;ple macrocells become "'1-
wieldy at dmsities of tCllS of thollJallds of 
gates per chip. However, silicon compilation 
offers a 1lClV paradigm for the manage
mmt of these large, complex desigllS. 

WiIIi<lm J Stenzel, Tandem Computers Inc 

Silicon compilation is an alternative to gate arrays and 
standard cells for implementing ICs. A silicon compiler 
creates layouts of part or all of a chip from a high-level 
descript.ion. Therefore, when using a silicon compiler, 
you can focus your efforts on high-level verification and 
system-timing issues rather than on low-level circuits 
and gates. Conceived for custom chips, silicon-compila
tion techniques also prove useful (or gate armys con
taining more than 30,000 gates. 

Unlike gate-array or standard-cell designs, which 
require a gale-bY-g'dte approach, sil icon compilers allow 
you to manipulate high-level functions. You'll find sili· 
con compilers' advantages most evident when you de· 
sign data·path blocks and specify com piler functions in 
terms of latches, register liles, mUltiplexers, arithmetic 
and logic units (ALUs), and shifters as well as in terms 
of their connections to data buses. In contrast, when 
using standard cells or gate arrays, you build up 

high·level functions from a library of low· level ele· 
ments, such as gates and Oip--flops, and then route 
signals between them. 

Compiled chips, like standard--cell chips, require full 
wafer processing, in contrast to gate arrays, which 
require only the personalization of an existing base 
wafer's metalization. Consequently, nonrecurring ex· 
pense (NRE) and time required to fabricate prototypes 
of a compi led chip are si milar to those of standard-cell 
chips and higher than for small gate arrays. 

Silicon compilation excels at highly structured, regu· 
lar functions, such as data paths and memories. Such 
functions appear, for example, in digital signal pro
cessors, which are primarily structured blocks with 
most of their interconnections going to the external 
pins. Further, more complex chips may have islands of 
regularity in a sea of interconnection. 

Look at your application to decide if your design is 
large enough to benelit from compilation. To consoli· 
date only a few thousand gates of random logic, you 
might find a gate array more cost-effective. Designs in 
excess of 10,000 gates ar e the best candidates for 
compilation. 

Compiler vendors offer two types of tools 
When evaluating silieon-compiler vendors, you will lind 

that some offer generic tools while others offer tools 
specific to their own foundries. Two that offer generic 
tools are Silicon Compiler Systems Corp. (San Jose, CA) 
and Seattle Silicon Corp. (Bellevue. W A). You may com
pile your design for fabrication at one of serveral foun-



SilicOII compilers al/olV yolt to ma>lip"late 
high-level fimctions; yolt lIeedll't lVork at 
the gate I",'ei. 

dries these two companies' compilers support, In con· 
trast, VLSI Technology Inc. (San Jose, CAl offers 
compilation tools customized to VLSI Technology's fabri· 
cation process. 

Other differences among compiler vendors lie in the 
features their compilers offer. Compilers from Silicon 
Compiler Systems and VLSI Technology are complete 
packages, includ ing data entry, simulation , and timing 
analysis. Seatlle Silicon's offering requires a third
party CAE workstation and software to provide many 
functions, such as schematic capture and logic simula
tion. Finally, Silicon Compiler Systems and Seattle 
Silicon offer tools that let sophisticated customers such 
as semiconductor houses create their own block compil
ers. This feature enables such customers to add propri
etary functions or to tune functions to their o'wn pro
cesses. 

Changing you r mindset 
When first using a silicon compiler, you might need to 

make some changes to your design approach, particu
larly if your experience is with board-level TIL. Esti
mating whether or not a given design will fit onto a chip 
requires a set of guidelines that differ from those for 
pc-board layout. For example, when you size the pc
board area for a TTL design, half a dozen inverters and 
a 64k-byte RAM take about the same amount of space. 
Conversely, area within compiled chips depends more 
on the amount of logic in a function. Moreover, intercon
nections within a chip consume considerable space, 
occupying as much area as active logic in many cases. 

Circuitry details, too, might dictate some changes in 
your design methods when you first use a silicon 
compiler. For example, although most systems use an 
edge-triggered register methodology that's familiar to 
TTL designers, Silicon Compiler Systems' Genesil dif
fers in that it supports a latch-based scheme with 
2-phase, nonoverlapped clocks and precharged buses, 
more typicaJ of custom Ie designs. 

In contrast to edge-triggered schemes, which use 
registers as state elements that sample inputs at a clock 
edge (and which aJlow data an entire clock period to 
propagate through the subsequent logic before being 
sampled at the next clock edge), 2-phase latch-based 
schemes use transparent latches as state elements. The 
latches propagate data from their inputs to their out
puts when the clock that enables them is asserted, and 
they hold their data when the clock is not asserted. 

Phase A is asserted when the master clock is high; 
phase B, when the master clock is low. These two 
phases are interlocked so that they are ne\'er simultane
ously asserted (hence the term ;'2-phase nonover
lapped"). 
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You must alternate which phase controls the latches 
throughout your design: Signals ori1.rinating in a latch 
controlled by phase A must terminate in a latch con
trolled by phase B. When a phase A latch is propagat
ing. the subsequent phase B latch is holding, and vice 
versa., thus eliminating race conditions. Tr-J.nsparent 
latches requi re rough ly half the space and intemallogic 
as edge-triggered registers. Hence, they provide an 
advantage in chip size. After becoming familiar with 
the technique, you will find the latch-based scheme to 
be nexible and useful for pushing the performance of 
critical timing paths. 

Design process 
Fig 1 char Ls the step8-(!overing several design disci

plines-that you must take to transform your product 
idea into a work ing chip. You must organi ze major 
projects with an awareness of these disciplines. During 
the specification and initial design phase, several engi
neers might each concentrate on a functional area of the 
design. As the project progresses, each engineer might 
focus on simulation, layout, or timing analysis. 

In the architecLUn:.I-definition phase, you must deter
mine how to map your idea onto chips and evaluate 
design alternatives against system cost and perfor
mance requirements. Using the compiler , you can cre
ale trial designs of major blocks for evaluation. Because 
you descr ibe blocks by their functional attributes, the 
compi ler can capture the rough design and do the detail 
work necessary to determine size and speed estimates. 

For example, within a data path , you could specify 
interconnections between AUJs. latches, register files, 
and multipie;'(ers via major buses (as you would when 
drawing a conceptual block diagram). You can sketch 
the design altematives and have the compiler expand 
the sketch into full detail to facilitate experimental 
designs for architectur'd.l evaluation. By the end of this 
phase. you will produce block diagrams and detailed 
specifications for the design. 

Cost estimates 
The major va riables in a chip's cost are its size, 

package, and foundry. You can estimate size byexperi
menting with designs on the compiler and incorporat
ing major logic blocks, signal buses, and an allowance 
for details not included in the rough design. High pin 
counts can create pad-limited ch ips in which UO pads on 
the periphery determine the die size. As the die size 
increases, chip cost dramatically increases. Your foun
dry should help by estimating the cost based on die size. 

-

Pin-<.'Ount estimates should include power and ground 
pins. To reduce noise from s imultaneously switched 
outputs, you need at least one power and ground pin for 
every eight to ten simultaneous outputs. The required 
r'J.tio varies with the speed of the output drivers and 
the fabrication process. As pin counts increase, package 
costs also increase. Ceramic pin-grid-array (PCA) 
packages or 100 to ISO pins are available, but they can 
add $10 to $20 to parts cost. 

Design capture 
To implement your design, the compiler must capture 

se\"erallayers of information. Working from the inside 
of the chip to the outside, you should follow these steps 
in the design capture: 

• Define the funct ional blocks and specify block 
interconnections. 

• Specify chip UO pads for function and location on 
the chip periphery. 

• Connect the· pads to the internal circuitry. 
• Specify the package type and the bonding be

tween chip 110 pads and package pins. 
At the block-specification phase, you begin by select

ing the desired tYI>C of functional block from a block
creation menu. The detailed specification varies with 
the type of block. For example, a random-logic block 
wouJd comprise simple gates. Seattle Silicon and Silicon 
Compiler Systems support a schematic-eapture mode 
using third-party CAE workstations. In this mode, you 
could specify the r'J.ndom-logic block by interactively 
drawing a schematic of the gates and identifying the 
extemal ports. AJtematively, Silicon Compiler Systems 
also supports a menu-driven, text-oriented means of 
specifying random-logic blocks. 

A RAM or FIFO block, on the other hand , requires 
different information. The meaningful parameters for 
these blocks are size, organiZo.1.tion, and timing. You 
may specify these parameters in a menu-driven fashion 
by filling in the appropriate blanks for the number of 
inputs, the number of words, the speed options, wheth
er the block is to be single or multiple ported, and 
whether or not the output is latched. 

Such blocks as read-only memory (ROM) or program
mabie· logic ar rays (PLA) need this type of menu
driven structural information; in addition, they require 
programming information to specify their contents. For 
example, Genesil accepts truth tables, fuse maps, logic 
equations, or state-machine descriptions as formats for 
conveying PLA contents. Logic minimizers, such as 
Espresso from the University of California at Berkeley, 



Silicotl compilarUm excels at implementing 
highly stntct'ltred, regular fimctilms, stich 
as data paths and memories. 

are available for PLA minterm reduction on severa] 
compilers. 

You also have options in the method of specifying 
ROM contents. Genesil includes a macro assembler that 
can create symbolic macros and generate ROM contents 
by macro assembly. Alternatively, you can use a file 
containing the object code as ASCII ones and zeros. (At 
Tandem, designers develop microcode on a system 
other than the compiler and then port t he finished 

Background 
Silicon compilers began generating interest in 
1983 and 1984 (Refs 1,2, and 3), and t hey have 
since evolved into practical tools, yielding such 
products as graphics controller chips (Ref 4). 

The inronnation in this art.icle is based on the 
experience of designers at Tandem Computers, 
who used silicon compilation to realize four CMOS 
chips employed in the company's NonStop CLX, a 
user-serviceable distributed on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) system. One of the chips-the 
CPU-measures approximately 500 x 500 mils and 
contains 60,000 transistors. 

Tandem Compulerr/nc produced Ihill C/~U chip with a IIilicol! 
N""lli1cr for ill NOJISIQP CI.X fClull·toiemllt computer. PClrl of a 
fouNhip 1It1 . the CPU m«uu~~ 5QOx5QO mill and cont.aillll 
C11't'r 60.000 tl'{lllllillionr. 

object code to t he compiler, formatting it appropriately 
along the way.) 

Consider also complex blocks such as data paths. 
Genesil uses a menu-driven approach to specify data· 
path elements, bus connections, and orientation. Under 
Genesil, the entire data path is the same bit width (that 
is, number of bits in a word slice), although some 
elements :.lllow mask ing of selected bits. (Although this 
scheme might sound restrictive, it's actually quite ver
satile.) 

After you create the funct ional blocks, you must 
interconnect them. Genesil uses a textual net list to 
connect the external ports on each functional block to a 
named net. Seattle Silicon uses a third-party CAE
workstation schematic l)3Ckage to interconnect blocks. 

Careful planning and good naming com'entions are 
import.ant to the interconnection phase. If several engi
neers work on different portions of a complex chip, 
prior agreement on net names and spellings will allow 
smooth and accurate net listing. Make the port names 
the same as the net names whenever possible. 

Chip layout 
The first step in chip layout is compiling the function

al blocks, t..ransfonning them from a te.'(t description 
into a custom layout. After compilation, you can manip
ulate them as blocks having signal porlS on thei r edges. 
without dealing with their internal layout. The rest of 
the layout phase consists of placing t he blocks and 
routing their interconnections. 

Compil e rs rely on an automatic signal router for 
interconnection. Because a chip's size is ne.'(ible at this 
stage, the router can push blocks away from each other 
to make room for the interconnections. guaranteeing 
that all the interconnections can be made. Hoy,'E!ver, the 
result can be a very large chip. Designers exert the 
most innuence on the layout through their placement of 
the blocks. Other factors affecting layout include the 
relative priority of signals and, on some compilers, 
assignment of routing channels. 

You should have a layout plan in mind for the o\'erall 
interconnection of the blocks (such as where major 
buses tie to which blocks). Although compilers have 
placement aids or even auto-placement algorithms 
available, your insight is important in producing a tight 
layout of a complex chip. Experimenting with alternate 
layouts will be fruitful, both for trying significantly 
different placements and for fine tuning the most prom
ising placement. Achieving a good layout is very much 
an iterative process. 

• 
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The compiler should assure adequate power and clock 
distribution. For example. Genesil calculates the power 
of each block and uses a power/ground bus width based 
on the total po\l.'er of all blocks downstream from a given 
point. This procedure results in power buses that begin 
with a width of t he power bonding pad and taper 
progressively. Clock lines may benefit from high-priori
ty routing and several-times wider-than-minimal metal 
lines. In some cases, the clock lines can be isolated from 
other signals by surrounding them with ground lines. 

Because interconnection delays stemming from wir
ing capacitance can be significant in CMOS, you must 
monitor the chip's critical p.llths while optimizing the 
chip size. 

Simulation-,·erifying your des ign 
Verifying your design through simulation is essential 

to maintaining the project schedule and budget. The 
expense, effort, and time required for chip iterations 
make a first-pass success highly desirable. Good simu
lation tools and a careful strategy make first-pass 
success attainable. The compiler generates a simulat.ion 
model for your design automat.ically, e nsuring that 
what you simulate corresponds to what you imple
mented. 

Table 1 describes several levels at which to simulate. 
A.~ you enter your design, you may interactively simu
late small portions. For example, you may perform a 
check on a piece of control logic by manually apply ing a 
rev. patterns and observing the response. This level 

TABLE 1-lEVELS OF SIMULATION 

TYPE I 

I. ~ FOR COMPREHENSIVE 
VER1FlCA11ON 

• POOR REPROOUC181UTY 
HANQ.COOEO • ALLOWS SIMULATOR TO CHECK EXPECTED 
VECroR RESULTS. CAN ee RERUN AFTER 

CHANGES AS A REGRESSION TEST 
• CAN ee USED AS PART Of pRODUCTION 

TE5I" 
• REUES ON DESIGNER INGENUITY TO 

COVER ALL TEST CASES CAN OVERlOOK 
SVSTEM-lE\'EL PROBLEMS 

SYSTEM.LEVEL • EXERCISES CHIP IN SYSTEM 
ENVIRONMENT 

• GIVES HIGHEST DEGREE ONCONFIDENCE 
• CONVERGES MICAOCOOEJSOFTWAflE 

AND HAAOWARE VERIFICATION 
• CAN EXTRACT RESPONSES FOR PAODUC

TK>N TEST 

does not provide comprehensive verification, but it's a 
good indicat.ion t.hat you're on the right. track. 

At the next level, you can apply hand-coded simula
t.ion vect.ors to the whole chip or to large parts of it.. 
These vectors can become production-test vectors. This 
level is more rigorous and is reproducible as a regres
sion test. However, it still relies on your ingenuit.y to 
specify the st.imulus and response. Because simulation 
runs can require hundreds or thousands of vectors, the 
simulator must check for t.he expected response to a 
given stimulus and automatically nag any discrepan
cies. This rigorous simulation is far superior to the 
alternative of visually checking a print.out of the simula
tor's out.put for erroneous responses. 

Finally, you can embed t.he chip into a model of its 
intended applicat.ion and perform system-level simula
t.ions. This level can expose subtle bugs and boundary 
condit.ions that you would not normally find in your lab. 

Timing analysis 
Accurate prediction of the performance of your chips 

is an important. part of the design. You need to relate 
your system's goals and constraints and identify the 
areas of your chip that need fine tuning. 

Two main components of CMOS circuit delays are the 
g-.ate propag"dtion delay and the additional delay arising 
from the capacitance and resistance of the interconnec
tion. To obtain accurate timing numbers, you need to 
incorporate t.he interconnection loading derived from 
the actual layout. of the chip. In a large chip, the 
interconnection delay of a signal crossing the chip can 
exceed a gate's nominal propagat.ion delay. An exces
sive interconnection delay indicates a very long rout.ing 
or a net with a large fan-out. You can shorten the delay 
by increasing the strength of the driver, altering t.he 
placement of the chip to shorten the interconnect.ion 
length, or revising the logic to reduce the fan-out. 

Two classes of timing-prediction tools exist. The 
more traditional tool is based on circuit simulation. 
Using a model of your circuit, you can stimulate it. to 
trace Sl>eci fic circuit paths to obtain t.heir delay. In 
general, the more accurate the calculations, the slower 
t.he simulator. Spice, a commercially available circuit 
simulator, is an example of a very accurate and compu
t.ation-int.ensive tool. One of the main drawbacks of this 
t.ype of tool is that it gives you information about only 
the paths you specify and already suspect..--not unex
I>ecLedly slow paths. 

The second class of timing tool, static analysis, can 
examine all paths and tell you which are the longest. 



Iivo types of compiter vmdors exist: those 
offering gmeric toots and those offering 
toots specific to their mvn fol",dries. 

Static timing analyzers first characterize the delay 
fl'om input transitions at each gate to the outpul 
transition at the gate's loads. They then trace the paths 
through the circuit, adding up the delays as they go. 
The most powerful (orm of analysis tr.lces paths from 
their origin in a clocked element to their termination in 
a clocked element. In a synchronous system, this analy
sis identifies the critical paths limiting clock speed. 

The static-analysis tool's obvious benefit is that. it 
tells you about timing paths you may not have realized 
were slow. Other capabilities of a sophisticated static 
tool include incorporating external setup and hold re
quirements, checking margins on internal hold times, 
and the ability to specify timing pat.hs to be ignored. 
Genesil also has the ability to automaticaJly extract a 
Spice model of a specified path to allow more exact 
timing simulation where desired. The accuracy of a 
static timing analyzer depends on the sophistication of 
its models of transistor characteristics and resistive and 
capacitive loading. Static timing analyzers better suit 
synchronous circuits than asynchronous ones. 

You can use both timing tools to observe the effects of 
temperature, variations in voltage, and variations in 
the fabrication process. 

The naxt step is to assure that the physical mask that 
the compiler produced accurately represents your de
sign. To accomplish this task, compiler vendors provide 
various types of post-design checks. The most basic is 
the traditional design-rule check (ORC). The ORC 
program processes the mask's data against the physical 
design rules for the foundry you have selected, check· 
ing that trace width and spacing meet a minimum 
specified size and that the transistors are properly 
fonned, for instance. This checking assures that the 
chip can be fabricated. 

Checking the mask 
You can make an additional check by programmati

cally extracting the circuit's topology (that is, by deriv
ing the circuit elements and the net list that they 
implement from the mask). This extraction can further 
verify the physical design, either by direct comparison 
to the logic design you previously simulated or by 
simulation against the same stimulus/response vectors 
you previously used. 

You may .... "Onder why compilers need this type of 
post-verification; after all, they should automatically 
generate correct silicon. However, one of the benefits of 
a silicon compiler is that it facilitates large, complex 
chip designs, such as microprocessors. Designers de-

TABLE 2-PROTOTYPE FABRICATION STEPS 

TASK 

NOTE: PART OF BROKERAGE PACKAGE FROM COMPILER 
V£NDOfI 

mand rich sets of design elements, and vendors enhance 
their products for higher density and performance. The 
result is that as designers push beyond what has been 
done before, a possibility of generating bugs exists. 
Even a single error in a chip can cause a malfunction; 
therefore, post-verification is essentIal to ensuring 
correct silicon. 

After \·erificat ion. build prototypes 
When your chip has completed final verification, you 

are ready to build prototypes. Se\'eral compiler vendors 
offer a brokerage ser vice, for which they coordinate 
initial fabrication with the foundry and deliver the 
working parts to you. Seattle Silicon and Silicon Com
piler Systems offer this service with guarantees of 
.... "Orking parts. 

To ensure a smooth path for your prototypes and to 
prepare for production, you need to begin a business 
relationship with your foundry well in advance of first 
silicon. This preparation can insure that the right 
resources and materials are in place when you need 
them. For example, if you specify a package type that 
the foundry does not stock, the lead time to procure it 
can be longer than the fabrication Lime. 

Advance discussions can also clarify the time and 
charges for fabrication. The overall time and charges 
for getting tested parts are substantially more than for 
simply running a wafer lot. You need to make certain 
that. you understand t.he steps in t.he process (Table 2). 
For example, starting from a database tape, the foun
dry converts database formats for the mask vendor and 
has the masks fabricated, inspected, and repaired be
fore processing. After processing, t.he parts are assem· 
bled. You also need to allow time for testing, either at 
the foundry or at. the compiler vendor. Ta ble 2 de-



YOII may "eed to make some cha/lges to 
),ollr desigll approach, particlliarly ifyollr 
experiellce is wit/} board-ICl,e/ TTL. 

TABLE 3-CHARACTERIZATION AND 
PROOUCTION TESTS 

DC PARAMETRIC 1-;i~iAGETiffiirn;O;:DCiFiim"-
PINS 

• VOLTAGE ANO CURRENT OF OUTPUT 

'RR'N'" ~ INPUT ANO 

-OUTPUT DELAV 

-CVCLE TYPE FREOUENCY 

scribes the steps in prototype fabrication, including the 
time and cost required. 

If you use a brokerAge arr.mgement. t.he foundry 
delivers untested parts to you r compiler vendor. The 
compiler vendor t.hen tests the packaged parts using 
lest \'eCtors from your simulation runs. This test as· 
sures functional parts and provides some speed testing. 
The compile r vendor's involvement usually ends here. 

You must still do substantial test development to put 
your parts into production. Production tests have three 
broad components: functional tests, dc tests, and ac 
tests (Table 3). 

F'unct.ionaltesls find fabrication faul ts quickly. The 
\'cctors used for simulation during design verificat.ion 
may not be app ropriate for production. Verification 
typically assumes that the logic elements are perfect 
and checks to detennine if your design functions as 
intended. These tests can have poor fault coverage or 
can be excessive in length. One cur rent weakness of 
silicon compilers is poor support for fault·grading tools 
with which you improve production tests. 

Compilers support transporting simulation vectors to 
selected Ie testers. (With Genesil, Tandem designers 
needed to develop a format conver te r for Sentry 
Schlumberger Inc and Ando Corp for production. Once 
this tool was in place, they captured vectors from 
system-level simulations and incorporat.ed t hem into 
production tests. This Loal proved to be very effective: 
The chips could be tested with the same stimuli that 
they would ultimately encounter in the system.) 

Dc and ac tests check the chip against its data·sheet 
specifications. The de tests include input·voltage 
thresholds, output voltage levels at specified currents, 

and input and 3-state leakage currents. Ac tests include 
output delays, cycle times, and setup and hold times. 
Ideally, you should characterize these parameters over 
a range of supply voltages and temperatures corre
sponding to the specified operating range. Use a sam
pling of parts over different fabrication runs to include 
process variations. This test ing lets you balance your 
system requirements against the actual perfonnance of 
the chips and establish test limits to maximize your 
yie ld. It Clln al so indicate problem areas requiring 
further attention. Your foundry can help in performing 
this characterization. EDlI 
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Transaction Processing on the Tandem NonStop Computer: 
Requestor/Server Structures 

INTRODUCTION 

Online Transaction Processing 

Online transaction processing is. as the name 
implies. computer processing of data feleva", (0 in
dividual busine~s transactions as they occu r.1 It is 
perhaps best under!rllOod in contrast 10 batch 
processing. the carefully sequenced posting of large 
numbers of transactions the night after. the week 
afler. or the month after they occur. Online 
transaction-processing systems are attractive be
cause (unlike batch systems) they arc never out of 
date . They can provide accurate information on the 
stale of a business al :my instant. This allows man
agers 10 respond immediately (and intelligently) to 
unforeseen problems. changing conditions. and un
expected opporlunitic!. . 

Online transaction procc!.sing has obvious ap· 
plica(ion~ in banking. inventory control. ticket and 
flight reservation procc!.!.ing. and m'an) other areas. 
The major opernlional requirements are illustrated 
in Fig . I A large number of terminals must accc!.s 
and update a common data base in real time . 
Changes in the data ba!.e mu!.! be immediatel) 
a .. ailable 10 all u~e", . The system must be capable 
of handlmg large numbers of transactions of various 
types, arriving almost concurrently in an unprcdict-

, 
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Mlny IMm1n111 
(eullomMI wilting, 
.mploy ••• w.lllng) 

Dlv.r •• trln.lctlon. 
(high volume, 
unpredlctllble 
.. quencs) 

able sequence. The hardware used must be ex· 
tremely reliable because business cannot go on 
when the syste m is down. 

Transaction-processing software must be easily 
modifiable. capab le of rapid response, and readily 
expandable: 

• Ease of modi fication is important because, 
during the lifetime of the software. numer
ous changes wi II have to be made to keep 
pace with user needs and to fix bugs. The 
cost of mak ing these changes must be con
sidered as part of Ihe cost of developing thc 
softwarc. 

• Responsc time is critical because customers 
arc frustrated if thc system is slow to re
spond. and terminal operators are idle and 
unproducti .. ,c while waiting for the system. 

• Expandability ill vital because software that 
handles 200 terminals today may within a 
few year!. have to deal with I()(x). and sys
tem!. used initially for inventory control may 
eventually have to perform billing and olher 
functions as well. 

Application 
.oflwlre 

• Easily 
modIfiable 

• Capable of 
rapid response 

• ReadIly 
elq)andable 

Comput.r hlrdware 
(mu.t be r.llable) 

Dltl-b ... update. 
Immediately svIII.bi. 

to all u •• rs 

Fig. 1 The environment of online transaction processing. 



T he NonStop System 

Tandem designed the NonStop system 1 with on
line transaction processing in mind. It is many times 
more reliable than any other commercially available 
system. No single component failure can shut it 
down or contaminate its data if it is properly con
figured. 

As shown in Fig. 2. the system contains multi
ple CPUs. each with its own private memory and 
multiplexed input/output channel. The processor 
modules communicate with one anOlher over a pair 
of high-speed interprocessor buses (DYNABUS). 
Peripheral device cOnlrolJers are connected to the 
input/output channe l of two processor modules so 
that the dev ice is accessible evcn if a CPU fa ils. The 
syslCm can be expanded simply by adding morc 
processor modules (up to a max imum of 16 per sys
tem) as the workload increases. Then, with the aid 
of Tandem's EXPAND software. up to 255 systems 
can be joined into II network. Such expansion is 
possible without reprogramming. 

Dynebul 

If ~.ll ~ II II II 

.,.,.+ ~od"'" 
DllC Termlne t - controller r- Te pe controller 

Li 
controller 

OtiC OtiC 

"\ 7 Disc 

Dlae 
controller 

i- controtter r-

Fig. 2 The basic architecture of the Tandem 
NonStop system. 

A process (i.e .. a program running on the 
Tandem machine)3 can be protected from system 
failures b) the execution of a Secondary. or backup. 
process in another processor (Fig. 3). This backup is 
programmed so as to require only periodic 
checkpoin t messages to kccp it apprised of the state 
of the primary. and it can step in at any time should 
the primary fail. The logistics involved in maintain
ing a collection of concurrent ly executing process 
pa irs (primaries and backups). distributed over as 

2 

many as 16 CPUs. would be horrendous were it not 
for a simple and extremely efficient message system 
built into GUARDIAN. the Tandem operating sys
tem. As shown in Fig. 3. the message system allows 
any process in the system to communicate with any 
other without detailed knowledge of its ph)sicallo
cation. Furthermore. it positively confirm!l receipt 
of each message and keeps the sender's address on 
hand so that the receiver can reply as if the sender 
were stili on the line. The message system makes 
every process running on a 16-processor system as 
easy to access as a file on a more conventional 
machine. 

Mes • • ge sy. tem 

II 

Bsckup 
process 

Fig. 3 The message system (part of Ihe Tandem 
operating system) makes every process running 
on a 16-processor system as easy 10 access as a 
file on a more conventional machine. 

The unique architecture of the Tandem NonStop 
computer system bring~ into pia) some equaJl) 
unique approaches to software design. Because of 
the message system and the availability of multiple 
processors. there are performance and other advan
tages to be gained by breaking transaction
processing software down into "requestor 
processes" (independent software entities that con
trol termina ls and perform user-interface functions) 
and "server processes" (independent entities that 
access and manipulatc the data base). The purpose of 
this paper is to discuss the nature of the requcstorl 
server struCture and the advantages that result from 
its implementation on the Tandem machine. 

REQUESTOR AND SERVER PROCESSES 

Figure 4 shows the division of labor bet'A-een 
"requestor" and "server" processes in an online 
project management system. This system provides 
managers with accurate and timely information on 
projects in progress. events that OCcur in connection 
with each project. and participants in projects and 
events. 

The requestor process is responsible for the fol· 
lowing functions: te rmina l interface. field valida
tion. data mapping. and transaction COnirol.~ The 
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terminal inlerface deals with the various protocols 
that differenl terminals in the system employ. Field 
validation invo lves c hecki ng the input for 
numeric-only or alphabetic-only fields. required 
fields. etc. Data mapping is the convers ion of data 
from its terminal display form to its internal form 
(e.g . . June 27. 1981 to 810627) and back again. 
Transaction control includes all the logic necessary 
to display screens in the proper order, perform 
inter-field data consistency checks. and decide what 
actions to take in response to inputs from the termi
nal. It is desirable from the stand point of erricient 
resource management that req uestors be multi
threaded (i.e" capable of dealing with more than 
one request at a time), but this presents a formidabl e 
programming cha ll enge. 

Server proces<.;es (always sing le-th readed) are 
responsib le for data base access. calculations. and 
other functions. In the sample appli cation described 
in Fig. 4. there are four servers (Projects . Evenls. 
Participants. and Employee/Department). each one 
capable of processing several di ffe rent transac tions. 
For example. the Projec t se rver can add. update. 
delete. and list projects. (This does not mean that it 
only accesses project records. but rather that it per
forms all data base access required to process 
proje<:t-related transactions.) 

Two examples will illustrate how requestors and 
servers ""ark together in handling a transaction. 

Example I. A user at a terminal presses a func
tion key to indicate that he wants to add an even!. 

fg]) 
f 
f 
f 

Requestor 

• Terminal interface 
• FJeld validabon 
• Data mapping 

~ __ - -". Transaction conlrol r __ 

However, in entering information about the event. 
he forgets to supply the project name , which is con
side red by the software to be a requi red field. The 
requestor receives the input, recognizes that a re
quired field is missing. and sends an appropriate 
e rror message to the term inal. In this case . because 
of the error, the se rver does not get invol ved. 

Example 2. The user at the terminal receives the 
error message and repeats the request to add an 
even t, this time suppl ying the required information. 
The requestor again checks to see that all the infor
mation is there and thai it is in the correct format 
(numeric items in numeric fields. etc.). Then. it 
conve rts the data to the internal representation for
mal lind com poses a message consisting of data rel
evant to the even t and a code indicating that a new 
event is to be added to a particular project. It sends 
this message (the " request" ) to the Events server. 

The Events server receives the message, iden
tifies the .. add even ' " code. and. in response to that 
code. takes action. First. it reads the relevant proj
ect record and increments by one the event-count 
number contained in that record. Next. it sets the 
event number for the new event equal 10 the event
count number. writes that event to the data base. and 
rewrites the project record. Finally. it composes a 
me~sage containing an "operation-successful" code 
and sends tha t message back to the req ues tor. 

The requestor recognizes the "operation-suc
cessfu l" code and sends an appropriate message 10 

the terminal. 

Se rvers 

Project. 

Add Delete 
Update Ult 

e .... nt. 

Add OeIeIe 
Update Usl 

PIIrtlclpant. 

Add Delete 
Upd8te Ult 

Empl JDept. 
Add Delet. 
Up4ate UII 

Fig. 4 Requestor and server processes in application sollware for an online project management system. 
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PATHWAY-suppl ied User-supplied 
components components 

Projects 

Events 

• Multithreaded i\ Dele 
terminal Pertlclpenls be .. 
Interlace SCREEN COBOL 

• NonStop programs 
coding (single threaded) 

• Transaction 
control 

Empl JOept. 

Requestor Servers 

Fig. 5 PATHWAY, a Tandem software product , simplifies and standardizes the development of requestor/ 
server-based application software. 

Tandem offers a software product. PATHWAY,S 
which simplifies and standardizes the development 
and maintenance of requestor/server-based applica
tion software (Fig. 5). PATHWAY eliminates the 
need to consider multithreading of the requestors 
and the design of primary and backup requestor 
pairs. It also provides an environment for the con
figuration and control of the application. 

Under PATHWAY. the only part of the requestor 
thut users must supply is a collection of appropriate 
SCREEN COBOL programs (written as if they were 
single-threaded). Users must also design and write 
the servers. The first step in designing a system 
based on PATHWAY is to identify the required 
transactions and define precisely the sequence of 
actions for each one. Then. comes the problem of 
"packaging" these transactions into servers. 

Packaging is something of an art, learned by 
experience with diverse applications, and there are 
many different ways of doing it. However, several 
guidelines can be mentioned here . First, the reques
tor should generally not have to call upon two dif
ferent servers 10 complete a single transaction (be
cause this doubles the message overhead, the load 
on the requestor, and the possibility of delays due to 
queuing) . Secondly. if several transactions are han
dled by a given server (as in Fig. 4), they should not 
have widely varying execution times. If they do, 
users will find it difficult to tune and control the 
system because response times for the re latively 
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simple transactions will be erratic. depending on 
whether a request for the complicated transaction is 
being executed at the same time. 

Server processes shou ld be context-free. They 
should not be required to remember past requeslS 
and should nOt concern themselves wilh the origins 
of the present request. The fact that a request came 
from a Tandem 6520 terminal connected to a remote 
Tandem system in Chicago connected to the local 
system via a packet network (and that the user 
pressed function key F5 in response to the "Enter 
Event' · screen) is immaterial at this point in the 
transaction. Servers need not even know which re
questor sent the request because, in effect. the 
Tandem message system holds the appropriate line 
of communication open until the server responds. 

Because servers are single-threaded and con
cerned primarily with satisfying simple requeslS for 
data base records or sets of records, they are ex
tremely easy to design. code. and understand . 

ADVANTAGES 

Ease of Modification 
Writing complex transaction-processing soft

ware in terms of simpler requestor and server 
modules reduces the likelihood of errors in design 
and coding. and it also makes the software easier to 
modify. Each module is highly independent of 

• 

• 
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e\'ery olher. The Interface between a requestor and a 
sen 'c r is restricted 10 a well·defined and limited SCI 
of message formals and function codes. Thus. a 
change in any component is unlikely 10 have unex
pected or subtle effects on other components. 

The modular struc ture of prope rl y designed 
requeslOrlserver soflware greatly facilitates maimc
nance and the implementation of changes because 
such softwa re can be readily understood. An analyst 
or designer who understands the requestor/se rver 
concept has on ly 10 ask a few basic questions 10 get 
an overview of the system: What functions does th e 
application perform? What do the various reques
tors do? Whal do the various servers do? What is th e 
formal of the inlcrproccs!t mc!tsages exchanged be
tween the requestors and servers'! 

At the compone nt level. he llsks: What is the 
format of each sc reen (menu screen. add-even! 
screen. etc .) prc!oented to th e terminal '! What is the 
logical hierarchy of the scree ns'! 

With regard to a particular server. he asks: What 
requests doc!; thi!io server respond to'! What data ba!ioe 
files does II accelts? What transactions docs it take 
part in? 

Thus. the individuals a:;sig ned to maintain the 
system or to Imp lement changes can begin their work 
with a comprehensive understanding of the system 
and liS components . Thi!o grea tl y increases the 
probability that an) changes made wi II be correct. 

Rapid Response 
Some of the most Mrik ing advantages of the 

requestor/server structure Mem from its ability 10 

take full advantage of the uniqu e capabilities of th e 
NonSlop system . Among these capabilities are a 
capacity for parallel processing and system -tuning 
fea tures ba.,ed on the availability of multipl e 
proce~sors . 

Transacl ion Pipeli ning . Tmdilionally. the term 
"pipe lintng" ha!o been used 10 refer to the simulta
ncou!. execution by compu ter hardware of more than 
one instruction at a time . Each inM ruction is typi· 
cally dl\fided Into t\\O phases. and the hardware 
executes Ihe first pha!oe of one in!tlruction simulta
neously with the second phase of another. This im
proves performance. Because of its mulliple
processor archllecture. the Tandem NonStop system 
is capable of a tremendous amoun t of this parallel 
proce!tsmg. and the requestor/ server structure 
makes possible what might be referred to as transae
lion pipellnmg. The effects of transaction pipelin
ing are i liuslr.lIed in Fig . 6 . 

In Fig. 6a. "'e assume that three transactions. 
labeled A, B. and C. are received concurrently by a 
"monolithic" program labe led RJS. which per
forms both requestor and 3crver functions. RIS 
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takes 2 arbitrary time units (2t) to se rvice each 
transaction . Under these circumstances. A will be 
served first while Band e wail. B will be served 
next while e wailS. and e will be served last. As 
shown in Fig. 6a. transaction A will be finished in 
21. but transaction B will take 4t (because of the 
wait lime). and transaction e a full 61. 

The average response time for this ser ies of 3 
tran!t3ctions is (2 t + 4t + 61)/3. or in other words 41. 
The throughput of Ihe system under these conditions 
is 3 tran sac ti ons/6 t. or in other words 0.5 
transactions per time unit. 

In Fig. 6b. the !tame three transactions arrive al 
the system concu rrently. However, in this case. the 
application software consists of a requestor (R) and 
a server (S) ralher than a monolithic program. and 
Ihe hardware i!io a Tandem multiple-processor system 
cap:lble of parallel processi ng of requestor and 
server functions. We assume that it lakes one lime 
unit ( t) for the requestor to do its work and another 
lime unit (t) for the server to do its work (for a total 
processing time of 2t as in the previous exam ple). 

In th e fir..t time unil, A is se rviced by R. while 
Band e wait. In the second time unit, A is serviced 
by S. and B is serviced by R. while e continues its 
wa il. In the third time unit. B is serv iced by S. and 
C is serviced by R. Finally. in the fourth lime unit. 
e is serviced by S. 

(a) 

Time .. 

Transaction A 

Transaction 8 

Transaction C 

(b) 

o 2' 4' 6' 
R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

Average response lime - (21+ 41 + 51)13 - 4t 

Throughput - 3 transact ions/51 
- 0.5 Iransacllonsl1 

Tlme -~'~ 0 11 2' 3, 4' 

Transaction A 

Transaction B 

Transaction C 

, I L R S , , , 
I 

R S , , 
R SJ 

Average response time - (21 + 31+41)/3 - 31 

Throughput _ 3 transaClions/ 4t 
- 0 .75lransaClionsl1 

Fig. 6 Comparison of the performance of (a) 
monolithic transaction - processing software run
ning on a conventional computer and (b) 
requestor /server software running on a Tandem 
machine. 



As show n in Fig . 6b. under these circumstances. 
the res ponse times a re lowe r and the system 
throughput is higher because of processing over
laps. The response time for A is 21. the response 
time for B is 31. and the response time for C is 4t. 
Thus. the average response time is (2t + 3t + 41)/3. 
or in o ther words 3t . The throughput of the system is 
3 transac ti o ns/41. or in o ther words 0.75 
transactions per time unil. 

This is. of course. an idealized case. It is un
realis ti c to assume th at every transaction will take 
equal time in the requestor and the server. and. 
what's more . th e time taken in sending messages 
has been ignored . ( It is usuall y neg ligible.) How
ever. thc basic idea is sound - namel y that perfor
man ce ga in s can be achieved by structu ring applica
tion software to take advantage o f the Tandem sys
tem's inherent capability for parallcl processing. 

Tu ning a Requestor / Server A pplication . 
Traditionally the tun ing of appl ication software to 
improve performance has been done by modifying 
the program itse lf. However. there are several 
dangcrs inheren t in th is practice: 

• r-.·Iod ifying code may introduce bugs. 

• The time required to mod ify codc is consid
erable (often measured in days. weeks. or. 
in extreme cases. months). 

• Tuning of thi s kind usually involves coding 
tricks that also make the programs harder to 
debug, maintain. and understand. 

• Modifying code is the most expensive way 
to tune because of the manpower costs in· 
volved. 

, 
, 
, 
, 

Dual executions 
of the same server 

Requestor 

A more reasonable approach to lUning is avail
able o n the NonStop system if the software is based 
on the requestor/server model. The performance 
problem can be traced either to hardware or soft
ware overloading. If the perfo rmance problem is 
due to an excessive queue o n a hardware compo. 
nenl. more hardware can be added. as on any com
puter system. However. the NonStop system is 
unique in thai it allows CPUs to be added as easily 
as any other type of hardware (and without repnr 
gnunm ing). 

If the pe rformance problem is due to software 
overloadi ng, it can be traced to terminal software 
overloading o r data base softw are overloading (via 
:1 Tandem performance-measuring tool known as 
XRAy.6 which ca n measure th e average queue 
le ngth associated with a give n process). Once the 
problem is identifi ed. the application manager 
needs o nly to introduce additional requestors or ser
vers into the system to correct it (Fig. 7). This in
volves no rccoding because th e requestor or server 
processes added are simp ly new executions of exist
ing programs. 

Load-ba lancing is anothe r luning method avail
able on the NonStop system if the application soft
ware has been designed in accordance with the 
requestor/sener model. Load-balancing is the redis
tribution of files on discs or of processes among the 
available CPUs to achie,re the most efficient use of 
each. 

Figure 8 illustrates one load-balancing opera
tion. If CPU 2 in Figure 8a is chronically ovc r
loaded and XRAY measu rcments show that server 
S3 is the cu lpril. it would be poss ible in a mailer of 

Project. 

Events 

PartiCipants 

Fig . 7 By duplicating requestors or servers , system managers can relieve overloading of selected software 
resources and thus improve response time. 
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• (a) (b) 

= = 

load 

CPU 0 CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU O CPU 1 CPU 2 

Fig_ 8 (a) To relieve a bottteneck in CPU 2 due to overloading, the system manager could shift Server 3 
to CPU 0, thus balancmg the load (b). 

minUlcs (Fig. 8b) to move server 53 from CPU 2 10 
CPU 0, which happens 10 be underutilized. 

The NonStop system archi tectu re allows any 
process to run In any processor module. The meso 
sage system a ll ows processes to communicate with 
one another regardless of which CPU they are run 
ning In and without the need for either process to 
know which CPU the other is running in . Therefore. 
there is no need to modify the code of a process 
when moving it from onc CPU 10 another. 

By adding software capaci lY in modular fashi on 
and balancing the load on each CPU. th e appJicmion 
manager can tune the application software without 
recoding. while preservi ng its logical structure. its 
modu larity, and its simplic ity. 

Expandabili ty 
As explai ned above, the reques tor/se rver struc

ture makes application expa nsion easier. To add ca
pacity to a NonStop system , one simply adds mo re 
processor modu les. terminals. and disc drives as 
needed . Additional copies of the reques tors and ser· 
\ers. identical to those in the original software, can 
then be run on the new hardware . The addi tional 
cost of softwa re is minimal, consist ing o nl y of 
license fees for optiona l software products running 
in the new processors. and no additional program
ming is reqUired. 

Adding new functions is also simple . As the 
computing tasks increase in complexi ty, new ser· 
vers are added to perform the new func tions, and 
the SCREEN COBOL programs in the requestor arc 
modified to make the appropriate requests. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Tande m NonStop system architecture 
provides a favorable envi ronment for o nline transac
tion process ing , bUI poorly designed application 
software can negate the benefits offered by the ma
chine. The reques tor/serve r stru cture offers a 
proven way o f achieving case o f modification. rapid 
response lime. and expandability in transaction
processing software designed for the Tande m ma
c hine. and th e PATHWAY software product sig nifi 
cantl y red uces the t ime needed to develop such 
software. 
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Abstract 

A fault-tolerant computer architecture is examined that is commercially avail
able today and installed in many industries. The hardware is examined in this 
paper and the software is examined in a companion paper [Ref. 4 J. 



Introduction 

The increasing need for businesses to go on-line is stimulating a requirement for cost effective 
computer systems having continuous availability [Ret. 1,2}. Certain applications such as auto
matic toU billing for telephone systems lose money each minute the system is down and the 
losses are irrecoverable. Systems commercially available today have met a necessary require
ment 01 multiprocessing but nol the sufficient conditions for fault-tolerant computing. 

The greatest dollar volume spent on systems needing these fault-Iolerant capabilities are in the 
commercial on-line, data base transaction , and terminal oriented applications. The design of the 
Tandem 16 NonStop· system was directed toward offering the commercial market an off-the
shelf, general purpose system wrth at least an order-of-magnltude better availability than existing 
oH-the-shelf systems without charging a premium (see Appendix A). This was accomplished by 
using a top down system design approach, thus avoiding the shortcomings 01 the systems 
currently addressing the fault-tolerant market. 

Except for some very expensive special systems developed by the military, universities, and 
some computer manufacturers in limited quantities, no commercially available systems have 
been designed for conllnuous avallabllit~ Some systems such as the ones deSigned by ROLM 
have been designed for high MTBF by "ruggedizing ," but typically computers have been de
signed to be in a monolithic, single processor environment. As certain applications demanded 
cont inuous availability, manufacturers recognized that a multiprocessor system was necessary 
to meet the demands for availability. In order to preserve previous development effort and 
compatibility, manufacturers invented awkward devices such as 110 channel switches and 
interprocessor communication adapters to retrofit eXisting hardware. The basic flaw in this effort 
is that only muiliprocessing was achieved. While that is necessary for continuously available 
systems, it is far from suHicient. 

Single points of failure flourish In these past architectures (Figure 1). A power supply failure in the 
110 bus SWitch or a single integrated cirCUit (IC) package failure in any 110 controller on the 110 
channel emanating from the 1/0 bus switch Will cause the entire system to fail. Other architectures 
have used a common memory for Interprocessor communications, creating another Single point 
of failure. TYPICally such systems have not even approached the problem of on-line maintenance, 
redundant cooling, or a power distribution system that allows for brownout conditions. In today's 
marketplace. many of the applications of fault-tolerant systems do not allow any down time for 
repair. 

Expansion of a system such as the one in Figure 1 is prohibitively expensIVe. A three-processor 
system, strongly connected in a redundant fashion, would require twelve interprocessor links on 
the ,10 channels; five processors would need forty links; lor n processors. 2n(n-l) links are 
required. These links often conSist of 100-200 Ie packages and reqUire entire circuit boards 
priced between $6,000 and $10,000 each. Using the I/O channel in this manner limits the 1/0 
capabilities as a further undesirable side effect. The resulting hardware changes for expansion, if 
undertaken, are typically dwarfed In magnitude by the software changes needed when applica
tions are to be geographICally changed or expanded. 

This paper descnbes the Tandem 16 architecture at the lowest level (hardware). Section I deals 
With the overall system organization and packaging. Section" explains the processor module 
organization and its attachment to the interprocessor communications system. Section III 
discusses the 110 system organization. Section IV discusses power, packaging. and on-line 
maintenance aspects that are not covered elsewhere In the paper. 
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Figure 1. Example of Previous Fault·Tolerant Systems 

I. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 

The Tandem 16 NonStop system is organized around three basIC elements: the processor 
module, dual-ported 110 controliers, and the DC power distribution system (Figures 2 and 3). The 
processors are interconnected by a dual-interprocessor bus system: the Oynabus; the 1/0 
controllers are each connected with two independent 1/0 channels, one to each port: and the 
power distribution system is integrated with the modular packaging of the system. 

The system design goal is two-fold : (1) to continue operation of the system through any single 
failure, and (2) to be able to repair that failure without affecting the rest 01 the system. The on-line 
maintenance aspects were a key factor in the design of the physical packaging and the power
distribution of the system. 
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Figure 3. Tandem 16 Power Olstribution 

System Packaging 

The cabinet (Figure 4) IS divided into four sections: the upper card cage, the lower card cage, 
cooling, and power supplies. The upper card cage contaIns up to four processors, each with up to 
2 M bytes of independent main memory. The lower card cage contains up to thirty-two I/O 
controller printed circuil (PC) cards, where each controller consists alone to three PC cards. The 
cooling section consists of four fans and a plenum chamber that forces laminar air flow tt'lrough 
the card cages. The power supply section contains up to four power supply modules. Multiple 
cabinets may be bolted together and the system has the capability to accommodate a maximum 
of sixteen processors. 

Each processor module, conSisting of a CPU. memory, Oynabus control and 110 channel are 
powered by an associated power supply. If a failed module is to be replaced in this section Its 
associated power supply is shut off, the module is replaced, and the power supply is turned on. 
Each card cage slot In the 110 card cage is powered by two different power supplies. Each of the 
1/0 controllers is connected via Its dual-port arrangement to two processors. Each of those 
processors has its own power supply ; usually, but not necessarily, those two supplies are Ihe 
ones that power the 110 controller (Figure 3). Each slot In the 1/0 card cage can be powered down 
by a corresponding switch disconnecting power from the slol from both supplies without affecting 
power to the remainder of the system. Therefore, if a power supply fails, or If one IS shut down to 
repair a processor, no 1/0 controllers are affected. 
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The dual-power sourcing to the I ° controllers was originally designed uSing relay switchmg. This 
plan was abandoned for several reasons: a) to contend with relay failure modes is difficult; b) the 
number of contact bounces on a sWitch-over IS neither uniform nor predictable making It difficult 
for the operallng system to handle power-on mterrupts from the I ° controllers ; and c) dUring the 
sWitch-over, controllers do lose power. and while most controllers are software-restartable, 
communications controllers hang up thelf communications lines. We therefore devised a diode 
current sharing scheme whereby 1,0 controllers are constantly drawing current from two supplies 
Simultaneously II a power supply fails, all the current for a given controller is supplied by the 
second power supply. There IS also circuitry to prOVide for a controlled ramping of current draw on 
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turn-on and turn-off so there are no instantaneous power demands for a given supply causing a 

potential momentary dip in supply voltage. 

Both fans and power supplies are electrically connected using quick disconnect connectors to 
speed replacement upon failure . No tools are required to replace a power supply. A screwdriver is 
all thai IS needed to replace a fan. Both replacements lake less than 5 minutes. 

Interconnections 

Physical interconnection is done both using front edge connectors and back-planes. Communica
tions within a processor module(e.g. between the CPU and main memory)takes place over four 50-
pin front edge connectors using flat ribbon cable. Interprocessor communication takes place over 
the Dynabus on the back-plane also utilizing ribbon cable. The 1,0 controllers use etch trace on the 
back-plane for communication among PC cards 01 a multlcard controller. The 1/0 channels are 
back-plane ribbon cable connections between the processors and the 110 controllers. 

Peripheral I/O devices are connected via shielded round cable either to a bulk-head patch panel 
or directly to the front edge connectors of the 1/0 controllers. If a patch panel is used. then there IS 
a connection using round cables between the patch panel and the front edge connectors of the 

1/0 controllers . 

Power is distributed using a DC power distribution scheme. Physically. AC is brought in through a 
filtering and phase splitting distribution box. Pigtails connect the AC distribution box to one of the 
input connectors of a power supply. The DC power from the supply is routed through a cable 
harness to a laminated bus bar arrangement which distributes power on the back-plane to both 

processors and 110 controllers. 

II. PROCESSOR MODULE ORGANIZATION 

The processor (Figure 5) includes a 1S-blt CPU. main memory. the Dynabus interface control, 
and an 1/0 channel. Physically the CPU. 1/0 channel and Oynabus control consists of two PC 
boards 16 inches by 18 inches, each containing approximately 300 Ie packages. Schottky TTL 
circuitry is used. Up to 2 M bytes of main memory is available utilizing core or semicondutor 
technology. Core memory boards hold 32K or 128K 17-bit words and each occupy two card slots 
because of the height of the core stack. Semiconductor memory is Implemented utilizing 161>in, 
4K or 16K dynamiC RAMs. These memory boards contain 48K and 192K 22-bil words per board, 
respectively, and occupy only one card slot and are therefore 50°'0 denser than core. 

The processor module is viewed by the user as a IS-bit stack-Oriented processor, with a demand 
paging. virtual memory system capable of supporting multiprogramming. 

The CPU 
The CPU is a microprogrammed processor consisting of a bank of 8 registers which can be used 
as general purpose registers. as an LIFO register staCk. or for Indexing; an ALU ; a shifter ; two 
memory stack management registers: program control registers (e.g. program counter, instruc
tion register, enVIronment or status register, and a next Instruction register lor instruction preletch
Ing); scratch pad registers available only to the mlcroprogrammer; and several other miscellane

ous flags and counters lor the mlCroprogrammer. 

The microprogram is stored in read-only memory and is organized in 512-word sectors of 32 -bit 
words. The micrOinstruction has different formats for branChing, sequential functions, and 
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Figure 5. Tandem 16 Processor Organization 

immediate operand operations. The Tandem 16 instruction set occupies 1024 words with the 
decimal anthmetic and the float ing point options each occupYing another 512 words. The address 
space for the microprogam is 4K words. 

The microprocessor has a 100 ns cycle time and IS a two-stage pipelined microprocessor, i.e .• all 
micrOinstructions take two cycles to execute but one completes each cycle. In the first stage of 
the pipeline any two operands are selected by two source fields in the microinstruction for loading 
into the ALU Input registers. In the second stage of the pipeline the ALU performs a primitive 
operation on the operands placed in the ALU input registers during the previous cyde and 
performs a shift operation on the results. In parallel , a miscellaneous operation such as a 
condition code setting or a counter increment can be done, the result can be stored in any CPU 
register or dispatched to the memory system or 110 channel , and a condition test made on the 
results. Each of these parallel operations is controlled by a separate control field in the micro
instruction. 

The basic set of 173 machine instruct ions includes arithmetic operations (add, subtract, etc.), 
logical operat ions (and, or, exclusive or), bit deposit, block (mult iple element) movesl 
compares/ scans, procedure calls and exits, interprocessor SENDs. 110 operations. and operat
ing system primitives. All instructions are 16 bits in length. The decimal instruction set provides an 
additional 32 instructions dealing with four-word operands while the floating point instructions set 
provides an additional 43 instructions. 
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The interrupt system has 16 major interrupt levels which include interprocessor bus data re
ceived. 1/0 transfer completion, memory error, interval timer, page faull. privileged instruction 
violation, elc. 

Provision is made for several events to cause microinterrupts. They are entirely handled by the 
CPU's microprocessor without causing an interrupt to the operating system. One event for 
example, is the receipt of a 16-word packet over the Oynabus. A packet is the pnmitive unit of data 
which is transferred over the Oynabus for interprocessor communication, The microprocessor 
puts the information in a predetermined area 01 memory and does nol cause a system interrupt 
until the entire message is received . 

The register stack is used for most arithmetic operations and for holding parameters for block 
instructions (moves /compares/ scans) which need the parameters updated dynamically so that 
the instructions may be interruptable and restarted . The a-register stack is a "wraparound" stack 
and is not logically connected to the memory stack. 

Main Memory 

Main memory is organized in physical pages of 1 K words of 16 bits/word. Up to 1 M words of 
memory may be attached to a processor. In the core memory systems there is a parity bit for 
single error detection, and in semiconductor memory systems there are 6 check bits/word to 
provide single error correction and double error detect ion. Due to the relative reliability of these 
two technologies, we have found that semiconductor memory, without error correction, is much 
less reliable than core, and that with error correction, it is somewhat more reliable than core. 
Battery backup provides short term non-volatility to the semiconductor memory system for utility 
power outage considerations. 

It might be noted that there are some memory systems using a 21-bit error correction scheme (5 
check bits on a 16-bit data word instead of 6). While 5 bits are enough to correct all single bit 
errors, it does not detect approximately 1/3 of the possible double bit error combinations. In these 
conditions, this 5-check bit scheme will incorrectly deduce that some bit (neither of the bits 
actually in error) is incorrect and correctable. The scheme will then correct this bit (actually 
causing 3 bits to be in error), and deliver it to the system as "good" report ing a correctable 
memory error. 

Memory is logically divided into 4 address spaces (Figure 6). These are the virtual address 
spaces of the machine; both the system and the user have a code space and a data space. The 
code space is unmodifiable and the data space can be viewed either as a stack or a random 
access memory, depending on the addressing mode used. Each of these virtual address spaces 
are 64K words long addressed by a l6-bit virtual address. 

The physical memory address is 20 bits with conversion from the virtual address to physical 
address accomplished through a mapping scheme. Four maps are provided, one for each logical 
address space; each map consists of 64 entries, one for each page in the Virtual address space. 
The maps are implemented in 50 ns access bipolar static RAM. The map access and main 
memory error correction is included in the 500 ns cycle time for semiconductor memory systems. 

The unmodifiable code area provides reentrant, recursive, and sharable code. The data space 
(Figure 7) can be referenced relative to address a (global data or G + addreSSing), or relat ive to 
the memory stack management registers in the CPU. 

The lowest level language provided on the Tandem 16 system is TITAL, a high-level , block
structured, ALGOL·like language which provides structures to get at the more efficient machine 
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instructions. The basic program unit in TfTAl is the PROCEDURE. Unlike ALGOL. there is no 
outer block. but rather a main PROCEDURE. TfTALhas the ability to declare certain variables as 
global. PROCEDURES cannot be nested in TfTAL, but a SUBPROCEDURE can be nested in a 
PROCEDURE and only in a PROCEDURE. A SUBPROCEDURE is limited in local variable 

access capabilities. 

The memory stack, defined by two registers in the CPU, is used for efficient linkage to and from 
procedures, parameter passing. and dynamic storage allocation and deallocation for variables 
local to the procedure. 
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The L register (Local variables) points to the last stack marker placed on Ihe stack. This marker 
contains return informal ion about the caller such as the return address and the previous location 
of the L register. The contents of the L register are primarily changed by the procedure call and exit 
instructions. 

Addressing relative 10 the L register provides access to parameters passed to a procedure (L- ) 
and local variables of Ihe procedure (L +). Parameters may be passed either by value (using 
direct addressing) or by reference (usmg indirect addreSSing). 

The S register (stack top pointer) points to the last element placed on the stack. It is used for a 
SUBPROCEDUAE's sublocal data area when S relative addressing (S- ) is used. 
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Figure 7. Tandem 16 Data Space 
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There is a special mode of addressing used by the operating system, called System Global 
(SG+) addressing. It is used by the opero.ting system while it IS working in a user's virtual data 
space (on his behalf) and needs to address the system data space. The system data space 
contains many resource tables and buff,rs and the need to access them quickly justifies the 
existence of this addressing mode. 

There are three tables known to the operating system, the microprogram and Ihe hardware: the 
system interrupt vector (SIV). the liD Control (IOC) table. and the Bus Receive Table (BAT). 
These tables will be explained in laler sections as appropriate. 

The Dynabus 

The Oynabus is a set of two independent interprocessor buses. Bus access is determined by two 
independent interprocessor bus controllers. Each of these controllers is dual-powered, in the 
same manner as an 110 controller. The Oynabus controllers are very small, approximately 30 IC 
packages, and are not associated with, nor phystcally a part of any processor. Each bus has a 
two-byte data path and control lines associated with it. There are two sets of radial connections 
from each interprocessor bus controller to each processor module. They distribute clocks for 
synchronous transmission over the bus and for transmission enable. Therefore , no failed pro
cessor can independently dominate Oynabus utilization upon failure since in order to electrically 
transmit onto the bus, the bus controller must agree that a given processor has the right to 
transmil Each bus has a dock associated with it. running Independently of the processor clocks 
and located on the associated bus controller. The clock rate is 150 ns on two- to eight-processor 
systems. The clock does need to be slowed down for the longer interprocessor buses of greater 
than eight processors. Therefore each bus on small systems transfers at the rate of 13.3 M 
bytes/second and on the larger systems at 10 M bytes/second. Performance measurements 
have shown that under worst case test conditions the Oynabus is only 15% utilized in a 
ten-processor system, 

Each processor in the system attaches to both interprocessor buses. The Oynabus interlace 
control section (Figure 8) consists of 3 high speed caches: an incoming Queue associated with 
each interprocessor bus, and a single outgoing queue that can be SWitched to either of the buses. 
All caches are sixteen words in length and all bus transfers are cache to cache. All components 
that attach to either of the buses are kept physically distinct, so that no single component failure 
can contaminate both buses simultaneously. Also in this section are clock synchronization and 
interlock circuitry. All processors communicate In point-to-poIOt manner using this redundant 
direct shared bus (OS8) configuration [Ref. 3 J. 
For any given interprocessor data transfer, one processor is the sender and the other the receiver. 
Before a processor can receive data over an interprocessor bus, the operating system must 
configure an entry in a table (Figure 9) known as the Bus Receive Table (BRT). Each BRT entry 
contains the address where the Incoming data is to be stored, the sequence number of the next 
packet, the processor number of the sender and receiver, and the number of words expected. To 
transfer data over a bus, a SEND instruction is executed in the sending processor, which specifies 
the bus to be used, the intended receiver. and the number of words to be sent. The sending 
processor's CPU stays in the SEND instruction until the data transfer is completed. Up to 65,535 
words can be sent in a single SEND instruction. While the sending processor is executing the 
SEND instruction. the Dynabus interlace control logic in the receiving processor is storing the 
data away according to the appropriate BRT entry. In the receiving processor this occurs 
simultaneously with the program execution. 
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. The message is divided into packets of fourteen information words, a sequence number word. 
and an LAC check word . The sending processor first fills its outgoing queue with these packets, 
requests a bus transfer, and transmits upon grant of the bus by the interprocessor bus controller. 
The receiving processor fiUs the incoming queue associated with the bus over which the packet is 
received, and issues a microinterrupt to its own CPU. The microprocessor of the CPU checks the 
BAT entry. stores the packet away, verifies the LAC check word , and updates the BAT entry 
accordingly. If the count is exhausted the currently executing program is Interrupted: othelWise 
program execution continues. 

The BAT entries are four words that include a transfer count buffer address. sequence number 
expected, and the sender and receiver CPU numbers. The SEND instruction has as parameters 
the deSignation of the bus to be used, the intended receiver. the data buffer address in the system 
data space, the word count to be transferred. and a timeout value. Error recovery action is to be 
taken in case the transfer is not completed within the timeout interval. These parameters are 
placed on the register stack and are dynamically updated so that the SEND instruction is 
interruptable on packet boundaries. 

There are several levels of protOCOl. beyond the scope of this paper, dealing with the interproces
sor bus that exist in software [Ret 4 ), to assure that valid data is transferred. The philosophy for 
the hardware/software partitioOlng was to leave the more esoteric decisions to the software. e.g .. 
alternate path routing, and error recovery procedures, with fault detection and reporting im
plemented in the hardware. Fault detection was deSigned in those areas having the highest 
antICipated probability of error. 

The Input/Output Channel 

The heart of the Tandem 16 110 System IS the 110 channel. All 110 is done on a direct memory 
access (DMA) basis. The channel is a microprogrammed. block multiplexed channel with the 
b40ck size determined by the individual controllers. All the controllers are buffered to some degree 
so that all transfers over the 110 channel are at memory speed (4 M Bytes/Second) and never wait 
for mechanical motion Since the transfers always come from a buffer in the controller rather than 
from the actual 110 deVIce. 

There eXists a table in the system data space of each processor called the 10C (I/O Control) table 
that contains a two-word entry (Figure 10) for each of the 256 poSSible 110 devices attached to the 
110 channel. These entries contain a byte count and virtual address in the system data space for 
data transfers from the 110 system. 

The 110 channel moves the 10C entry to active registers dUring connection of an 1/0 controller and 
restores the updated values to the loe upon disconnection. The 110 channel alerts the 110 
controller when the count has been exhausted and that causes the controller to interrupt the 
processor. 

The channel does not execute channel programs as on many systems but it does do data transfer 
in parallel with program execution. The memory system priority always permits I/O accesses to 
be handled before CPU or Oynabus accesses (in an on-line, transaction oriented environment, it 
is rare that a system is not 1/0 bound). The maximum 110 transfer is 4K bytes. 
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III . 1/0 SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 

The 1/0 system had a design goal 01 being very efficient in a transaction, on-line oriented 
environment. This environment has constraints different Irom those 01 a batch environment. The 
figure 01 merit in an on-line system is the number 01 transactions / second /dollar that can be 
handled by the system. We also wanted an 1/0 system that had low overhead, fast transfer rates. 
no overruns, and no interrupts to the system until a logical entity of work was completed (e.g., no 
character by character interupts from the terminals). The resulting design satisfied these goals by 
implementing an 1/0 system that was extremely simple. 

1/0 controllers reconnect to the channel when their buffers are stressed past a configurable 
threshold , transfer data in a burst mode until their buffer stress is zero (buffer empty on input 
operations, full on output operations), and disconnect 'rom the channel. When the transfer 
terminates, the 110 controller interrupts the processor. Controllers may interrupt for other reasons 
than an exhausted byte count, e.g., a terminal controller receiving an end-aI-page character from 
a page mode terminal, or 1/0 channel error condition, or a disc pack being mounted. 
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Dual·Port Controllers 

The dual·ported 1/0 devICe controllers provide the interface between the Tandem 16 standard 1,0 
channel and a variety of peripheral devices uSing distinct Interfaces. While the 1/0 controllers are 
vastly different. there IS a commonality among them that folds them Into the Tandem 16 NonStop 
architecture. 

Each controller contams two independent liO channel ports implemented by Ie packages which 
are physically separate from each otherso thai no interface chipean Simultaneously cause failure 
of both ports. Each port of each controller has a 5-bil conflgurable controller number and interrupt 
priority setting. These settings can be different on each port. The only requirement is thai each 
port attached to an liD channel must be aSSIgned a controller number and priority distinct from 
controller numbers and priorities of other ports attached to the same 1/0 channel. 

Each controller has a PON (power-on) circuit which clamps its output to ground whenever the 
controller's DC supply voltage is not within regulation. The paN circuit has hysteresis in it so that 
It will not oscillate if the power should hover near the limit of regulation. When the power is within 
regulation, the output of the PON circuit is at a TTL "'" level. A power-on condition causes a 
controller reset and also gives an interrupt to one of the two processors to which it is attached. 
The output of the paN circuit is also used to enable all the 110 channel bus transceivers so that a 
controller being powered down will not cause interference on the VO channels during the power 
transient. This is possible because the PON cirCUit operates with the supply voltage as low as .2 
volts and special transceivers are used which correctly stay In a high impedance state as long as 
the control enable is at a logical "0". 

logically only one of the two ports of an 110 contro/ler is active and the other port is utilized only in 
the event of a path failure to the primary port. There is an "ownership" bit (Figure 11) indicating 10 
each port if It is the primary port or the alternale. Ownership is changed only by the operating 
system Issuing a TAKE OWNERSHIP 110 command. Executing thiS special command causes the 
110 controller to swap its primary and alternate port deSignation and to do a controller reset. Any 
attempt to use a controller which is not owned by a given processor Will result in an ownership 
violation. If a processor determines that a given controller is malfunctioning on its 110 channel. it 
can issue a DISABLE PORT command that logically disconnects the port from that 110 controller. 
This does not affect the ownership status. That way. if the problem is within the port, the alternate 
palh can be used, but if the problem is in the common portion of the controller, ownership is not 
forced upon the other processor. 

A controller signals an interrupt on the 110 channel if the channel has indicated an exhausted 
transfer count, if the controller terminates the transfer prematurely, or for attention purposes. 

When simultaneous interrupts occur on an 1/0 channel. a priof1ty scheme determines which 
interrupt is handled first. There are two levels 01 priorities designated "rank 0" and "rank 1". Each 
rank has up to sixteen controllers assigned to it. Jumper wires on each controller determine the 
rank and position within the rank (positions a to 15). The 110 channel issues a rank 0 interrupt poll 
cycle and each controller assigned to rank a can place an Interrupt request. If it needs service. on 
a dedicated data bit of the VO channel determined by the jumper wires. If there are no controllers 
on rank 0 requiring service, the 110 channel issues the Interrupt poll cycle lor rank 1. Note. only 
thirty-two controllers can be assigned to a gIVen channel and each one has a unique rank and 
poSition designation. The highest priority controller is granted access to the interrupt system. 
Thus a radial polling technique allows the processor to resolve thirty-two different controller 
priOrities In just two poll cycles. Each port of a controller has a separate set of configuration 
jumpers so that a contro/ler can have different priorities on its primary and alternate path. 
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Figure 11 . Ownership Circuitry 

Controller Buffer Considerations 

In the design of Ihe Tandem 16 I/O system, a 101 of attention was paid to the overrun problem. 
While overruns are possible on this system, they have been made a rare occurrence. Each 1/0 
controller has three configurable settings: the 1/0 controller number. the interrupt priority, and 
buffer stress threshold reconnect setting. 

Each 1/0 controller is buffered to some extent. The asynchronous terminal controller has 2 bytes 
of buffering. while the disc controller has 4K bytes 01 buffering. Considerations of device transfer 
rate, channel transfer rate. the individual controller's buffer depth. the controller's reconnect 
priority, and a given channel's 1/0 complement can be used to determine the buffer's depth (stress 
threshold) at which a reconnect request should be made 10 the channel to minimize the chance of 
overrun. Each controller with significant buffering (more than 32 bytes) has a configurable stress 
threshold. Buffer stress is defined as the number of cells full on an input operat ion, and the 
number of cells empty on output operations. In general , the 1/0 channel relieves stress while the 
1/0 device generates more stress. Therefore the higher Ihe stress. the more the buffer needs relief 
from the 1/0 channel , regardless of the direction of data transfer. 

Tandem has developed a program which takes a system configuration and determines the 
appropriate stress threshold sett ings needed to guarantee no data overruns. Since reconnect 
overhead time is known, and all transfers on the 1/0 bus take place at memory speed, and the 
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upper bound of the block length is known for each type of controller, it is a deterministic function 
as to whether or not an overrun is possible. If it is impossible to generate a no-overrun configura
tion , the program will output at minimum-overrrun threshold settings. Most times, however, it is 
possible to iterate on the configuration until threshold settings can be determined that prevent 

overruns. 

Disc Controller Considerations 

The greatest fear that an on-line system user has is that "the data base is down" [Ref. 5]. Many of 
these users are willing to pay the premium of having duplicated or "mirrored" data bases in case 
of disc drive fails. To meet this requirement. Tandem provides automatic mirroring of data bases. 

A disc volume is a sel of data contained on one spindle or one removable disc pack. A user may 
declare any of the disc volumes as mirrored pairs at system generation time (Figure 12). The 
system then maintains these pairs so they always contaIn identical data. Thus protection is 
achieved for a single drive failure. Each disc drive in the system may be dual·ported. Each port of 
a disc drive is connected to an independent disc controller. Each of the disc controllers are also 
dual·ported and connected between two processors. A string of up to eight drives (four mirrored 
pairs) can be supported by a pair of controllers to this manner. 

Note that in thIS configuration there are many paths to any given data and that data can be 
retrieved regardless of any single disc dnve failure, disc controller failure, power supply failure, 
processor failure, or If 0 channel failure. 

The disc controller is buffered for a maximum length record whICh provides several features 
important In an on·line system. For example, the disc controller IS absolutely immune to overruns. 

This disc controller uses a Fire code [Ref. 6 } for burst error correcllon and detection. It can correct 
11 bit bursts In the controller's buffer before transmiSSion to the channel. Since overlapped seeks 
are allowed by the controller, when data is to be read from a mirrored pair it can be read from the 
drive which has ItS ann closest to the data cylinder. This is accomplished by using "split seeks," a 
SYSGEN parameter thai requires one of the mirrored pair to only read from the first half of the disc 
cylinders with the other disc responsible for Ihe second half of t~e disc cylinders. II is interesting to 
note that since the majority of transactions In an on·line system are reads, mirrrored volumes 
actually can increase performance. 

NonStop I/O System Considerations 

The 110 chann~ interface consists of a two·byte data bus and control Signals. All data transferred 
over the bus is parity checked in both directions, and errors are reported via the interrupt system. 
A watchdog timer in the 1/0 channel detects If a non--exlstent 1/0 controller has been addressed, 
or if a controller stops responding during an If 0 sequence. 

The data transfer byte count word in the 10C entry contains four status bits including a protect bit. 
When this bit is set to " ' " only output transfers are permitted to this device. 

Because 1/0 controllers are connected between two independent If a channels, it is very impor· 
tant that word count. buffer address, and direction of transfer are conlrolled by the processor 
Instead of within the controller. If that information were to be kept In the controller, a single failure 
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Figure 12. Tandem 16 Disc Subsystem Organization 

could cause both processors to which it was attached to fail. Consider what would happen if a 
byte count register was located in the controller and was stuck in a sItuation such that the count 
could not decrement to zero on an input transfer. It would be possible to overwrite the buffer and 
cause system tables to become meaningless. The error would propagate to the other processor 
upon discovery that the first processor was no longer operating. 

Other error conditions that the channel checks for are violations of 1/0 protocol. attempts to 
transfer to absent pages (it IS the operating system's responsibility to "tack down" the virtual 
pages used for 1/0 buffering), uncorrectable memory errors, and map panty errors. 
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IV. POWER, PACKAGING, ON-LINE MAINTENANCE 

The Tandem 16 power supply has three sections: a 5-voll interruptable section, as-val! unlnter· 
ruptable section, and a 12·15 volt uninterruptable sect ion. The Interruptable sectIOn will SlOP 
supplymg DC power when AC is losl while the uninterruptable sections will continue to supply DC 
power. The Interruptable section powers liD controllers and thai portion of a processor whICh is 
not related to memory refresh operation. The uninterruptable sections provide power lor the 
memory array and refresh circuitry. The S-yal! sections are sWitching regulated supplies while the 
12·15 volt secllon is linearly regulated. The uninterruptable sections have a provision for a battery 
attachment so that In case of utility power failure, memory contents are kept for 1.5 to 4 hours, 
depending on the amount of memory attached to the supply, 

The power supply accepts AC Input of 110 or 220 volts ±20% to provide brownout insensitivity. At 
nommal line conditions, over 30 msec of ride-through is provided by storage capacitors. A 
power-fail warning signal is provided when there is at least 5 msec of regulated power remaining 
so thatlhe processor can go through an orderly shut down. Some users must remain operational 
through utility power failure and have generator systems which provide continuous AC power for 
the entire system, including peripheral devices. 

The power-fail warning scheme in the Tandem 16 power supply momtors charge in the storage 
capacitors rather than monitoring loss of AC peaks as is conventionally done. This has the 
advanlage that the 5 msec reqUired to do a power shutdown sequence in the processor is 
guaranteed even if It occurs after a brownout period. 

The power supply provides all other prudent features required in a computer system, such as over 
voltage and over current protection, and over temperature protection. 

The power-up sequencing on disc drives has been implemented with Independent rather than 
dalsy~hained circuits. In the daisy-chained approach, one bad sequencer cirCUit can cause the 
remaming drives in the chain not to sequence up after a power failure. 

Further Packaging and On-line Maintenance Cons iderations 

Modularity is a key concept in the Tandem 16 system. The maintenance philosophy is to make all 
repair by module replacement at the user site Without making the system unavailable to the user: 
Therefore the back-planes, power supplies, fans. 1/0 channels. as well as the PC cards are 
modular and easily replaceable . Thumb screws are used when they can be so thai a mimmum 
number of tools is needed for repair. The package is designed so that there is easy access to all 
modules. 

Processors and VO controllers not only can be replaced on-line, but added on-line without system 
interruption if expansion is planned, all without applications software being changed. 

Summary 

The contribution of the Tandem 16 system lies in the synthesis of a system to directly address the 
need of the NonStop applicat ion marketplace. By avoiding the "onus of compatibility" to any 
previous system, an architecture could be designed from "scratch" that was "clean" and efficient. 

The system goals have been met to a large degree. Systems have been installed containing two 
to twelve processors. Many application programs are on-line and running. They recover from 
failures. and stay up continuously. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Tandem 16 system provides its high 
availability through architecture. In the lit
erature [ Ref. 7,8) we find that availability 
ranges between 0 and 1 and is defined as: 

where 

A 
MTBF 

MTTR 

MTBF (1 ) 

MTBF + MTTR 

=- Availability 
= Mean Time Between 

Failure 
:::: Mean Time to Repair 

The availability ot two redundant systems 
where only one is required is represented 
by: 

r------.., 
I I 

I 
I 

I "'2 I 
L ____ ~(~"!J 

Figure 13. 

and the parallel system, A(PAR), has an 
availability of 

A(PAR) - A, + A, - A,A, (2) 

If A, ,. A2 = A then, 

A(PAR) - 2A - A' (3) 

When subsystems in series are required for 
operation. the system is represented by: 

r------.., 
I 

Figure 14. 
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and the series systems, A(SER), has an 
availability of 

A(SER) - A,A, (4) 

While It is not the intention of the author to 
give any more than Ihese basics of theory 
of Availabilit~ a comparison of three ar
chitectures of disc subsystems connected 
to host computers will serve as an example 
to demonstrate the order-of-magnitude 
more availability claimed for the Tandem 16 
systems. The three architectures will be the 
following : 

Tandem 16 System 

Figure 15. 

CPU 

Batch System 

Figure 16. 



and the typical "fault-tolerant" system 

CTLR 

"f-r' System 

Figure 17. 

The availability models for the three sys
tems are: 

TANDE M 
T/18 

SYSTE M 

BATCH 
SYSTEM %-i CTlR H DISC ~ 

Figure 18. 

Assuming the MTBF of all similar compo
nents to be equal: 

CPU 
CTLR 
DISC 
SWITCH 

9.000 hours 
12,000 hours 
4,000 hours 

15,000 hours 
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and the MTTR for any failure to be a can· 
serallve 24 hours, the availability 01 these 
systems are: 

One CPU ~ .997340426 (5) 
Parallel CPUs ~ .999992927 (6) 

One CTLR ~ .998003992 (7) 
Parallel CTLRs ~ .999996016 (8) 

One Disc ~ .994035785 (9) 
Parallel Discs : .999964429 (10) 

One Swilch = .998402556 (11) 

Tandem 16 ~ (.999992927)(.999996016) 
(.999964229) (12) 

- .999953172 (13) 

Batch 
Syslem - (.997340426)(.998003992) 

(.994035785) (14) 
- .989413082 (15) 

"I-f' 
Syslem ~ (. 999992927)(.998402556) 

(.99996016)(.999964229) (16) 
- .998355803 (17) 

Solving (1 ) for MTBF we get 

MTBF -
MITR(A) 

1- A 
(18) 

Again assuming MTTR = 24 hours, the 
MTBF lor the above systems are: 

Balch 
Tandem 16 System "f-I" system 

512.490 2.243 14,573 hours 
= 21 ,353 = 93 ~607 days 
= 58.4 = 0.25 = 1.66 years 



The Tandem 16 architecture provides 35 
t imes the MTBF of the typical " fault
lolerant" system architecture and 233 
times that of the typical batch system. In 
this analysIs it was assumed that dual con
trollers and dual ported discs were used, 
and that the two volumes were kept identi
cal In each system except the batch sys
tem. 

Tandem has completed extensive com
puter modeling of architectures. EmpIrical 
observations have substantiated our 
modeling data and product claim: the Tan-
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dem 16 architecture does, in fact. provide 
an order-of-magnltude more avallabllJity 
than any past commercially available sys
tems. The results seen here in this appen
dix, however, would not be observed nor
mally on any of the systems mentioned. 
There are assumptions made which make 
these calculations unrealistic: atl faults are 
not independent as assumed, faults do go 
undetected for long periods of time, and so 
forth . What this exerCise does prove is Ihat 
thiS archllecture does provide a vehicle for 
order-of-magnllude improvement in avail
ability which is empiticalty observable. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Tandem 16 computer system is an attempt at providing a general-purpose, 
multiple-compuler system which IS at least one order of magnitude more 
reliable than conventional commercial offerings.Through software abstractions 
a mUltiple-computer structure, desirable for failure tolerance, is transformed 
into something approaching a symmetric multiprocessor, desirable for pro
gramming ease. Section 1 of this paper provides an overview of the hardware 
structure. In section 2 afe found the design goals for the operating system, 
"Guardian," Section 3 provides a bottom-up view 01 Guardian. The user-level 
interface IS then discussed in section 4. Secllon 5 provIdes an introduction to 
the mechanism used to provide failure tolerance at the application level and to 
application structuring. Finally, sectIon 6 contains a few comments on system 
reliability and implementation . 

• NonStop is a trademark of Tandem Computers Incorporated. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Background 
On-line computer processing has become a way of life for many businesses. As they make the 
transition from manual or batch methods to on-line systems, they become increasingly vulnera
ble to computer failures. Whereas in a balch system the direct costs of a failure might simply be 
increased overtime for the operations staff. a failure of an on·line system results in immediate 

business losses. 

System Overview 

The Tandem 16 [Ret. 1,2] was designed to provide a system for on-line applications that would be 
significantly more reliable than currently available commercial computer systems. The hardware 
structure consists of multiple processor modules interconnected by redundant interprocessor 
buses. A PMS [Ref. 3} definition of the hardware is found in Figure 1. 

~K~ ____________ ~ 

~~:~ 
KooloC -

Figure 1. Hardware Structure 

Each processor has its own power supply, memory, and 110 channel and is connected to all other 
processors by redundant interprocessor buses. Each 110 controller is redundantly powered and 
connected to two different 1/0 channels. As a result, any interprocessor bus failure does not affect 
the ability of a processor to communicate with any other processor. The failure of an 1/0 channel 
or of a processor does not cause the loss of an 1/0 deVice. likeWise, the failure of a module 
(processor or 1/0 controller) does not disable any other module or disable any inter-module 
communication. Finally, certain I/O devices such as disc drives may be connected to two different 
110 controUers, and disc drives may in turn be duplicated such that the failure of an 1/0 controller or 

disc drive will not result in loss of data. 

The system is not a true multiprocessor [Ref. 41. but rather a "multiple computer" system. The 
multiple computer approach is preferable for several reasons. First. SIl1Ce no module is shared by 
the entire system, it increases the system's reliability. Second, a multiple computer system does 
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not require the complex hardware needed to handle multiple access paths to a common memory. 
In smaller systems, the cost of such a multiported memory is undesirable; and in larger systems, 
performance suffers because of memory access interference. 

On-line repair is as necessry as reliability in assuring system availability. The modular structure of 
the Tandem 16 system allows processors, 110 contrOllers. or buses to be repaired or replaced 
while the rest of the system continues to operate. Once repaired, they may then be reintegrated 
into the system. 

The system structure allows a wide range of system sizes to be supported. As many as sixteen 
processors, each with up to S12K bytes of memory. may be connected into one system. Each 
processor may also have up to 256 110 devices connected to it. This provides for tremendous 
growth of application programs and processing loads without the requirement that the application 
be reimplemented on a larger system with a different architecture. 

Finally, the system is meant to provide a general solution to the problem of providing a failure
tolerant, on-line environment su itable for commercial use. As SUCh, the system supports con
ventional programming languages and peripherals and is oriented toward providing large num
bers of terminals with access to large data bases. 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN GOALS 

Integrated Hardware/Software Design 

The Tandem 16 system was designed to solve a specific problem. This problem was not stated in 
lenns of hardware and software requirements, but rather in tenns of system requirements. The 
hardware and software designs then proceeded in tandem 10 provide a unified solution. The 
hardware design concerned itself with the contents of each module, their interconnection to the 
common buses, and error detection and correction within modules and on the communication 
paths. The software design was given the problem of control ; thai is, selection of which modules 
to use and which buses to use to communicate with them. Furthennore, as errors are detected, it 
was the responsibility of the software to control recovery actions. 

Operating System Design Goals 

The first and foremost goal of the operating system, Guardian, was to provide a failure-tolerant 
system. This translated into the following design "axioms": 

• the operating system should be able to remain operat ional after any single detected 
module or bus failure 

• the operating system should allow any module or bus to be repaired on·line and then 
reintegrated into the system. 

• the operating system should be implemented in a reliable manner. Increased reliability 
provided by the hardware architecture must not be negated by software problems. 

A second set of requirements came from the great numbers and sizes of hardware configurations 
that are possible: 

• the operating system should support all possible hardware configurations, ranging from a 
two-processor; discless system through a sixteen-processor system with billions of bytes of 
disc storage. 

• the operating system should hide the physical configuration as much as possible such that 
applications could be written to run on a great variety of system configurations. 
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III OPERATING SYSTEM STRUCTURES 

To satisfy these requirements. the operating system was designed to have the appearance of a 
true multiprocessor at the user level. The design of the system was strongly influenced by 
Dijkstras work on the "THE" system [Ref. 5), and Brinch Hansen's implementation of an 
operating system nucleus for a single-processor system [Ref. 6). The primary abstractions afe 
processes, which do work, and messages, which allow interprocess communication. 

Processes 

At the lowest level of the system is the basic hardware as earlier described. It provides the 
capability for redundant modules, i.e. ItO controllers. I/O devices, and processor modules 
consisting of a processor, memory. and a power supply. These redundant modules are in turn 
interconnected by redundant buses. Error detection IS provided on all communication paths and 
error correction is provided within each processo(s memory. The hardware does not concern 
itself with the selection of communication paths or the assignment of tasks to specific modules. 

The first abstraction provided IS that of the process. Each processor module may have one or 
more processes residing in it. A process is initially created in a specifIC processor and may not 
execute in another processor. Each process has an execution priority assigned to it. Processor 
time is allocated on a strict prionty basis to the highest priority ready process. 

Process synchronization primitives include "counting semaphores" and process local "event" 
flags. Semaphore operations are performed via the functions PSEM and VSEM, corresponding 
to Dijkstra's P and V operations. Semaphores may only be used for synchronization between 
processes within the same processor. They are typically used to control access to resources such 
as resident memory buffers, message control blocks, and I/O controllers. 

When certain low-level actions such as device interrupts, processor power-on, message comple
tion or message arrival occur, they result in "event" flags being set for the appropriate process. A 
process may wait for one or more events to occur via the function WAIT. The process is activated 
as soon as the first WAITed for event occurs. Events are signaled via the function AWAKE. Event 
signals are queued using a "wake up waiting" mechanism so that they are not lost if the event is 
signaled when the process is not waiting on it. like semaphores, event signals may not be passed 
between processors. Event flags are predefined for eight diHerent events and may not be 
redefined. 

When a process blocks itself to wait for some event to occur or for a semaphore to be allocated to 
it, it may specify a maximum time to block. If the time limit expires and the event has not occurred 
or the resource has not been obtained. then the process will conllnue execution but an error 
condition will be returned to it. This timeout allows "watch dog" timers to be easily placed on 
device interrupts or on resource allocations where a failure may occur. 

Each process in the system has a unique indentifier or "processid" in the form : < cpu # ,process 
II>. which allows rt to be referenced on a system-wide basis. This leads to the next abstraction, 
the message system, which provides a processor-independent. failure-tolerant method for 
interprocess communication. 

Messages 

The message system provides five primitive operations which can be illustrated in the context of a 
process making a request to some server process,Figure 2.The process's request for service will 
send a message to the appropriate server process via the procedure LINK. The message will 
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consist of parameters denoting the type of request and any needed data. The message will be 
queued for the server process, setting an event flag, and then the requestor process may 
continue exetCuting. 

When the server process wishes to check for any messages, it calls LISTEN. LISTEN returns the 
first message queued or an indication that no messages are queued. The server process will then 
obtain a copy of the requestor's data by calling Ihe procedure READUNK. 

Next, the server process will process the request. The status of the operation and any result will 
then be returned by the WRITE LINK procedure. which will signal the requestor process via 
another event flag. Finally, the requestor process will complete its end of the transaction by calling 
BREAKUNK. 

, , 
REOUESTOR 

, r- MESSAGE - • SERVER • , 
• • • 

~ DATA "' REQUESTOR COPIED - " SERVER .. 
" 

:' RESULT " 
REQUESTOR · ' I- COPIED - : ' SERVER • • " • • • • 

Figure 2. Message System Primitive Operations 

A communications protocol was defined for the interprocessor buses that would tolerate any 
single bus error during the execution of any message system primitive. This design assures that a 
communications failure will occur if and only if the sender or receiver processes or their pro
cessors fail . Any bus errors which occur during a message system operation will be automatically 
corrected in a manner transparent to the communicat ing processes and logged on the system 
console. The interprocessor buses are not used for communication between processes in the 
same processor, which can be done faster in memory. However, the processes involved in the 
message transfer are unable to detect this difference. 

The message system is designed such that resources needed for message transmission (control 
blocks) are obtained at the start of a message transfer request. Once LINK has been successfully 
completed, both processes are assured that sufficient resources are in hand to be able to 
complete the message transfer. Furthermore, a process may reserve control blocks to guarantee 
that it will always be able to send messages to process a request that it picks up from its message 
queue. Such resource controls assure that deadlocks can be prevented in complex producer! 
consumer interactions, if the programmer correctly analyzes and anticipates potential deadlocks 
within the application. 
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Process-Pairs 

With the implementation of processes and messages, the system is no longer seen as separate 
modules. Instead. the system can be viewed as a set of processes which may Interact via 
messages in any arbitrary manner. as shown In Figure 3. 

By defining messages as the only legilimate method for process-Ie-process interaction, Inter
process communication is not hmlted by the mult iple-computer organization of the system. The 
system then starts to take on the appearance of a true multiprocessor: Processor boundaries 
have been blurred, but 110 devices are still not accessible to all processes. 

System-wide access to I/O devices IS provided by the mechanism of "process·palrs." An 1/0 
process-pair consists of two cooperating processes located in two different processors that 
control a partICular 1,0 device. One of Ihe processes will be conSidered the "primary" and one Will 
be considered the "backup." The primary process handles requesls senllo il and conlrols the I/O 
device. When a request for an operation such as a file open or close occurs, Ihe primary will send 
this information 10 Ihe backup process via the message system. These "checkpoints" assure that 
the backup process will have aJi information needed to take over control of the device in the event 
of an 1/0 channel error or a failure of the primary process 's processor.A process-pair for a 
redundantly-recorded disc volume is illustrated In Figure 4. 

PROCESS I PROCESS 

r-PR~ESS-i 
PROCESS --PROCESS -_ PROCESS 

K'K ----------1 

~:::~ 
r------- KOK 

Figure 3. System Structure 

After the Addition of 

Processes and Messages 

PRIMARY BACKUP 
PROCESS - CMECKPOIHTS_PROCESS 

Figure 4. Process-pair for a 

Redundantly-Recorded Disc Volume 

Because of the distributed nature of the system, it is not possible to provide a block of "driver" 
code that could be called directly to access the device. While potentially more efficient, such an 
approach would prectude access to every device in the system by every process in the system. 

The 1/0 process-pair and associated 110 devlCe(s) are known by a logICal device name such as 
"SOISC1 " or by a logical device number rather than by the processid or either process. 110 device 
names are mapped to the appropriale processes via the logical device table (LOT) in every 
processor. which supplies two processids for each devICe. A message request made on the basis 
of a device name or number results in Ihe message being senllo the first process in Ihe table. If 
the message cannot be sent or .f the message is sent to the backup process, an error indication 
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will be returned. The processid entries in the LOT will then be reversed and the message resent. 
Note two things : first, the error recovery can be done in an automatic manner; and second, the 
requestor is not concerned with what process actually handled the request. Error recovery cannot 
always be done automatically. For example, the primary process of a pair controlling a line printer 
fails while handling a request to print a line on a check. The application process would prefer to 
see the process failure as an error rather than have the request automatically retried, which might 
result in two checks being printed. 

The two primitives, processes and messages, blur the boundaries between processors and 
provide a failure-tolerant method for inlerprocess communication. By defining a method of 
grouping processes (process-pairs), a mechanism for uniform access to an 110 device or other 
system-wide resou rce is provided. This access method is independent of the function performed 
within the processes, their locations, or their implementations. Within the process-pair, the 
message system is used to checkpoint state changes so that the backup process may take over 
in the event of a failure. This checkpoint mechanism is in turn independent of all other processes 
and messages in the system. 

The system structure can be summarized as follows. Guardian is constructed of processes which 
communicate using messages. Fault tolerance is provided by duplication of components in both 
the hardware and the software. Access to 110 devices is provided by process-pairs consisting of a 
primary process and a backup process. The primary process must checkpoint state information 
to the backup process so that the backup may take over on a failure. Requests to these devices 
are routed using the logical device name or number so that the request is always routed to the 
current primary process. The result is a set of primitives and protocols which allow recovery and 
continued processing in spite of bus. processor, 110 controller, or 1/0 device failures. Furthermore, 
these primitives provide access to all system resources from every process in the system. 

System Processes 

The next step in structuring the system comes in assigning funcllons to processes. As previously 
shown, tID devices are controlled by process-pairs. Another process-pair known as the 
"operator" is present in the system. This pair is responsible for formatting and printing error 
messages on the system console. Here is an example of where Guardian has not followed a strict 
level structure. The operator makes requests to a terminal process to print the messages, yet the 
terminal process wishes to send messages to the operator 10 report I/O channel errors. An infinite 
cycle is prevented by having the terminal process not send messages for errors on the operator 
terminal and having 110 processes never wait for message completions when sending errors to 
the operator. While it may be preferable to prevent cycles of any type in syslem design, they have 
been allowed in Guardian when it can be shown that they will termInate. The ability to reserve 
message control blocks assures that no cycle will be blocked because of resource problems. 

Each processor has a ··system monitor" process which handles such functions as p!'ocess 
creation and deletion, setting time of day, and processor failure and reload cleanup operations. 

A memory management process is also resident in each processor. This process is responsible 
for allocating a page of physical memory and then sending messages to the appropriate disc 
processes to do the actual disc 110 . Pages are brought in on a demand baSIS and pages to overlay 
are selected on a " least recently used" basis over the entire memory of the processor. 

The choice of relatively unsophisticated algorithms for scheduling and memory management 
was a result of the fact that the system was not intended to be a general-purpose timeshare 
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system. Rather. it was to be a system which supported multiple processes and terminals in an 

extremely flexible manner. 

App lication Process Interlace 

Above the process and communication structure there eXists a library of procedures which are 
used to access system resources.These procedures run In the calling process'senvironmenl and 
mayor may nol send messages to other processes in the system. For example, the file system 
procedures do not do the actual 110 operations. Instead. they check the caller"s parameters. and if 
all is in order a message is sent to the appropriate I,D process-pair. Likewise, process creation is 
seen as a procedure call to NEWPROCESS, WhiCh does nothing but check the caller's parame
ters and then send a message to the system monitor process in the processor where the process 
is to be created. On the other hand, a procedure such as TIME which returns the current time 01 
day does not send any messages. In either case , the access to system resources appears simply 
as procedure calls, effectively hiding the process structure, message system, hardware organi· 
zalion, and associated failure recovery mechanisms. 

Initialization and Processor Reload 

System initialization starts with one processor being cold loaded from some disc on the system. 
The load file contains a memory image 01 the operating system resident code and data, with all 
system processes In existence and at their initial states. The system monitor process then 
creates a command interpreter process. 

Guardian may be brought up even though a processor or peripheral devICe is down. This is 
possible because operating system disc Images may be kept on multiple disc drives, IJO 
controllers may be accessed by two different processors, and the terminal that has the initial 
command Interpreter on It is selected by uSing the processor's SWitch register: 

After a cold 10ad,lhe system logically consists 01 one processor and any peripherals attached to it. 
More processors and peripherals may be added to the system via the command interpreter 

command : 

:RELOAD 1,$DISC 

This command will read the disc image for processor 1 from the disc SDISC and send it over either 
interprocessor bus to processor 1. Once it is loaded, all processes residing in other processors in 
the system will be notified that processor 1 is up. 

This command is also used to reload a processor after it has been repaired. Guardian does not 
dlfferenllate between an initial load of a processor and a later reload . In each case, resources are 
being logICally added to the system and processes must be notified so that they may make use of 

them. 

The previous example of a reload message being sent to all processes is an example of how 
functions are split in Guardian. A mechanism is provided for Informing a process of a system 
status change. It may then take some unspecified action (including dOing nothing). Similarly, a 
system power.an simply sets the PON event flag for atl processes. The operating system kernel 
must only insure that the process structure and message system are correctly saved and 
restored . It is then the responsibility of indiv;dual processes to do such things as reinitiahze their 

110 controllers. 
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Operlltlng Syatem Error Detection 

Besides the hardware-provided single error detection and correction on memory, and single error 
detection on the interprocessor and 110 buses, additional software error checks are provided. 
The first of these is the detection of a down processor. Every second, each processor in the 
system sends a special "I'm alive" message over each bus to all processors in the system. Every 
two seconds, each processor checks to see that it has received one of these messages from each 
processor. If a message has not been received, then it assumes that that processor is down. 

Additionally, the operating system makes checks on the correctness of data structures such as 
linked lists when operations are done on them. Any processor detecting such an error will halt. 

AUtiO interrupts are bracketed by a "watch dog" timer such that the system will not hang up If an 
If a operation does not complete with the expected interrupt. If an If a bus error occurs then the 
backup process will take over control of the device using the second If a bus. 

As previously noted, the lnterprocessor bus protocol is designed to correct single bus errors. In 
addition to this, extensive checks are made on the control information received over the buses to 
verify that it is consistent with the state of the receiving processor. 

Power-fail/automatic restart is provided within each processor. A power-failure is detected inde
pendently by each processor module and as a result is not a system-wide, synchronous event. 
The system was deSigned to recover from either a complete system power-faU, or a transient 
whk:h will cause some of the processors to power-fail and then immediately restart. 

IV. USER-LEVEL SYSTEM INTERFACE 

Tools are provided for interactive program development uSing COBOL or a block-structured 
implementation language, TfTAL. A file system with facilities comparable to or exceeding those 
offered by other "midi" computer systems allows access to disc files and other 110 devices. 
Process creation, intercommunication, and checkpointing primit ives are also implemented. 

The application process level facilities and the interactive program development tools have been 
heavily influenced by the HP3000 [Ref. 7] and by UNIX [Ref. B 1· 

Interactive System Access 

General-purpose, interactive access to the system is provided by the command interpreter. 
COMINT, similar in many ways to the Shell of UNIX. Normally a command interpreter is run 
interactively from a terminal, but commands may be read from any type of file. The command 
interpreter is seen by the operating system as simply another type of application process. 

Commands are read from the terminal , prompted by a colon (M:"): 

: command I process parameters I arguments 

If the command is recognized, it will be directly executed. A command of this type is: 

:LOGON SOFTWARE.JOEL 

which is used to gain access to the system. If the command is not recognized. then a process will 
be created using the program file "SSYSTEM.SYSTEM.command" and the arguments for the 
command will be sent to this new process. The command interpreter will then suspend itself until 
a message is received indicating that the process has stopped. If this process cannot be created. 
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then an error message is printed. For example, the text editor is accessed by typing EDIT 
. followed by any command string: 

:EDITFILE 

This will result in a process being created using the program file SSYSTEM.SYSTEM.EDIT and 
the command string, "FILE," being sent to it. Also a part of this command string message are the 
names of the files that are being used for input and output by the command interpreter. These are 
then used by the process for its input and output. If the previous command was typed at a 
terminal, the input and output files would be the device name of ,the terminal. Alternative names 
for the input and output files may be specified. For example: 

: EDIT l iN COMMANDSI 

will create an editor process and pass it the lile name "COMMANDS" for the input file and the 
terminal's file name, the default, for the output file. Finally, the processor to use and the priority at 
which to run the process may also be specified: 

: EDIT IPRll00, CPU 31 
This will create an editor process in processor three with a priorrty of 100. 

Additional features allow multiple processes to be started from one command interpreter and 
allow the previously typed command line to be edited. 

Programming Languages 

Compilers have been implemented for two languages, TfTAL and ANSI 74 COBOL TfTAL is a 
block-structured implementation language. Its capabilities are similar to those offered by C on 
UNIX or SPL on the HP3000. All Tandem software is written in TfTAL as are most user 
applications. 

Code generated by either compiler may be shared by multiple processes in the same processor. 
Both compilers generate an object file which may be immediately run without any intervening link 
edit operation. However, the object file also contains enough information so that an object editor, 
UPDATE, may combine the objects produced by several compilations or selectively replace 
procedures in an object file. 

Tools 

Program development tools include an interactive text editor, object lile editor, text formatter, and 
interactive debugger. A screen generation program and access routines are provided to lacilitate 
application interaction with page mode CRT terminals. File utilities exist which allow file backup 
and restore, file copying and dumping, and init ial loading of key-sequenced files. A peripheral 
utility is provided to do such operations as disc formatting, disc track sparing, and mounting or 
demounting disc volumes. 

Process Creation and Deletion 

Processes are created by the command interpreter or by an application process call to the 
procedure NEWPROCESS. Parameters supplied include the name of the file holding the object 
code for the process, the processor number to use, and the priority at which to run the process. 
The parameters will be checked and then sent to the system monitor process in the appropriate 
processor. The system monitor will then create the process and return a "creationid" identifying 
the new process to the calling process. Part of this value is the processid previously defined, and 
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the rest is the value of the processor clock at the time of process creation. The clock is kept as a 48 
bit value which is the number of lOms intervals since 12 a.m. on December 31, 1975, which 
assures that creationids will be unique over the life of the system. 

Processes are not grouped in classical ancestry trees. No process is considered subservient to 
any other process on the basis of parentage. Two processes, one created by the other. will be 
treated as equals by the system. When a process, A, creates another process, at no record of B is 
attached to A. The only record kept is in the process B where the crealionid of A is saved. This 
crealionid is known as 8 's "mom," When process B stops. process A is sent a stop message 
indicating that process 8 no longer exists.A process's mom is flexible and a process may adopt 
another process. FQ( example (Figure 5), process A creates process B. Process Bin turn creates 
a cooperating process, C. Since C would like to know if S stops, C will adopt S. 

A process may stop itself or some other process by calling STOP. Process deletion is again a 
function of the system monitor process. Resources wilt be released and a stop message will be 
sent to the process's mom. If the mom process does not exist, then no message will be sent. 

A CREATES 8 ; A ."0--

8 CREATES c; A •• 0--

C "ADOPTS- 8; A 

..,. --. 

.... - - 8 •• 0--

8 .. 

..,. --c 
MOM .. C 

Figure 5. Flexible Process Relationships 

Application Process-Pairs 

The process-pair concept introduced earlier is a powerful method for making some resource 
available to all processes in the system in a fault-tolerant manner. It is extended to the application 
processes as follows. When a process is created via NEWPROCESS, a process-pair name may 
be supplied. The creationid returned for this process consists of the processid and the process 
name rather than the processor clock value. For example (Figure 6), process A wishes to create a 
process with the name "$SPOOL." Once S has been created, any process in the system may 
send a message to that process via the name " $SPOOl." 

Process S may now wish to create a process S' in another processor to be its backup. B would 
then call NEWPROCESS, supplying the name "$SPOOl." Process S will keep a ' updated via 
checkpoints so that St may become the primary if B fails. 8 and Bt each wish to receive an 
indication if the other process is deleted. Therefore, Band Bt will automatically set to be each 
other's moms. 

When the last process with the name "$SPOOL.:' is deleted, process A will be sent a message. 
Process A is known as the "ancestor" by the fact that this process was the one which created the 
first process by the name of "$SPOOL." Process A in turn may be a named process, in which case 
f:i'.s name will be sent the termination message. This allows a process-pair, "S,oX' consisting of 
processes A and A ', to create a named process, "SB" consisting of B and optionally B', and 
guarantee that it will be sent a message when the process name $8 no longer exists. This will 
occur even if the process which first created $B no longer exists. 
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A • AHeESroo ---1 . - MOM _. I $SPOOL 

Figure 6. Application Process-palrs 

Ale System 

The Guardian file system provides a uniform method for access to disc files, unit record devices. 
and processes. All files are named: disc files have names such as " SDISC1 .SUBVOL.FILE" and 
unit record devices and processes have names such as "SLP." Access by name allows any 
process running in any processor to access any file in the system. Direction to the appropriate 
process of the process-pair is handled by the file system in a manner transparent to the 
requesting program. 

Files of all types are opened by calling: 

CALL OPEN (filename,filenum, ... ) 

The calling process supplies the file name. Security will be checked and then a tile number will be 
returned to the calling process. This file number is then used for all further accesses to the 'ile. A 
file may be opened for "walt" or "no-wait" access. If '"wait" access is chosen, the process will be 
suspended until the requested operation on the file has been completed. On the other hand, if the 
"no-wait

H 

access is requested then once the operation has been initiated, the requesting process 
may continue processing. 

Disc Flies 

Each disc file is composed of between one and sixteen partitions. Each partition resides on a 
specifIC disc volume and is in turn composed of up to sixteen extents. Each extent is one or more 
contiguous disc pages of 2048 bytes each. Disc files come in several types. The first is 
"unstructured," similar to UNIX, where the file is treated as a contiguous set of bytes. A current file 
pointer is kept which is the byte address of the beginning of the next transfer. After each read or 
write operation: 

CALL READ(filenum,buffer,cnt, transfercnt) 
CALL WRITE(filenum,buffer,cnt,transfercnt) 

the file pointer is incremented by the number of bytes transferred. The fi1e pointer may be moved 
explicitly by: 

CALL POSITION(filenum,lileposition) 
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The second type of file is a "relative-record " file. The fi le consist~ of fixed or variable-size records 
and may be randomly accessed. Rather than positioning to an arbitrary byte in the file, thE:! 
process positions to the start of a specific record . If the process reads less than the record size, 
then the file pointer advances to the start of the next record. 

The third type of file is "entry-sequenced." Records written to this file may be of varying lengths 
and are always appended to the end of the file. This type of file is normally used as a log file. 

The final type of disc file is "key-sequenced." A file of this type may have a unique primary key and 
up to 255 alternate keys. Entry-sequenced and relative-record ,iles may also have alternate keys, 
Each key may be up to 255 bytes long. Access to this file may be done on any key using the 
procedure: 

CALL KEYPOSITION(filenum,key,keytag,keylen,posilionmode) 

The parameter "keytag" identifies which key is being used. The pointer "key" designates the 
value of the key which is "keylen " bytes long. The "positionmode" describes what type of access 
is to be made to the file. The first type of access is "approximate." Using this, successive reads to 
the file will return all records whose key values are greater than or equal to the "key" for "keylsn." 
The second type of positioning is "generic." Here, successive reads will return all records whose 
key value is equal to "key" for "keylen." The final type of posrtioning is "exact." Successive reads 
will return all records whose keys are "keylen " long and equal to "key." 

Files or individual records may be locked by: 

CALL LOCKFILE(filenum) 
CALL LOCKRECORD(filenum) 

Record locking and unlocking may be combined with the actual 1/0 operation desired for 
increased efficiency: 

CALL READUPDATELOCK(filenum, ... ) 
CALL WRITEUPDATEUNLOCK(filenum, ... ) 

The distributed nature of the system does not allow efficient detection of deadlocks caused by file 
locking. As a result, this type of checking is not done. A lock request on a file that has been 
opened with "no-wait" access will allow the application to do other processing if the requested file 
is not immediately available. A process may use this mechanism to assure that it will not wait 
indefinitely in the case of a deadlock. 

Disc 1/0 

The disc processes in each processor share an area of main memory caned the "disc cache." 
Each block read from the disc is placed in this area Space is reused on a weighted "least recently 
used" basis. Thus, such items as index blocks for key sequenced files are kept available in 
memory so that successive accesses do not require that they be reread. 

A logical disc volume, "SOISC1," may be recorded onto two different disc drives using two 
different 1/0 controllers. This second, or "mirror" volume provides a transparent duplication of 
data which protects a data base against loss via a failed disc drive or controller. All file writes are 
performed on both disc drives and file reads may be done from either drive. When a failed drive 
has been repaired , it may be "revived" while the application continues accesses and updates to 
files on that logical device. 
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Devlce VO 

110 operations are done to unit record devices in a similar manner to disc file accesses. Here, 
Guardian does not support a record-structured , device-independent mode of access and as a 
result operations such as unblocking tape records must be done by the application program. 
While this lack of device-independent I/O can be considered a liability in some applications, it 
allows easy addition of new types of I/O devices to the system without requiring changes to the 
file system and allows device-dependent control by the application program. 

Read and write operations are done in an identical manner for all files. Oevice-dependent 
operations such as skipping on vertical form channels on a line printer may be done by: 

CALL CONTAOL(fi lenum,contro/#,parameter) 

Enabling or disabling terminal parity checking or other such access options are done by: 

CALL SETMODE(lilenum,modetype, ... ) 

Guardian provides an extremely general purpose interface to asynchronous RS-232 or current 
loop devices. The file system and asynchronous terminal process provide a read after write 
operation: 

CALL WRITEREAD(filenum,buffer,writecnt,readcnt,countread) 

which allows a character sequence to be output to a device followed immediately by a read from 
the device. This allows the character sequence which causes a CAT terminal to transmit to be 
sent to it. The line will then be turned around and the terminal's buffer read into the processor. 
Since this write/read turn-around is done in the device controller, no data is lost because the read 
could not be started soon enough. 

Normally, operating systems wish to enforce certain terminal characteristics such as insert ing a 
carriage return and linefead after each line wriHen or interpret ing certain characters on input for 
such operations as line and character delete. While Guardian provides such facil ities, they may 
be disabled at the time the system is configured or after the file is opened. Other characteristics 
such as type of connect ion, character size, parity, speed, and character echOing are completely 
configurable. This allows arbitrary character sequences to be input and output without any 
interpretation or character editing being done by the operat ing system. 

Communication software is also provided to handle multi-point asynchronous terminals. Point
to-point and multi-point Bisync software is also provided. Rather than attempting to emulate 
specific devices, the application program is allowed to specify the line control used. 

Interproce •• IJO 

Each process in the system may have messages from other processes queued for it. Access 10 
this message queue is provided via the file "SRECEIVE." A read on this file will return the first 
message. A process may check to see if any messages are queued and then continue process
ing if none are present. A process may ascertain the identity of the sending process via the 
procedure: 

CALL LASTRECEIVE(sender) 

This returns the "crealionid" of the sending process. It is supplied by the operating system and 
thus may not be forged by the sending process. A process will receive indication of such events 
asa process being stopped,a processor failing or being reloaded ,or the break key being pressed 
on a terminal that this process has open in the form of messages read from this file. 
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A process may open another process as a "file." Once opened, the process may use the file 
system procedures WRITE, WRITEREAD, SETMODE, and CONTROL to send messages to 
that process. The receiving process will read these requests from its "$RECEIVE" file. It will then 
process them and possibly return an error indication to the sending process. This allows the 
"server" process to simulate some arbitrary device. Using these tools, an output spooler or a 
process which could allow access to labeled magnetic tapes written on some other system can 
be constructed. The requesting process believes that it is communicating with a device, and the 
server process is able to simulate that device without requiring special privileged "hooks" in the 
file system. 

V. APPUCATION PROGRAMS 

ApplicaUon Program CheckpoinUng 

Application process-pairs are used to provide some service on a failure-tolerant basis. Requests 
are processed by the primary process and results are returned to the requestor process. On a 
failure of the primary process, the backup must be able to continue offering this serv;ce. This 
requires that any state changes in the primary process be sent (checkpointed) to the backup 
process. While such checkpoints could be sent on an instruction-by-instruction basis, this is 
clearly not feasible because of the overhead involved. Instead, a process need only checkpoint 
its state when it is about to make a non-retry able request to another process. 

For example, at time T1 , when the primary process and its backup are in the same state, the 
primary process starts some operation. Later. at time T2, when it is ready to write the result to a 
disc file, it will checkpoint changes made since time T1 to its backup. The processes will then 
again be in the same state. If the primary process failed at any point before T2, the backup 
process could restart at the last checkpoint, made at Tl . The selection of states to checkpoint is 
analogous to defining restart points for jobs in a batch processing system. In a batch environ 
ment, these checkpoints are saved in a disc file; in process-pairs they are saved in a backup 
process. 

Guardian provides system functions for checkpointing process state information between pro
cesses of a process-pair. The first type of item checkpomted is portions of the process'sdata 
space. This includes global data and/or the current stack, holding procedure return addresses, 
procedure local variables, and procedure parameters. Consider the following program segment, 
wrftten in TITAl, whose purpose is to output to a terminal the first 100 items of an array, "buffer:" 

FOR i := t TO 100 DO 
BEGIN 
CALL WR ITE (term i nal ,buffer[ i), item len ); 
END; 

This operation could be made failure-tolerant by two calls to the CHECKPOINT procedure. The 
first checkpoint copies the entire buffer to the backup process. This need only be done once as 
the data is not changed by later processing. The second checkpoint, before each write, saves the 
current process state, including the variable "i." This allows the backup process to take over the 
operation, duplicating at most one line of output. 
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CALL CHECKPOINT(,buffe~l ),buffersize); 
FOR i :-1 TO 100 DO 

BEGIN . 
CALL CHECKPOINT(stackbase); 
CALL WRITE(outlile,buffe~iJ,itemlen); 
END; 

When the primary process fails, the backup will take over at the last checkpoint. The next logical 
axtension to theoriginaJ s~ment would beif the process were copying theone hundred valuesto 
be output from some disc file : 

FOR i :- 1 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN 
CALL AEAD(intile,buffer,itemJen) ; 
CALL WRITE(outfile,buffer,itemlen) ; 
END; 

In this case,not only would the process '5 data space contents need to becheckpointed as before. 
but so would the current file pointers for the input and output files. This ensures that they are 
correctly set when the backup process takes over. In order for file pointers to be checkpointed, 
both processes of the process-pair must have the files open. Special functions are provided 
which allow the primary process to cause a file to be opened or dosed by the backup process: 

CALL CHECKOPEN(filename, ... ) 
CALL CHECKCLOSE(filename, ... ) 

In the sample program, CHECKOPEN would be called following the call to OPEN when the 
primary process started. The program segment would now look like: 

CALL CHECKPOINT(, buffe~l ),buffers;ze); 
FOR i :- 1 TO 100 DO 

BEGIN 
CALL CHECKPOINT(stackbase" infile" outfile) ; 
CALL READ(infile,buffer,itemlen}; 
CALL WRITE(outfile,buffer,~emlen) ; 

END; 

If a failure occurred after the read but before the write, the backup would take over and repeat the 
read using the same file pointer as was used by the primary. In both of these examples, a failure 
following the write but preceding the next checkpoint could resuh in a record being written twice. 
This would cause no problem if the record was being written to some absolute position in the file; 
however, an error would occur when writing to a key-sequenced disc file. In this case, the primary 
would successfully write the record to the file, but its backup process would get a "duplicate key" 
error when repeating the write. This problem is solved by having Guardian automatically gen
erate an optional sequence number for disc file writes. 

A part of the information copied to the backup process when a file is checkpointed is the 
sequence number for the next write to the file. When a write is done to a file that has been opened 
with this option, the sequence number passed by the file system is compared with the copy held 
by the disc process. If it is the same, then the operation is done and the status (error indication 
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and transfer count) is returned to the application process and a copy is saved by the disc process. 
On the other hand, if sequence numbers do not agree, then no operation is done and a copy of the 
previous operation's status is returned. Using the previous example. the use of file sequence 
numbers is shown in Figure 7. 

When a process-pair has a fi le open, any records locked in the filewiU be considered locked by the 
process-pair. When the primary fails, the backup may finish file modifications with locks still in 
effect. preserving the integrity of the data base. 

While the primary process operates, the backup process receives the checkpoint information via 
a call to the procedure CHECKMONITOA. When the primary process sends a checkpoint 
message via a call to CHECKPOINT. this procedure moves checkpointed portions of the primary 
process's data space into the backup's data space and saves the latest file informatlon.!f a 
messge is directed to the backup process ar Id the primary process still exists, it is rejected with an 
"ownership" error which informs the sender that the message is to be sent to the other member of 
the process-pair. Finally, when the primary process fails, CHECKMONITOR will transfer control to 
the correct restart point. 

The Tandem implementation of COBOL provides a similar checkpointing facility. In each case, 
checkpointing is not an automatic operation. Careful attention during the application design 
phase will result in fewer checkpoints and will yield a checkpointing scheme that can be analyzed 
for correctness. Consideration must also be given to how the application will recover from failures 
occuring while a write operation is in progress to non-disc devices. Recovery when accessing a 
CRT terminal could be automatically done by rewriting the entire screen. Recovery while printing 
checks on a line printer would require some manual intervention and operator interadion with the 
application program. 

SEOUENCE VAWES AFTER ACTlON: 
ACT100 

PRIMARY BACKUP DISC PROCESS 

04ECKPQINT (.l.Ic~ .. , Jnth, ,outflle) 0 0 0 
MqUene. # of primwy Mm to beckup 

CAll WArTE lout!lle. buff .. , ilemlefl) 1 , , 
MqU«ICe # '. meldl . operation i. done, 
uquence .... actv.nced 

•• • PRIMARY PROCESS FAILS. BACKUP TAKES ewER ••• 

CAL.l WAITE (outflle. butter. 1tem6en) - , , 
~ .... don 't m.tch. operation i. not done. 
bKkup'. ~ce .. i. Mv.need 

Figure 7. File System Sequence Numbers 

Application Structuring 

The process, process-pair; and interprocess communication primitives of Guardian provide 
extremely general tools for application structuring. For example, consider an inquiry application 
such as hotel reservations, Requests come in from various types 01 terminals for reservations, 
cancellations, and hotel registration. Other requests come in for items such as management 
reports showing the number of rooms available at some hotel on some date. The application 
could be structured as follows: 
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Process-pairs will bedefined for each type of terminal to handle actual terminal 1/0 (including any 
required line protocol and character conversion) and initial request verification. Each process
pair will be designed to handle some number of terminals. When a valid request has been 
received from a terminal, the terminal process-pair will route the message to the appropriate 
server process-pair. 

Each server process-pair will be assigned a certain part of the application. In some cases, 
multiple copies of a server program will be run to allow multiple requests to be processed in 
parallel. 

There are several advantages to this approach. First, the handling of terminals and processing of 
requests have been cleanly separated. New types of terminals can be added by simply adding a 
type of terminal control process-pair. New types of requests can be handled by adding another 
type of server process-pair. Likewise, software modifications and testing can be done on a 
modular basis. Finally, nowhere in this structure is there any requirement for a specific number of 
processors in the system or for the relative locations of processes. As the system load or the 
application changes, the number of processors, amount of memory, or physical location of 
processes may be changed without distrubing the application's internal structure. 

VI. SOFTWARE REUABILITY 

When design of the operating system was started, we hoped to eliminate as much as possible the 
archetypal system crash. That is, once or twice a day, or week, the system crashes in a 
non-repeatable fashion. Our experience on an in-house system used primarily for software 
development and manual Writing shows that we have achieved that goal. During a three-month 
period in the summer of 1977. a processor failed because of a software problem on two 
occasions. In each case. the problem was found at that time and the failure could be repeated by 
running a particular program. 

I propose the following explanation of this reliabil ity. First. the system was very carefully struc
tured and much time was spent in initially specifying primitives. As experience was gained in 
trying to apply these primitives at higher levels, problems were found. This resulted in design 
changes at lower levels rather than "kludges" at a higher level. Implementation was also forced to 
stay within the designed structures because of the distributed nature of the hardware. If a problem 
could not be solved using processes interacting via messages. then it could not be "kludged" by 
turning off interrupts and changing some flag in memory. Given a single processor system, there 
is a very strong temptation to solve difficult problems in this manne(. 

Second, as the operating system and hardware were developed at the same time, another 
vendor's system was used to provide interactive text editing, a cross T/TAL compiler, a Tandem 16 
processor simulator. and a downloader for the Tandem 16 prototypes. Implementation and 
checkout were not impeded by unreliable prototypes and as each level of the system was 
implemented, it could be extensively checked. These tools allowed initial implementation and 
checkout of all functions of the system through the level of the command interpreter. The wisdom 
of this approach can best be shown by the fact that when the first prototype processors were 
made available to the operating systems group. all operatIng system functions which ran on the 
simulator ran on the prototypes. 

Third. debugging tools were built into the operating system from the start. A low-level interactive 
debugger was Implemented which anowed breakpoints to be set at any level of the operating 
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system, including interrupt handlers. Once this low-level debugger is entered in one processor; 
clocks in all other processors in the system are stopped so that they will not decide that the first 
processor is down. When the first processor continues, so will the rest of the system. A full 
maintenance panel only had to be used to track problems that managed to destroy the low-level 
debugger. Consistency checks were also coded into low-level routines. For example, before an 
element is inserted in a doubly-linked list, the list links of the element that the new element is 
being inserted behind are verified. These checks have proved to be extremely valuable in tracking 
problems or when implementing new features in the system. Even when extensrve changes are 
being made to the system, it has the property that it will stop at one of these consistency checks 
very soon after something has gone wrong, allowing the problem to be rapidly found . 

Fourth, formal testing was carried out at all levels of the system as they were implemented. A third 
person, whose only job was testing, was added to the initial project well before completion. By 
testing not just the external specifications of the system but also the underlying system primi
tives, it was assured that all system functions at all levels could be checked. 

Finally, the primary design goal of the entire system was reliability. When the system design goals 
are clearly defined and understood by all involved, they can control implementation on a daily 
basis. Implied goals on the other hand are often forgotten when seemingly small decisions are 
made. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The innovative aspects of Guardian tie not in any new concepts introduced, but rather in the 
synthesis of pre-existing ideas. Of particular note are the low-level abstractions, process and 
message. By using these, all processor boundaries can be hidden from both the application 
programs and most of the operating system. These initial abstractions are the key to the system's 
ability to tolerate failures. They also provide the configuration independence that is necessary in 
order for the system and applications to run over a wide range of system sizes. 

Guardian provides the application programmer with extremely general approaches to process 
structuring, interprocess communication, and failure tolerance. Much has been said about 
structuring programs using multiple communicating processes, but few operating systems are 
able to support such structures. 

Finally, the design goals of the system have been met to a large degree. Systems with between 
two and ten processors have been installed and are running on-line applications. They are 
recovering from failures and failures are being repaired on-line 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Expand NonStop Network is unique because it is an extension of an existing network 
operating system. Every Tandem 16 computer system comprises from 2 to 16 separate central 
processors. Running In the NonStop mode requires constant communication among the pro
cessors. ConsequenUy, the Guardian Operating System includes a sophisticated message 
handling system to control communications between processors and between processes (pro
grams) running in one processor or running in separate processors. In effect, every Tandem 16 
system is a local network controlled by the Guardian Operating System. The Expand NonStop 
Network expands the scope of the Guardian Operating System to allow communications among 
as many as 255 Tandem 16 systems. 

The Guardian/Expand Network system, combined with the unique architecture of the Tandem 16 
computer system, provides network users with a number of features unequalled by other 
computer vendors: 

• NonStop Nodes 
The fault tolerant hardware and software of the Tandem 16 system eliminates the computer 
as a source of network failures [Ret 1 J. 

NOTE: Individual Tandem 16 systems within the 
network are called "nodes" to distinguish the 
computer system from the network system. 

• A Distributed System 

The GuardianlExpand Network makes it possible to configure a network of Tandem 16 fault 
tolerant computer systems so that a user of any node in the network can access the 
resources of any other node (processors, files. or phySICal devices) without regard for the 
physical location of the resource. To the user, the Guardian/Expand Network appears to be 
one large set of computer resources rather than a collection of separate systems. 

• Dynamic Message Routing 

The Guardian/Expand Network constantly monitors the communications paths. When a 
transmiSSion falls. the system retries until the transmission succeeds or until the system 
determines that the communications path has been broken. When the communications 
path has been broken, the Guardian/Expand system automatically reroutes the message 
via a different communicatIOns path. 

• Best Path Message Routing 

The Guardian/Expand system monitors the communicat ion lines and automatically selects 
the best path. The best path is the one that takes the least time. The system selects the 
fastest rather than the shortest path because this optimum end-to-end protocol can reduce 
communications costs. When a commumcations line falls. Guardian/Expand reroutes 
messages USing the next fastest available path. When a new line is added, the system 
takes advantage of any new best paths created by the addition. 

• Precisely Tailored Hardware 

Different nodes Within a network typically have different computing requirements. The 
Tandem 16 system allows users to place exactly the right amount of computing power at 
each site. Even though the nodes within the network may range from a basic twOiJrocessor 
system to a Sixteen-processor system with billions of bytes 01 on-line disc storage, the 
systems retain total compat ibility of data, software. and applicat ion programs. 
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• Logical Growth 
The Tandem 16 architecture allows for incremental hardware expansion. A user can add 
memory, central processors, or peripheral devices as computing requirements grow. 
Similarly. the Guardian/Expand Network allows incremental expansion. Nodes can be 
added or removed and communications paths can be changed, all without reconfiguring 
existing systems. 

Notice that the Guardian/Expand Network can forestall the need for hardware expansion 
since the resources of every system in the network are accessible. 

• Data Integrity 
The Guardian/Expand Network incorporates multiple safeguards to ensure that message 
packets are received correctly and that data cannot be lost in transmission. 

• Human Engineering 

Because the Expand Network is an extension of the Guardian Operating System, the user 
interface to the network is through the Guardian command interpreter. For example. to run 
the text editor program on the local system, the user enters the command EDIT at his 
terminal. To run the program on a remote system. the user simply enters the symbolic name 
of the remote system before thecommand :\OHIO EDIT. In effect, this command connects 
the user terminal with the remote OHIO system and starts the text editor program on that 
system. The only difference the user may notice in running on that remote system rather 
than the local system is that response time may be slightly longer since the communICation 
lines cannot match the performance of the local processor. 

• Simple Programming Interface 

The Expand Network relieves programmers of the need to deal with a cumbersome 
telecommunication access method. Since programs communicate with each other via 
Guardian's message system, the programmer uses the same commands to communicate 
With a program in the same processor, another processor, or another system. 

Full appreCiation of the Expand Network system requires an understanding of how tightly the 
Expand Network system is integrated with the Guardian Operating System and the Tandem 16's 
architecture. 

I. THE TANDEM 16 SYSTEM: A NETWORK IN A BOX 

The Tandem 16 NonStop system is designed for the on-line, terminal and transaction, data 
base-onented market where high availability is reqUired (Ref. 2 j. ThiS requires a multiple 
processor system that can tolerate the failure of any single component, Including even a central 
processor unit. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical Tandem 16 system. 

Notice that at least two paths connect any two components In the system, and everything In the 
system, including even individual disc files. can be duplicated. Normally, all resources In the 
system function as independent, parallel resources. However. when a component fai ls. the 
remaining system components automatically take over the workload of the failed component. A 
system user at a terminal is typically unaware of the failure. Figure 2 illustrates a path SWitch 
resuiling from the failure of an 110 channel. 
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Figure 1. 'TYpical Tandem/16 System 
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Typical Path 
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Figure 2. Path Switch on 1/0 Channel Failure 
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The Oynabus is used for Interprocessor communicallOn. Of course, the Oynabus is redundant, 
and each bus communicates at 13 megabytes per second. The regular I 0 channels are block 
multiplexed and operate at 4 megabytes per second. Because of the speed of the Oynabus. the 
overhead for performing I 0 opt!rahons via an Indirect path as in Figure 2 IS negligible. 

Guardian Operating System 

Guardian, the Tandem 16's general purpose multiprocessor operating system. manages the 
system's resources. The operating system resides In each processor In a system. but is aware 01 
all the other processors. In fact, the operat ing systems in the different processors constantly 
monitor each other's performance. The instant one processor's operating system fails to respond 
correctly. the other processors assume that It is falting and take over its workload. Obviously. this 
reqUIres a great deal of communication among the processors. Additionally. thiS requires a 
process 10 be able to address system resources by a logical name rather than by a physical 
address. The Guardian Operating System IS deSigned In a top down manner With three levels and 
well defined Interfaces as shown In Figure 3. 

PROCESSOR I PROCESSOR II PROCESSORm 

P, 

p. 

FILE SYSTEM } 

~<~:~~~~~~~~~:~>~~"~E~SS~A~G~E;A~OU~T~ING~=<~:~~~~~~~~~~:~>~ GUAR~AN 
o DRIVERS 10 DRIVERS 10 DR'VERS 

Figure 3. Guardian Operating System 
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The Guardian Operating System is based on the concept 01 processes sending messages to 
other processes. All resources in the system are considered to be liles, and each resource has a 
logical lile name. Communication between an application process, denoted by circles in Figure 3, 
and any other resource (disc. tape, another process. etc.) is via the lile system. The file system 
knows only the logical name of the intended recipient of a message. The file system passes the 
message to the message system. which then determInes the physical location of the recipIent. 
The message system is a software analog of the Oynabus. The message system handles 
automatic path retries in case of path errors. Because application programs deal only with logical 
file names. the Guardian Operating System offers total geographic independence of resources. 
The programmer views this multiprocessor system as a single processor with resources avail
able through file system calls. 

Another advantage of geographic independence of physical resources is that it eliminates the 
need for reprogramming when hardware changes occur. For example. a user can add processors 
or 1/0 devices as the application load grows with time. but an existing programs can remain 
unchanged. 

Data Integrity In the Tandem 16 

The integrity of the data base in a Tandem 16 system is ensured by the Enscribe Data Base 
Record Manager. Enscribe uses a checkpoint ing scheme to perform data base updates in two 
separate processors. This scheme guarantees data base integrity even if a processor or 110 path 
failure occurs In the middle of an update. Optionally. two disc drives can be configured as identical 
copIes of each other. Such discs are called a "mirrored pair." Further, each disc drive can be 
connected to a different controller. This technique maintaIns data Integrity despite the Joss of any 
single component. a processor. disc drive. disc controller. or power supply. even if the disc is in the 
middle of an update when the component fails. Thus. linkages are kept consistent and have high 
integrity within the system. 

II. GUARDIAN/EXPAND: THE NETWORK EXTENSION TO THE MESSAGE SYSTEM 

The Expand Network system extends the Guardian message system beyond the boundaries of a 
single system. The Guardian/Expand Network allows up to 255 separate Tandem 16 systems to 
be linked together. Conceptually, the Guardian/Expand Network system extends the Dynabus 
over miles or continents. To a user at a terminal, the entire network appears to be a single Tandem 
16 system. (There may, of course, be a not iceable difference in performance since the Dynabus 
itself is more than 10.000 times faster than a typical "fast ·' 9600 baud private line.) 

As an extension of the Guardian message system, the Expand Network maintains the geogra
phic independence of resources. Any resource in the network can be addressed by its logical file 
name without regard for its physical location. However, a configuration option allows users to 
reserve processors for local processing requirements. thereby excluding those processors from 
the network. 

III. THE COMPONENTS OF EXPAND 

The major components of Expand are the End-to-End protocol, the Network Control Process, the 
Network Line Handler, the Network Routing Table, and the Network Utilities. 
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End-to-End Protocol 

The End-to-End Protocol insures the integrity of messages from source to destination of a 
message regardless of how many intervening nodes and resources are utilized in the message 
transmission (Ref. 3]. The protocol is based upon the exchange of packets over a communica
tions path. Expand supports communications paths of either a full duplex telephone line or a 
virtual Circuit through an X.2S networ1c:. 

Perhaps the greatest lear of network users is that the data base is down [Ref. 4]. The End-to-End 
Protocol makes sure that data transmissions are received correctly and don 't get lost. 

Network Control Process 

The Network Control Process maintains the Network Routing Table, logs network changes. and 
services certain requests from remote nodes. Inquiries concernmg remote resources are directed 
to the Network Control Process. Messages for all other processes are routed directly to the 
destination process. One Network Control Process resides In each node In the network. 

Network Line Handler 

The Network Une Handlers establish and maintam the communications path between two 
physICally connected nodes. The line handlers also create a logical connections of nodes that are 
not neighbors by forwarding messages, thus Implementing the End-to-End Protocol. When the 
X.2S network protocol is used, a hne handler exists for each virtual circuit. These line handlers, in 
turn, communicate with a single X.2S access process that manages the physical line to the X.2S 
network. 

Network Routing Table 

Each Network Control Process bUilds and maintains Its own Network Routing Table. The local 
Guardian message system uses the Network Routing Table to direct messages for other systems 
to the proper line handler. Line handlers also use the Network Routmg Table to select the proper 
line handler when forwarding a packet. Network Routing Table maintenance IS best explained 
with an example. Assume that a network is configured as in Figure 4. Notice that the normal route 
between nodes A and E is from A to B to C to E. The system uses this route because of the high 
speed link between nodes B and C. The failure 01 the link between B and C generales the 
following events: 

1. The Network Control Process in node B Informs its neighboring (directly connected) nodes 
(A and D) of the failure of the B to C commUnications hne. Meanwhile, node C notifies its 
neighbor (node E) of the failure. Nodes 0 and E then nollfy each other of the change. 

2. ThiS change requires the establishment of a new communicat ions path between nodes A 
and E ( and others nol deSCribed here for the sake of SimpliCity). Nodes A and E establish a 
new connnect ion by exchanging a number of control messages. Each node notifies its 
neighbor of the change in the shortest lime distance to remote systems. 

3. When the connection is established, each node updates Its Network Routing Table so that Its 
own packets are directed properly, and so that messages are forwarded over the fastest 
available path. 
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Figure 4. Network Routing 

When a node updates its Network Routing Table, it checks to see if the change creates any new 
shorter (faster) communications paths. Therefore, the addition of a new line may generate a 
number of path changes. For example, restoring the path between nodes B and C in the sample 
network changes the path between nodes C and O. Messages are forwarded via node B rather 
than node E to take advantage of the faster line. 

l! is important 10 point out the Network Control Process and all Line Handlers run as NonStop 
process-pairs. This exclusive feature ensures a degree of reliability possible only in a fully 
redundant system such as the Tandem 16 computer. 

Network Utilities 

The Network Utility programs aid the user in monitoring the status of the network and in tracing 
problems. The tracing facility, NETRACE, creates a trace file that tracks the events that occur 
within a specific Line Handler. A companion utility, NETDUMP, formals this trace data for report 
generation. 

The NETSTATS program displays accumulated statistics for a given line handler and optionally 
resets them. The statistics are reported by protocol level and include counts of the number of 
frames of a given type that have been sent Of received, and the number of requests thai have 
been initiated Of processed by the line handler. 

NETMAPS provides a facility to display the entire network status as viewed from a single system. 
It gives the current status of each remote system and the status and routing of each communica
tions path to each system. 

NETPROBE traces, system by system, the physical route used between two systems and gives 
the elapsed time required to traverse the route. 

The user can run these utilities from any terminal in the network, and their output can be directed 
to any terminal or other output device in the network. Therefore, a user can check the perfor
mance of any system in the network. 
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. Network Logging Center 

As an option, the user can designate one node of the network as the Network Logging Center. 
When this is done, the status messages normally lagged at each Individual nooe are forwarded to 
the loggtng center. 

III. AVOIDING THE PITFALLS OF NETWORKS 

Understanding the evolution of networks is helpful in aVOiding the pitfalls of many of the network 
systems currently available commercially from computer venders. The concept of creallng an 
interlinked network 01 computers results from two different approaches to solving the problems of 
orgamzatlons With geographically scattered requirements for computing resources. 

The first approach Simply places a computer at each site that can justify the cost, a common 
technique In batch oriented environments. This approach tends to isolate the end user from the 
computing resources. Also, the approach makes it difficult for the organization to exchage 
Information easily among the computer Installations. Sharing data among installations typically 
Involves shuttling about magnetIC tapes or even decks of punched cards. As a result, the 
organization 's data base IS seldom completely accurate. Clearly, it would be an advantage if the 
computers could communicate directly with one another. 

The second approach places one large host computer at a central locallon with terminals at 
remote locations. This has the advantage of placing the organizatlon's data on-line and allows 
non EDP personnel greater access to the computing resource. However, this approach ignores 
the practical economiCS of the computer mdustry. In the past two decades, computer hardware 
has become mcreaslngly less expensive while communications costs have remained relatively 
high. A more serious disadvantage of this approach IS that a failure of the host computer can 
Cripple the organizatlon 's ability to conduct its bUSiness [Ref. 5 ]. Clearly, it would be an advantage 
If some computing power could be located at the remote terminal sites. 

Both approaches lead to network systems. In the first case. eXist ing computer installations were 
made to communicate With each other. In the second case, some computing responsibilities were 
moved from the host computer to the remote locallOns. Eventually, the so called "80/20" rule 
emerged. This rule states that when 80°., of the processmg against a partition of a data base is 
performed on behalf of a remole site. It is most cost effective to move that partition to a comptuer 
system at the remote site In a computer network configuration [Ref. 6 1. This way only about 20% 
of the system transactions requite communication faCilities. 

Establishing a network is an attempt to meet one or more of the follOWing objectives: 

• Distribute data bases (put the work close to the end user) 

• Share resources 

• Reduce communications costs 

• Increase performance and decrease response lime by partitioning tasks 

• Achieve higher system availability 

Past Approaches 

Several computer manufacturers have implemented and market network systems [Ret. 7J. 
Typically, these systems reveal their heritage In the evolutionary approaches to networks. For 
example. most network operating systems have been Imposed "on top" of eXisting operating 
systems. This gIVes rise to network "architectures" that have no relationship to the systems they 
serve and to cumbersome access methods. 
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In systems where computer systems have replaced terminals, the concept of a host computer 
with a centralized data base generally remains. Unfortunately. the problems caused by a failure of 
the host computer also remain. If the host suffers intermittent failures, data integrity can be lost 
throughout the network. nol just in the host's data base. 

In general. commercial networks have linked the nodes of a network system in a point-to-point 
manner as shown in Figure 5. 

In the network shown in Figure 5, all nodes can communicate with each other since each is 
connected to all other nodes by communications lines. While this is convenient, it is also very 
costly. By contrast, Figure 6 shows a typical Guardian/Expand network. 

The GuardianJExpand Network reduces communications costs because its automatic message 
forwarding eliminates the need for point-to-polnt interconnection of the network. Most other 
commercially available networks require the user to write special applications programs to relay 
messages from node to node. 

Figure 5. A Typical Network 

Recognizing the Risks of Distributed Processing 

Several risks face the user contemplating a network of computing systems. However, these risks 
can be avoided if they are recognized in time. 

• System Availability 

Networks that rely on a host computer or that have a master/slave hierarchy can never be 
more reliable than the central computer. 

• System Compatibility 

Selecting the computer systems for each node of a network requires consideration of 
factors other than just the hardware costs. Considering only hardware costs, it may make 
sense to install different kinds of computers at different sites. But In a network, costs 
increase as the number of vendors increase. Different programming groups are required for 
the different processors. Incompatibilities in data types. operatlOg systems. and program
ming languages must be resolved. Making a relatively Simple change at the network level 
may involve extensive reprogramming requiring extensive coordination. 
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• Expansion Capabilities 
System expansion must be carefully planned, as mistakes here can be very expensive. The 
user should plan for both the expanSion of the network and the hardware expansion of 
Individual systems. In regard to the latter. It should be noted that even with a smgle vendor 
different sizes of computers often used different. Incompatible operating systems and 
access methods. Thus. outgrowing a partICular processor may Involve extenSive repro· 
grammlng. Reprogramming without galnmg additional system capabilities is the most 
expensive kind of programming. 

• Data Integrity 
The safeguards for data integrity offered by a network vendor should be examined closely. 
Data bas integrity at each site is just as Important as accurate data transmission throughout 
the network. A single corrupted data base can qUickly contaminate the entire network, not 
because the data is duplicated. but because the data at one Site is typically based on data 
from other sites. In a 2O·node system where each node Interacts With four other nodes each 
minute. the entire network can be corrupted in less than three minutes. 

• Network Support Software 

Vendor SUpplied support programs are an Important part of a network. Tracing an error back 
to ItS source can be difficult since the error may pass through a number of nodes before it is 
detected. The network should include a method for Isolating errors anywhere within the 
network from any given node. More tYPIcally, error analysiS functions are centralized In a 
host or master computer, which leaves the entire network vulnerable to a failure In the host 
computer. 

Figure 6. A Typical Guardian/Expand Network 
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Summary 

The Guardian Operating System is perhaps the only operating system designed as a network 
system. The multi-processor design of the Tandem 16 system necessarily requires an operallng 
system structured as a local network-in-a-box. In effect , the Expand NonStop Network simply 
eliminates the box. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents information for the individual responsible for designing 
a transaction oriented system. It covers the major design considerations that 
should be taken into account. The paper is divided into the following topics; 

I. Introduction 

I. Introduction 

II. A Transaction Processing System Model 

Ill. System Control 

IV. Implementation Considerations 

V. TANDEM's Transaction Processing System 

One of the important points in any design. and the most important in a transaction environ· 
ment, is that the system as a whole shou ld be viewed as a "SERVICE", In any service 
organization the first goal is to find a service that people need. The second goal is to offer a 
service that people can depend on. and the third goal is to respond to the changing demands of 
those who use the service. If all three goals are not established from the beginning the success of 

NOTE: TANDEM. GUARDIAN. EXPAND. NonSIOp. and PATHWAY are IT.demark. of Tandem Computer. 
Incorporated. 



the service may be negligible. The one goal most neglected in the past has been responding to 
change. The combination of user needs, building a reliable system. and the ability to react to 
change quickly are explored in this paper. The intent of this paper is to offer a better under
standing of transaction processing and suggest general guidelines for successful implementations 
in the future, by examining these three points. 

The first design consideration must be to fulfill a user defined need. This need or service is 
referred to as a "USER FUNCTION", Once a function is offered, a user gains confidence in the 
service based on reliability and the system's responsiveness to change as the needs of the 
business change. This ability to change and evolve is referred to as "REACTION TIME". The 
following design considerations have a direct impact on reaction time. 

INSTALLAB IUTY: 

A system can succeed only if it can be installed in a reasonable amount of time. Ease of 
installation also applies to any major enhancements or user functions. 

FLEXIBILITY: 

Determines how well the system reacts to change. If a system is designed properly with change in 
mind. changes can be applied quickly. Reaction time is reduced significantly. 

EXPANDABILlTY: 

Allows the system to accommodate new users and new functions. After a system's initial success, 
two events typically occur: 

1. More users want to use the system. A well·designed system must incorporate the ability to 
handle an increase in the number of users. 

2. New functions are requested. The ability to handle new user functions without affecting the 
current user functions must also be considered. 

MAINTAINABILITY: 

The ability to correct problems and "tune" a running application. Too often. this consideration is 
overlooked in the original design. The problems that occur not only affect the existing functions 
but future functions as well. If significant resources are required to maintain existing functions, 
the ability to provide changes and enhancements is reduced. The total reaction time increases 
and the probability of overall success decreases. 

RELIABILITY: 

To ensure "service" to the user, the system must be reliable. The best implementations fail if the 
user cannot access his system. In addition to being constantly available, the system must ensure 
the integrity of its data base. 

Note: Perfonnance considerations are important: however, the above mentioned considerations 
should not be sacrificed for efficiency. The key to performance is through a good design. 
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II. A Transaction Processing System Model 

Figure 1 shows the components of a typical transaction oriented system. A video display unit 
provides the human interface to the system. The remainder of the diagram describes the 
software components of a compute r system including a Data Base stored on a direct access 
device external to the computer. Notice that the flow of control in this diagram is bi-directional. 
Notice also that operator request may not need the services of all five components. For example, 
if an operator enters non-numeric data into an entry field defined 8S numeric data only. the 
terminal 110 and the fie ld validation routines are the only two components exe rcised. The 
request for a new function might involve the display of a new format. In this case four 
components are exercised: terminal I/O, field validation, data mapping, a nd transaction control. 

This diagram is used as the foundation for the design of a transaction o riented system. The 
components describe the functional activities that are common to a ll transaction oriented 
applications. A brief definition of each component follows the diagram. 

\ 

HUMAN INTERFACE 
TO THE SYSTEM 
VIA A TERMINAL 

TERMINAL 
INTERFACE 

\ 
FIELD 

VALIDATION 

\ 
DATA 

MAPPING 

\ 
TRANSACTION 

CONTROL 

\ 
DATA BASE 

SERVICE 

\ 
\ 

DATA 
BASE 

(TERMINAL 110 
HANDLER) 

(DATA CONSISTENCY 
CHECKS) 

(DATA CONVERSION AND 
FORMATTING) 

(APPLICATION AND 
TRA~SACTION FLOW) 

~ (ACCES&UPDATE 
OF THE DATA eASE) 

FIGURE 1. TAAHSACTlQN PROCESSING SYSTEM MODEL 
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Major Program Components 

J. Terminal Interface 

The terminal interface is responsible for the following general functions: 

• All physical terminal I/O 

• Control of device-dependent characteristics 

Because the physical I/O to various terminal types often involves different protocols. it is 
advantageous to isolate the code that actually communicates with termmals into one place. This 
approach enhances the capability to test and install new terminal types, isolate and fix problems. 
and easily take advantage of new features that may become available on existing terminal types. 

The data transmitted by the physical 110 also requires different handling by different terminal 
types, e.g., the codes to delimit a field may differ. 

2. Field ValidaTion 

The field validation facility is responsible for data consistency on a field-by-field level. 
Normally these edits are defined when the screen format is built. 

Field validations should be applied as close to the actual operator as possible. Notification of a 
problem with a data field entered should be timely. and its impact on the running system should 
be kept to a minimum. 

The mechanism by which field edits are defined should be independent of physical terminal 
type. There should be one consistent way to define a field as numeric data only. a field that must 
be entered. or a range of acceptable values for a particular field. By separating the type of edit 
from the physical mechanism of applying the edits. which are defined at the terminal interface. 
terminal types can be added to the system without altering the logical view of entry fields and 
their associated edits. 

3. Data Mapp;nA 

This facility is responsible for the conversion and formatting of data from an external to an 
Internal representation and back again. By developing application tasks which refer to the data 
in its internal form the external characteristics of a system may change without affecting existing 
applications. 

Data mapping is the key to writing terminal independent applications which process requests 
with no concern as to how that request was actually constructed. Therefore. whethe r requests a re 
stored in a batch file on disc or entered through a video display should have no bearing on the 
application design below this point. 

The data mapping facility should be at the symbolic field name level. This allows the ordering of 
fields to change on a particular screen display; however. the order in which the fields appear in 
the logical request will remain the same. 
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4. Transaction Control 

This facility is responsible for the overall application now. It is analogous to the top level 
implementation of a structured program which: 

• Initiates all logical terminal I/O; 

• Interprets and validates the request received from the data mapping facility; 

• If Data Base access is required to service the request, the appropriate data along with the 
proper control information is passed to the appropriate Data Base routine; and 

• Interprets and validates the Oats Base routine replies. 

The main function of transaction control is application now, a long with the routing of requests to 
one or more Oats Base rout ines. It is a relatively small portion of actual application code: 
however, it is the heart of any application. The major benefits of this approach are: 

• Since the actual amount of code necessary to control anyone function is relatively small. it 
is a simple task to add and change user functions; 

• Since the approach is st ructured in a modular fashion. new functions can be integrated and 
tested easily as part of the whole application; and 

• Application now and control can be tested as a separate piece of the total application and 
therefore have Iinle o r no impact on the Data Base services. 

5. Data Base Service 

This facility is responsible for all activity on a Data Base. This is normally a very important 
application function because it alters the state of the Data Base. 

A Data Base service routine should be wrinen using the simplest approach possible. The most 
straightforward and simple approach contains the following components: 

• Get a request from a transaction control facility: 

This is the point of entry for a Data Base service. Gening a request from the transaction 
control facility is simila r to reading a record from a disc file. 

• Access the Data Base: 

The req uest may be for a read. write. update, delete or any combination of the four. The 
specified requests are applied against the Data Base. 

• Build a reply based on the results of the Data Base access: 

The reply could contain actual data from the Data Base. control information describing any 
error condition that occurred. or any combination of the two. 

• Reply to the transaction control facility: 

This is the exit point of the Data Base service. Replying to the transaction control facility is 
similar to writing a record to a disc file. 

Moreover. each Data Base service should process requests uniformly from one or more user 
functions. By doing so the Data Base service will be independent of any particular user function. 
and the service can be viewed as a general utility. accessible by any user function. This 
eliminates redundant code and simplifies the implementation of new user functions requiring 
Data Base services already established. 
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The Data Base service must be written in a context free environment. The Data Base se rvice 
should not be responsible for the retention of data between requests. Once a request is received, 
the Data Base service should be able to process the complete request and then forget about it. 
This approach simplifies the code significantly and creates an environment that is easy to 
understand and maintain. 

One critical part of any transaction oriented system is input validation. There are three major 
types of input validation: 

TYPE OF VALIDATlQN EXAMPl.E 

[@.OJ -------~.~ NU"'RIC 
MUST FILL 
RANGE 100 THRU ," 

r.IR~E~Q~U~E~S~T~I--------"". INTER-Rue RELATIONSHIPS 
t! (IF PAYMENT.METHOD • " CASH" THE AMOUNT 

ENCLOSED MUST 9IE > OJ 

(I f CITY WAS ENTERED STATE AHD ZIP CODE MUST 
ALSO 8£ ENTERED) 

~ID~A~T~A~B~A~S~E}I--------".~ OOES ACCOUNT II 12345 U/ST IN THE DATA BASE? 

DOES THIS SALE.S TRANSACTION IN THE AMOUNT 
UU.OO FOR ACCOUNT II 12345 UCEED THE 
ESTABUSHED CREDIT uwn 

Figure 2 shows each level of edit within the transaction processing system model. 
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SERVICE 

AQURE Z. EDIT LEVELS 
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At this point the model is defined. T he following illustrations show the use of the model in an 

appl ication environment. 

The inte rna l components of the t ransaction processing syste m model can be grouped into the 

following categories: 

Request oriented: 
Components 1 through 4 have the combined responsibility for gathering, interpreting and 
responding to requests. From this point on the combination of components 1 th rough 4 will be 

referred to as the "R EQU ESTOR" portion of our model. 

Service oriented: 
Component 5 , the Data Base services, are written as general utili ty fu nct ions accessible by any 
use r functio n within a REQUE ST OR. The Data Base se rvices wi ll be refe rred to as 

"SERVERS". 

F igure 3 shows the R EQUESTOR/ SERVER relationships: 

\ 

HUMAN INTERFACE TO THE SYSTEM 

THIS IS WHERE THE ACTUAL REQUEST 
ORIGINATES .... 

.--I TERMINAL INTERFACE I 

• EaUESTOR q H FIELD VALIDATION l 
H DATA MAPPING I 

\ '--I TRANSACTION CONTROL l 

\ 
SERVER q l DATA BASE SERVICE 

\ 
\ 

DATA 
BASE 

FIGURE 3. REQUESTQR/SERVER RELAOOHSMIPS 
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Figure 4 illustrates an order entry application with three basic functions: credit checking a 
customer. adding a new order. and updating an existing order. 

REQUESTOR SERVERS 

~ CREDIT CHECK 

*~ 
ORDER 
ENTRY 

REQUEST 

! ~ ORDER ENTRY ADD CORPORATE • • NEW ORDER 
~- REQUESTOR DATA 

BASE 

UPDATE ORDER 

FIGURE.t. ORDER ENTRY APPLICATION 

This example illustrates a terminal operator building an order entry request and sending it to the 
system. It also shows the relationship established between the requestor. who is responsible for 
the overall application control , and the Data Base servers. which are responsible for all Data 
Base activity. The system is partitioned into small modular components that are easy to define, 
write. debug and enhance. Because of its modularity. the system is extremely easy to maintain. 
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Figure 5 shows the relationships established between mUltiple applications running under the 
control of one transaction processing system. 

REQUESTORS SERVERS 

~ 
0 

ADD NEW 
CUSTOMER 

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER 
ENTRY UPDATE A 

REQUEST 
ENTRY CUSTOMER 

EQUESTOR 

• ~ ,. CREDIT CHECK 

~ 
ORDER 

ORDER ENTRY ENTRY 
REQUEST REQUESTOR 

FIGURE 5. MULTIPLE APPUCATIONS IN" SINGLE SYSTEM 

The above example illustrates the following points: 

ADD NEW 
ORDER 

UPDATE 
ORDER 

CORPORATE 
OATA 
BASE 

• Multiple application requestors can exist within a transaction processing system. 

• Each terminal operator should have access to the number of application requestors needed. 

• Data Base Servers may be shared among requestor applications. 
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III. System Control 

Taking advantage of modular design techniques improves the overall quality of the system. 
However, as the components of a system are divided into smaller. more manageable segments. 
the problem of overall control becomes increasingly difficult. 

The solution to this problem is to create a command center that has a global view of the entire 
application and. therefore. can create. delete and monitor the total application environment. 
This facility will be referred to as the APPLICAT ION MONITOR. Figure 6 illustrates the 
application monitor's view of the system: 

r------------C71',;EQUESTORS 

USTQMER 
ENTRY 

REQUESTOR 

ORDER 
ENTRY 

REOUESTOR 

CREDIT CHECK).--l--------+~~ 
L:J 

ADO NEW 
ORDER 

FIGURE' SYSTEM COKTROllEO BY APPUCAnoN MONITOA 
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T he transaction p rocessing system model established previously can be viewed in the following 
way: 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM 

APPLICATION 

REOUESTOR 1 

SERVER 1 
SERVER 2 

APPLICATION · · 0 
REQUESTOR 2 SERVER 5 A · T 

USER · · A 
. TERMINAL · 

· · B 
· A · · S · · · E 

SERVER n 

APPLICATION 
REQUESTOR n 

fiGURE 1 TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The application monitor's view of a transaction processing system is analogous to the view a 
system operator might have at his console. The system operator controls the hardware environ
ment and the application monitor controls the application environment. 

T he application monitor should maintain control over the following functions with in a transaction 
processing system: 

• Overall Transaction Processing System 

• Each Application REQUESTOR 

• Each Data Base SERVER 

• Each Operator TERMINAL 
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IV. Implementation Considerations 

Once the ,ystem is designed . its timely implementation. plus its ability to change as the needs 
of the business change. will be the deciding factors that determine its ultimate success or failure. 
Each system may be composed of many applications a nd each application will require the 
following components: 

APPLICATION 

• TERMINAL INTERFACE 

• FIELD VALIDATION 
(ONE CO MPONENT OF THE SC RE EN DE FINITION) 

R 
COMPONENTS OF A SCREEN DEFINITION; 

E , INFORMATIONAL DATA FDA PAO~PTS (PROTECTEDI a , DATA ENTRY FIELDS IUNPAQTECTED) 

U , INITIAl ENTRY FIELD VALUES 

E • ENTRY FIELD VAUOATION SPECIFICAtIONS 

S 
T • DATA MAPPING (TO AND FROM THE SCREENS AND MEMORy) 
0 
R • TRANSACTION CONTROL WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR: 

, INITIATING AU. lOGICAl TERMINAL 10 , INTERPRETING AtliD VAUOATING REOUESTS , ROUTING REOUESTS TO THe PROPER SERVER 
• INTERPRETiNG ANO VALIOATING AEPUES FAaM THe SERVER 

• DATA BASE SERVICE WHICH IS REPONSIBlE FOR: 

, ACCEPTING AND I~TERPRETI~G REOUESTOR MESSAGES 

SERVER(S) , ANV OATA BASE ACTIVITY 
,READ WRITE REWRITE OR DElETEt , BUILDING A REPlY BASED ON THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF THE DATA 
BASE ACTIVITY 

• REP!.. VING TO A REOUESTOR 

FIGURE • • fUNCTIONS Of REOUESTORS VERSUS SERVERS WITHIN AN APPLICATION 

Requestor Procedures 

Because the requestor provides the logic that communicates with the end user. it must be the 
molt flexible component of the system. A means of designing. changing and deleting screen 
formats is essential. Internal record formats produced through data mapping should be kept and 
maintained in a data definition library similar to those libraries associated with record definitions 
on a Data Base Management System. The actual transaction control might be wrinen in a 
procedural language that is easy to use but flexible enough to handle total application flow. 

All the above facilities should be maintained in a library accessible at run time. This allows 
smooth integration of each function within a requestor. It also allows modular expansion of 
functions within an application with little or no impact on current running functions. 
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This approach to impleme nting a n application requestor e nsures the reaction time necessa ry to 
effectively ha ndle user demand . M oreover. it allows the system to expand in small. we ll
controlled increments, thus increasing the integrity of the overa ll system . 

Server Procedures 

The back-end component of any application is the Data Base se rver. Back-end fu nctions must 
be ha ndled with ca re. for they maintain the most critica l aspect of any application . the Data 
Base. One of the principal advantages of this design concept is that it greatly simplifies the 
impl ementat ion. Server procedures can be designed a nd tested in the familia r - read a record . 
upd ate the Data Base and Write a rep ly - {asia n. Input transactions ca n be read from a disc fil e 
or magnetic tape. Test Data Bases can be created for the purposes of test ing. and serve r 
proced ure test ing can ta ke p lace independe nt of the ove rall application imple me ntation. 

The fo llowing d iagram illustra tes the two step integration of any Data Base se rver: 

DATA BASE SERVER DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 

STEP ONE - TEST THE DATA STEP TWO - INTEGRATE THE 
BASE SERVER IN DATA BASE 
A TOTALLY SERVE R IN THE 
BATCH LIVE 
ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT 

BATCH OPERATOR 
REOUEST TERMINAL 

FILE I 
REOUESTOR 

I 
SERVER SERVER , , 

TEST CORPORATE 
DATA BASE DATA BASE 

FIGURE ' INSTALUNG A DATA BASE SERVER 

The integration of both REQUEST OR S and SERVERS into the live system should be ha ndled 
via the APPLICATION M ONITOR. The application monitor should be able to logically start 
and stop any component with in the system. 
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V. The TANDEM Transaction Processing System 

TANDEM offers a total environment for transaction processing. The GUARDIAN OPE RAT . 
ING SYSTEM was specifically designed with NonStop transaction processing in mind. The 
FILE SYSTEM within Guardian allows separately running processes (in the same CPU. 
different CPU, within a single system or different systems with an EXPAND network) to 
communicate with each other at a simple READ/ WRITE level. Guardian allows one logical 
computer system to incorporate up to 16 processon. The EXPAND network allows the intercon
nection of as many as 255 logical systems within a network and still maintains the simple 
REAO/WRITE level communications between application processes. With this as a base, 
TANDEM has introduced a new product called PATHWAY. PATHWAY allows a user to take 
advantage of the unique TANDEM architecture. and it significantly reduces the time necessary 
to develop a transaction processing system. The functions enclosed within the inner box are 
addressed by the PATHWAY product. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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FlGURE 10. THE PATHWAY SYSTEM WITHIN THE TRANSAC"TIO+I PROCESSlHG SYSTEM MOO£L 
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PATHWAY Product Overview 

The goal of the PATHWAY product is to simplify the design and development of transaction 
oriented applications. The PATH WAY product addresses four of the major components neces
sary to implement a transaction oriented application. 

l. Terminal Interface ( Multi-terminal I/O handler ) 

2. Field Validation ( Data consistency checks 

3. Data Mapping ( Data conversion & fonnatting 

4. Transaction Control ( Application & transaction flow ) 

The rtfth component (Data Base Server) can be implemented using any of the TANDEM 
standard languages - COBOL, FORTRAN. TAL, or MUMPS. 

The PATHWAY product has the following components: 

• Interactive Screen Builder 

Allows the user to build screens interactively at a terminal. 

• Screen COBOL compiler 

A COBOL-like terminal oriented language. The compiler creates and maintains a pseudocode 
library accessed by the Terminal Control Process at run time. 

• Terminal Control Process 

Interprets the pseudo code-library created by the Screen COBOL compiler and performs the 
four major application functions mentioned above in a NONSTOP environment. 

• Application Monitor 

Responsible for creating, monitoring and altering the application run time envi ronment. 

• AMCOM - Application Monitor Command Language 

The mechanism by which an operator may communicate with an active Application Monitor. 

If we assume a successful installation of a transaction oriented system. we now must deal with 
EXPANDAB ILITY. By using the unique TANDEM architecture. an application can be written 
and then expand smoothly as the demands placed on the system increase. Most successful 
systems first expand because of an increase in the number of users who need to use it. Figure 11 
shows the addition of new users and interjects a new question: "00 I run more than one copy of 
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the total application or do the users share the application?" Figure 11 shows users sharing the 
application. It should be noted that TANDEM's terminal control process. a part of PATHWA Y, 
handles all the multi-tasking between more than one terminal of the same type. In F igure 11. 
notice that the application remains unchanged even though the number of users increases. 

REQUeSTOR SERVERS 

CREDIT CHECK 

ADD 
NEW ORDER 

'-~1 UPDATE ORDER 

FlGURE 11. ADOING USERS TO PATHWAV SVSTEM 

r-__ ~>-~CORPORATE 
DATA 
BASE 

In a successful application. the addition of users can degrade system performance. At that point. 
most systems go through either a major change or a rewrite. The unique TANDEM approach 
offers an alternative. 

To alleviate the problem of increased user load, the system must be able to distribute the 
application into more than one physical process. This is the key to expandability. 

The description of the system to this point views the system as one self-contained application. 
However. all expansion limitations can be eliminated if one logical application can comprise 
multiple physical processes or running programs. This leaves the original design of the system 
unchanged. but increases system throughput by expanding the modularity of the application 
beyond the physical boundaries of a single program unit. 

" 
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The following diagrams illustrate the various ways of functionally distributing the application to 

allow for expansion: 

• Terminal operators can be connected to mult iple requestors running the same application. 

• Multiple copies of the same serve r can be created to increase throughput. 

• Sha ring a server between more than one application requestor. 

REQUESTORS SERI/ERS 

. - ~ ~ ~. ~ 
ORDER ENTRY CREDIT CHECK • ---=--- REOUESTOR 

~. ~ 
ADO NEW CORPORATE 

ORDER DATA BASE 

*---'-!S!:t ORDER ENTRY 

* ~ 
REQUESTOR 

UPDATE ORDER 

• ~ 
FIGURE 12. SYSTEM EXPANSION BY ADDINQ REQUESTOR 

Notice that the users are distributed between two requestors and that the requestors share the 
server functions. Therefore, the total number of servers remains constant even though the 

system includes multiple requestors. 
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Another expansion problem is caused by increased demand on anyone server. This p roblem can 
be overcome by duplicating a particular server to create what is known as a "SERVER CLASS". 
For example, if the majority of user demand on the system is to run credit checks. using a single 
server for credit checking could create a bottleneck and impact the total applicaton. This 
bottleneck can be eliminated by creating another copy of the credit check server and distributing 
the requests between the two copies. Figure 13 illustrates a server class: 

REOUESTORS 

ORDER ENTRY ).--.--4 
REQUESTOR 

SERVERS 

-0 
SERVER 
CLASS 

CREDIT 
CHECK 

ADD 
NEW ORDER 

ORDER ENTRY }+----l--.. r UPDATE ORDER )-.-..J 
REQUESTOR 

RGUAE I). SERVER CLASSES 
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Figure 14 illustrates the addition of a new application. Notice that even though there are two 
unique applications. the requestors can still share servers or server classes. 

REQUESTORS 

CUSTOMER 
ENTRY 

EOUESTOR 

ORDER ENTRY 
REQUESTOR 

SERVERS 

ADD NEW 
CUSTOMER 

UPDATE A 
CUSTOMER 

SERVER 
CLASS 

ADD 
NEW ORDER 

l---'--+{ UPDATE ORDER)-.---J 

AGURE , • . ADOIHG A HEW APPLICATION REOUESTOR 

CORPORATE 
DATA BASE 

Figure 14 shows that both the order entry and customer entry applications need to be able to 
check credit. The credit check server class is therefore shared by both applications. yet each 
application also has its own private servers to fulfill the individual requirements of a particular 
application. 
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One of the major reasons for distributing an application into multiple processes was for expanda
bility. Figure 15 illustrates the distribution of application functions within a local TANDEM 
system. Terminals, Requestors and Servers may be distributed among multiple CPU's, 
maximizing parallel operations and increasing throughput. It should be clear that when demand 
forces the system to grow that no design changes will be necessary. 

CPU 0 ---
REQUESTOR ) .. _.( 

A 

CPU 1 

CPU 2 

DISTRIBUTED - Terminals 
Requestors 
Servers 

SERVER 3 

Data Flies over physical volumes 

with \1 NO DESIGN CHANGES 1\ 

AGURf; 15. DISTRIBUTED LOAD aALANCING ON A LOCAL TAHOEM SYSTEM 
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The next step in distributing application functions is over a network. T he mechanism for 
communicatjng between processes within the TANDEM environment is consistent (Read I 
Write). Therefore. d istributing application functions over a TANDEM network using EX· 

PAND does not impact the original design. F igure 16 illustrates the distribution of application 
functions over a simple EXP AND network. 

REQUESTOR \,~ ___ .( 
A 

NEW YORK SYSTEM 

• 
• COMMUNICATION 
• • • • 

LINE 

CHICAGO SYSTEM 

SERVER 1 

SERVER 2 

• • • • • • • 

DATA 
BASE 

LOCAL 
NEW YORK 
FILES 

LOCAL 
CHICAGO 
FILES 

TRUE DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS wilh Ii NO DESIGN CHANGES II 

FIGURE 16. DlSTRI8UTED LOAD 8ALANCING ON A SlMPU EXPAND NETWORK 
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In summary TANDEM offers a total solution to transaction processing: 

RELIABILITY: 

NonStop transaction processing assures continuous system availability and data integrity 

lNSTALLAB1LlTY: 

PATHWAY offers a quick and easy way of developing transaction oriented applications. which 
significantly reduces the cost of applications development. 

FLEXIBILITY: 

PATHWAY offers the ability to make on-line additions, modifications, or deletions of transac
tion types, screen characteristics, applications. and terminals. 

EXPANDABILITY: 

The combination of the GUARDIAN Operating system and the EXPAND network offers true 
distributed processing, which allows applications to run in any processor in any system without 
regard for the physical location of terminals or the data base. 

MAINTAINABILITY: 

Because of the structured approach taken by the PATHWAY product. modules may be written 
and implemented in small, single threaded, and easy to understand components. Therefore, the 
maintenance task will be kept to a minimum. 

" 

• • 
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SYSTEMS USER 
One database does it all 

by Kevin We~ler 

Today. DP managers 01 global 
organizations believe they must accept 
the cost of performance trade·offs In 
relational databases. However. in· 
novations in database technology wiD 
soon provide a solution to this problem. 

Each vendor's relational database 
management sysIern (ROBMS) is 0p
timized for a specific environment. For 
example. an RDBMS that;' designed 
for balCh processing may provide poor 
transaction and query processing per. 
formance. An on-line transaction 
proc.sslng IOL TP) RDBMS that 
provides rapid inserts, updates and 
deletes may provide poor sequential 

"Parallel processing, diatrlbutlon 
and resultant high performance 
are all natural extensioruJ of a 
message-based operating system 
ronnin9 over a loosely coupled 
architecture . .. 

reads. For query processing. an RO
BMS may provide good decision sup
port but po<>< OL T? perlonnance. 

To gain optimum performance for aD 
accesses·· transaction. sequential 
(balCh), and query processing -- organi
zations must maintain multiple data
bases on multiple vendors' equipment. 
Typically, one system is used for batch 
and/ or query. another for OLTP. The 
first database is updated at night. the 
second on·~ne database provides con· 
stant access to current information . But 
with multiple databases, organizaOOns 
do nov.r know the state of their buSiness 
at anyone time and they incur the cost 
of rnaJ.ntalOlOg extra hardware and soft
WMe. 

Leveraging parallelism lor 

OLTP 

Batch Report D Adhoc 
Q...., 

~ 

FIgUf8 1 SINGLE DATABASE FOR ALL APPLICATION TYPES 

Many organizations are switching from 
a hlerarchical to II relational database 
management system because the latter 
provides a more flexible means of ac
cessing and combining information . An 
RDBMS a1Iows new types of data to be 
added and accommodates different 
wa~ of viewing data without the need 
to restructure the database. 

The emerging data manipulation 
language of choice is the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
Structured Qu"'Y Language ISQLI . 
SQL allows ponabiIity 01 pmgrammmg 
skills across the multiple vendor en
vironments that are often found in 
global organtzations. These organiza
lions are demanding one darabase of 
record that performs weD for all types of 
accesses using a language thai is por
table across heterogeneous systems. 

According to the Gartner Group. Inc .. 
a market research finn based in Stam
ford. Connecticut. "In the near future. 
customers won't have to trade off per-

formance in one type of access for 
another. There will be a general· 
purpose. high-performance database 
cap.bIe 01 runnmg OLT? ba~h and 
query, available in 2 - 3 years . ~ (see 
F'ogure 11 . The added perlormance 
gained from this type of database couki 
greatly increase an organization' scorn· 
petitive advantage. 

DIIIItbuIkm lor "mnlleln". 
As organizations spread to provide bet· 
ter service to their geographically 
distributed customers, disseminating in
formation via data distribution provides 
better performance for users than a cen· 
IraIized strategy. When users are widely 
dispersed. response time is dominated 
by lime required for data communica
tion. By moving the database close to 
the user. communication nme is minI
maed As communication nme de
creases. the coo of transfemng dara also 
deaeases. Thus. data distrib.J1ion can 
be more econonucal for global organ
izations as weD. 



Many organizations will have strategic: 
reasons for both centralizing and 
distributing data . By using one flexible 
ROBMS. suitable for both cenoalized 
and distributed applications, an 
organization gains the advantage of 
disseminallng data as buSness needs 
di:tale 

With a dtSttiluled RDBMS ci record, 
!he organization maintains one logical 
database that is spread across any 
number ci n<Xles. Users allocal and 
remote nodes perceive the entire 
dalabase as ~ • """" stored 1ocaIy. 

A distributed ROBMS can ensure data 
integnry in the event of application, 
node or nellNOrit failure . It can manage 

"When users are widely dispersed. 
response time is dominated by 
time required for data com
munication. By moving the 
database clO5e to the user, com
munication time is minimized. As 
communication time decreases. 
the CO$t of transferring data also 
decreases." 

a transaction mat is updating data on 
multiple nodes so that etther the tran· 
sac1ion will completely commit or back 
out 

A distributed network provides con
tinuous availability. which also improves 
performance. Each node operates in· 
depende:ndy and even if other nodes 
become unavailabk! the network con
tinues to operate. 

Many smafIer pnxessors connected to 
process a query (for example) in parallel 
cost less 10 design, and hence to pur
chase. than one iMge p<OCeS5O< lJsng 
a multiprocessor syszem \N'Ith non
shan!d mem<Xy that "capable 0/ 
paraDel proc:essng, an organization can 
use multiple operating sysIems, disks. 
channels and applications to gain better 
0\.IeraII performance_ 

Parallel .. 1fonnance 

Parallel processmg can be accomplished 
in.several ways, including the use of 
lightly and loosely coupled multiple 
processon. 

• • 

• Parallel query executIon 
• Reduces elapsed time up to a factor of N (N - ~ of CPUs) 

CPU 1 2 3 4 5 N 

•••• 
"... #1 #2 #3 

'- PARTITION ANO/OR INOEX 

•• # 5 m 

LEVERAGING A PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE 

Tightly coupled p!'OCeS5OfS share one or 
more key resources. including memory. 
As contention increases for key resour
ces an ever greater percentage ci 
9flIerTl resources wiI be devoted to 
managJng the system and its resources. 
not to productive v..oork Adding an ad
d;tional p<OCeS5O< prov;des much less 
than 100 percent of itscapadty due to 
the ;nterlodung 0/ slwed mem<Xy. 
There is also a bmit to how many 
processors can be added before the 
memory runs out ci bandwidth. 

TJghdy coupled systems run a 
signlOCandy greater risk ci failure than 
Ioose}y coupled systems because an 
error in one processor can corrupt the 
operations environment ci another. If 
the one copy ci the operating syszem 
lalls. an the pr<lCeso<m laU. 

Running a message·based operating 
system. loosely coupled processors 
communicate by sending messages 
from one program to another. Even 
system level requests become messages 
fb..ing ""'" alUgh-..,.ed bus to each 
p<OCeS5O<. 

Wrth loosely coupled proces5O<S. when 
one processor fails, the others \IIlII con· 
tinue 10 be productive and no data is 
lost. Load sharing can sp<ead out the 
work and give better, more consistent 
response time. Adding an additional 
processor provides dose 10 100 percent 
performance improvement from each 
processor. Hence. bnear performance 
guv.rth can continue almost indefinitely 
v..ith the addition of processors. With 

loosely coupled proces5O'S. a ttiso;. 
buted environment is a natural exten· 
sion of a central site . 

Loa;ely coupled multiprocessor oys
terns provide even better performance 
when used 1",.,.,.DeI processing. In 
parallel query processing with a 
_ted RDBMS. the master quey 
executor(s) decomposes a query into N 
fragments . N server executors search 
disks containing the desired tables, 
anyvJhere in the network, and the resuII 
is !::rough! up to the application . This 
can improve response time by as much 
as a factor of N. where N is the number 
ci processors that are available to the 
query. For example, with five fragments 
a request that wouk:l normaUy execute 
in 10 seconds couk! take as little as 2 
seronds (see FIgUn! 2) . 

P...n.1 processing, _lion and 
resultant high performance are all 
natural exlensions cA a message·based 
operating system running over a loosely 
coupled architecture. Thus. hosting a 
suge database of record on a paraIJeI 
processing system provides a substannal 
performance advantage. 

PIaIIonnfor_ 

In addition to the need for paraBeIism. 
the one RDBMS 0/ n=rd places ad· 
ditional requirements on its system plat· 
form: 

• Data Integrity· A tran~n is com· 
pIeted as a whole or not at all. even if 
the system crashes in the process of 



completing the lransaction . 

• Mooular Expandability - More 
processors, disks, workstations, devices. 
etc. can be added to the system without 
taking it dO\lJJl or changing any ap
plication or system code . 

• High Availability - A loosely coupled 
multiprocessor architecture provides 
very high availabiUty because. when 
one processor fails . the other wiD con· 
tinue 10 do the failed processor's work -
without interrupting the user. 

• NcxIe Autonomy · In a distributed 
network of systems. some nodes v..iII 
occasionally be unavailable. Each nooe 
must be able to provide data without 
reliance on any other component or 
node in the network. 

• Security - An ROBMS shoukl be in
tegated into the operating system to 
prevent subversion by a user who 
opens and writes to data files without 
go;ng through the RDBMS. 

• Tools · An RDBMS should aBow 
easy access, with comprehensive tools 
to increase productivity and keep dO\lJJl 
the Increasing cost of system operations 
and development. Decision support 
tools are important in enabling an 
aganilaoon to use data In new strategic 
ways. 

• Workstation Integration - Workstation 
and personal computer use will con
tinue to expand into the 1990s. These 
devices wiD generate increasingly more 
complex ltansactions. growing from 
hundreds of bits to hundreds of 
thousands of bits in length. For 
maximum user proouctivity and best 
utililaoon of inexpensive MIPS. work
station users need to share data with 
host systems on a peer-ta-peer basis. 

• Connectivity - The ability to connect 
diverse systems and software protects 
an organilation's investment and im· 
proves proouctivity of users and 
equipment. On-line applications can be 
off-loaded from a back-end hOSl 
designed for batch processing to a 
system designed for OL 11' to free hOSl 
capacity. This system will require ex
cellent connectivity across multivendor 
systems. I.e. X. 25 packet-switching 

networks. SNA systems and networks 
and workstation local area networks 
(lANs) . This connectivity should be as 
transparent as possible to the ap
plicaoon. 

One Database for AD 

Increasingly, organizations are 
recognizing the strategic importance of 
enterprise-wide transaction processing 
net\.VOrks, considering the database to 
be Mmission criocar to their operations. 
If the database is unavailable. business 
~ops . 

This network is becoming a transaction
rich environment. requiring data 
sharing across wide area and local area 
netvJorks, workstations and mainframes 

"70 ga in optimum performance 
for all accesses - transaction, 
sequential (batch) and query 
processing - organizations m ust 
maintain multiple databases on 
multiple uendors' equipment. " 

and heterogeneous systems. When 
transaction processing Is done on-Une, a 
user at a tmoinal. personal computer or 
workstation can capture transactions, 
make changes to the database. and get 
response in seconds. 

The network provides Immediate ac
cess to the exact stale of the business. 
extremely Important to a global 
operation where multiple demands are 
made for strategic: information 24 hours 
a day. Compare this With batch 
processing, which updates transaction 
infonnation in a few hours or by the 
next day. 

For the enterprise transactk>n 
processing network d the future. the 
one ROBMS of record will need to ser
vice heterogeneous systems with an In · 
dustry standard communications inter
face. such as IBM's SNA LU6.2. It 
should adhen! to the fuU ANSI SQL 
standard to meet multivendor network 
requirements. To perform well for all 

rypes of accesses, the ROBMS of 
record should accomplish the following: 

• On Un. Tr.,"saction Processing · 1/0 
architecture shoukl be optimized for 
random access. Flxed overhead for 
init!alizing and terminating transactions 
must be minimaL 

• Balch Pnx:essing • Batch processing 
requires effective sequentialI/O via 
techniques such as block buffering and 
sucx:essful disk cache maNgemenl. 

• Query Pnx:essing - For complex 
transactions, throughput can be im
proved If each QUery withm a transac
tion can be evaluated in paraDe!, taking 
advantage of loosely coupled multiple 
processor architecture. 

• Operations - As Of9anizations move 
aitIcaI information to a Single ROBMS. 
it becomes necessary that the database 
be available 24 howsa day. seven days 
a~. 

T~, to rebalance fiJes for rapid 
physical access, the database must be 
shut down . A Msnapshot" copy of the 
database must be made, compressed 
and then swapped into open!Ition . 

With on-Une reorganilabOn, files can be 
rebalanced during an access while on
line. without Incurring the expense of 
shutting the operation dovm. On-Une 
file reorganilation translates Into in
creased availabWty and higher petf",
mana!. 

Current ROBMS offerings are designed 
for particular processing enwonments: 
transaction , batch and query. Parallel 
processing technology off"" the 
~eatest potential to provide a platform 
for an ROBMS to perform v.oeD for aU 
three environments. In addition 10 
requiring paraDelism. a single database 
of record demands several Mditional 
services from Lts operational environ
ment, I.e., data integrity, modular ex
pandabUity, high availability, security, 
tools. workstation integration and con
nectiVlty , OP managers must consider 
the total operational requirements when 
evaluating vendor offerings, su 
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11) STL\HT I.E\ 1:,\ and 
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nu: IfhlHJnte IIHJu'tn l"Jrl 
belome more tUlllpetlm e Jnd l'I)'t
elienll e h\ ,hJrln~ JJIJ )lrlKe"m,l; 
[J,k\ Jrlwn.: multiple (;-umpmer\ or 
\lIe), U\ln~ In JPIHOJt-h l"Jlkd 
'lh~HlbUied d~tJ prolc"mJt' 
hrm~ U\IIlJt thl\ JpPrtl,H:h C\

pCrlenle. JmonJt mhcr bcnclih. 1m
prOI etl eu"omcr ,cn it-c leI cl~. 
greJtcr fln,b,lit\ in thc u~c flf thcl( 
J\\tC'm~. dnd rcoulcd UJtJ com
mUnKJtlOn~ c\pcn'>C\, 

D'\\flbuu:d dJtJ prole'\tn~ I~ J 
tcchnlque thJt rdlc~ on multiple 
lompmcr ,\\te:m~, In J d"tflbulI::d 
pu)(:e'l\In,lt cm Ironment, l'omputcr, 
~hJre proec)~lrlg l\urklt)Jd~ Ilhilt 
re,l:.uIJr" \hJrln,l:. OJt:! Jmon,lt them
~chc,. 

Compullng tJ\k~ Jre dl~[(Ihuted 
Jlros~ prote\\or\. CJ(h of Ilhllh I~ 

dc~i.':ncd to optimJII, h:!nule liS pro
lcssmg denlJnd\. CcntrJ] mJIrl

ff1Jll1es l'ould be Jel ()led to lar,ec 
batch runs IIhik "((In'Jltlon pro
(C\~lng englOe5" lIould lunJic on
line mqtllrlc\ Jnd dJtJbJ)c updJte~. 
IncI I\ork In pJrJllel. In l"OnU;lst to 

J ,Ingle lCnUJ] cumputer pr()(:cS~ln~ 
onc tJsk Jt J lime. 

POLICYOWNER SERVICE and claims personnel are more productive using 
on·line transact ion processing diStributed systems. 

\ n c~Jmplc: of this c;ln be ilh.l)
UJtcd Jt thc in)urJncc poiOl of \JIc:. 

-\ (Jrtlcr hJS plJtcd J kiosk In J 

,hopplrl,lt mall. II IIh J personal wm
pUler Jnd denton It lund) tran,lcr 
upabilillcs IOtC)~r;ltcd \,!thin It. 

Ready For Inquiq 

Pcople In thc n1311 mJ' t:()me up If; 
thc k,o\k Jnd In{lulrC Jbout rmh ior 
t:Cf!Jln prndllll~, ~IKh J\ term I,!e. or 

per~on J I :1010 IIr humeoll ncr\ lII,ur
Jote. 

-\ 11 rate (Iumc prol"CHln,l:. l'"uld 
tJke plJ(C Jt thl; null ]OlJIIOIl, or Jt J 
rC/;::lonJI p(I>I,.e\'>O(, · ,ne: \I'otcm mJI 
IIJm 10 chcl'k Ihe dJlm~ JnJ pJ'
mcm hi)lOr\ (If Jnl C\I)t\) olthc JI'. 
plil"Jnt I' uhlO thc homc 1I111l·C 
\\\tem. 

Inc kiosk prmlS (lut the qUOle 
Thc '''tcm wuld then J~k the pro,· 
PCl-tlf hc or shc .\twld likc to mlkc l 
purl"hJ'<C If IC\. thcn the pr(l\pell 
could U\C J l·rcOIIl"Jrd. hJ' c the pur
l·hJ~c JUth Onlcd. dod rcccile J 
bmdcr. T hc homc o[fitc \\~tem, 
II Quid be: notified of the \Jle J((O" 
In clctHOnlc nctllork. 
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DI)P Cln be JPP(()J('heJ 10 J \ anc
II LIt I\J\S. For simplit:II\. th" Jrtide 
l'''lcr~ thrce pO)'lble JpprOJ('he5; 
\PCl"IJlllCd "IrJnS3l-lion pr()l'C~\lnJ( 

en!;!lOe,: gcogrJphic e\pan~i()n. Jnd 
netllurh "plmulcd for DDP 

I. rr In'Jl.tKln Proce\~ln,l1; I-Ai!lnC'i. 
\ IJlrh "mpk form 01 DlJP un be 
prc\~rlbed lor J common hCJd;lchc: 
Iflfce:rJtlon f)f C\IStm,l:. ~\\tcm~ thJt 
(·In·1 lllmmUnlCJle \lIth eJlh mher, 
e\pClIJ]II If thel run un d,Tlcrent 
-htl,t" p(l)(c~-.or ... The wluuon u<,c:( 
l"omputCf\ JS )\:o-.bcllleen~- 10 hJn
JIe the IrJn,tJllom. 

\n c\Jmplc of thl" approJlh Ilouid 
be u"n~ ~uccns e\l'illn~ III dlffcrent 
hO\1 l"omputers or simpl, III Jlllcrent 



JPpIKJllfIn~. On-Ime UJnutuun pro
t·e~~(lr, lould eJ\lh brm~ JII .. ueen~ 
IUl!:cther. qUllkh trcJtln~ -ne\\ ~ JP
pilClIlAn,. nlJ\lmllln,e: Ihe prodUI·· 
11\11\ oj llllll\nlled. 

"l'hl' Jppu)Jlh Jlso Jllo\\\ polltl
OIl nl."r \cr'll"I: Jnd dalm~ dcpJrt
ment, better In·c~\ to mformJtlon. 
fJI\ml: \er'llC leleJ\ Jnd pf<)lldmg 
lompctltl' e Jd\ anlJgc\. 

\ jar,!:c I.hrel"!-rc\pon .. c m\UfJntC 
l·ompall\ ha\ lfnplemcOled J DDP 
\\\tcm in Ihl' ulc,e:or, I"he \"Iem 
Inlc,!:rJIC\ bJlk-end nlamfrJme, Iltth 
1 • .'iIlO p("f\onJI (·ompulcr\ m J nJ-
1100\' Ide netllork. 

I"hc nCII \1 \Icm pro' ide~ ~alc\ 
Jnd \CrHtC empJolcc\ J ,' JI 10 JV 

(;C\S bOlh Honc'\lcll Jnd IB\I hO\1 
",tcm\. \ ho. Jp:enl~ Jnd SCII Ile 
per\onncl need nut be conl·crned 
Jbout IOAAm,e: (1010 muiliple ho\ts. 
Oncc thc' hJI e acce\~ed thc net 
"ork, It nuna.!tCli sccurlll Jnd "lIolls 
U\crs Casl Jt·lC~S to \1 hlChc. cr JP
pliCltiflns thc. nced. 

! Geo!!:raphlc C\plnSlon. -\5 a 
SUIICg-.. gro" mit dlstrtbuted -noJcs
IS a 1\11 10 mlkc users morc pro
ducU\e. Proccssors Jt cach localLon 
C;ln bc (;Iilorcd 10 the pcoplc or 
customcr the~ \CI\ICC. Ttus fle,,
Ibllit, I~ rlOI. cas. to Khle'e \11th a 
sm~1c l·cmlaJ mllhlnc. 

The computcrs u\Cd III DDP halc 
bcen delclopmg marc rapid" thJn 
largc ,e:enenJ-purposc proccs50rs. It 
IS not unu~uJl for J product's pcr
formJncc to dramllicalll IIlcre:JSC 
.,hile the: pflce decreJ~es from lear 
to 'Clf. DISUlbuted proce,slng tJkes 
adn.ntl!!:e: of thiS uend. \ s nCII 
,\Stems lre dcslgncd. morc pro
ccssin,e: can be put on nuchlllcs 
dOlcr to Ihc uscr. rhc t·entraJ hosl 
mal slIlI bc uscd for spccul 
calculallons or hl,dl-.olumc runs ILkc 
ch«k \I flung. 

~Iajor Cost Savings 

\ bJOr CO~t SJ\ in.e:~ can be achlcI cd 
b\ USIIl/( thc local machmcs \ct 
~nothcr "1\. Thc\ can help contain 
communications COSts b\ handlinf!; 
lonlt-duuncc 'OICC and data 
Sll Itchm,e: for an offit·c or a relt,on . 

. -\ ,e:cnn ~utomatlon o r field 
undCfll(l[in.r; Jpplicatlons could bc 
act·omph~hcd \\ Ith thiS kllld of 
slstcm ~mcc homc-officc undcr
II fltln,e: procedurcs can be cnforccd 
Ihrough thc s\stcm. a slgn,ficant 
Jmount of ~ulhofll\ (gcncrall \ for 
~implcr, common-placc productS) 

nn be d''itflbuled II ,thOUI hirln~ 
h,eh-le\e! expertise: m CICr. olflcc 

.1. CorporJle prot:es'>Ors Jnd nel-
1I0rks optimll.e:d tor UI)P I"houe;h 
eaeh eompa.n \ \1 111 dcfinc -optimum' 
ddferenth, thc ulttmlle In d,,
tnbule:d pro("essing ml,dll resemble a 
nup of thc CJfflcr·s OiTilC lot.JI,on~ 
Jnd Jgcncic.. Somc prot·e~~ln.e: 
thores Jrc hkeh 10 rcmam ~cntrJI
i/ed. \ct. IIlth IhlS approJth. Clcn a 
IrJdlllonaIIJn~e: ccnuJllomoulcr \lle 
mJI tJkc Jd\Jnta,lte: 01 D[}P 

-\ fu:r Quilling nodc\ hJIC been 
dc,eloped, Ihe ~'\tem, plJnncr 
~hould IJkc J look al \Ihu remJIn\ 
on Ihc ("enttal t·ompUtcr. II mee;hl 
make scn,c to brcJ.k up Ihc centrJI 
lJ~ks, crcllln,e: hIRh·~pced -tramac
lion prOC"c\\lng cOIl-mc)- IIlthm the 
nClllfJfk. 

Higher Performance 

Beforc J IranSlClion 1\ lomplctcd. 
It m:al pJSS throu,e:h multiple dCI ICCS 
Ind proceHO", E\cn If thc\c 
machincs arc locatcd III thc umc 
room at an opcrallons ccntcr. thc 
tampan\ un \tlll UloC OU P tcth
niqucs to lchlC\C h'R;hcr pcrlor
mancc and flcl:lbiht\ 

Beforc IIlstalhn~ a dl~tflbutcd 
s,'>(cm, msurcrs \Iould lIant to 
C\ aluatc Ihc ceonom" 'anJblc\ 01 
the pl:an. Potcntlal CO\I UI inR;s mu')t 
bc bJlanccd against dCI elopmcnt 
costs. 

-\s cost and compctllll c prcHurcs 
m thc msurancc indust" · Incrcasc, 
Ihc intercst In O DP is grO\\LOg. Look 
fo r thc usc of distribUtcd prOC"cssLO.e: 
s,stcms to mcrcasc IIlthm Ihc In
li~rlncc induslr' in thc ncar futurc. = 
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tr) marl..eting munngc:r fo r Tun
dem Computers Inc., C upertino , 
Ca lif. :'\Ir. S c hell·Lambert is 
manager. manage ment info nna
tio n consulting di, ision . Arthur 
Andersen & Co. 
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Introduction 

Tandem Computers Incorporated, founded eleven years ago, today 

ranks as a Fortune 500 company with $624 million in revenues (fiscal 

year ended September 30 , 1985). Tandem's success is derived from the 

wide market acceptance of its unique computer system, designed to 

satisfy the full range of requirements for on-line transaction 

processing (OLTP). The market for OLTP systems is growing twice as 

fast as the worldwide market for commercial data processing systems. 

Tandem syst.ems are widely used to run automated teller net'olOrks, 

messaging systems, factories, stock exchanges and point- aE-sale 

systems. 

Unlike computer systems from any other vendor , Tandem systems 

provide the combination of data integrity, distributed data base, 

system security, fault tolerance, modular growth without 

reprogramming, the ability to process thousands of transactions per 

second, networking, ease of programming and integration with existing 

information processing devices. 

tn-House VLSI Design Capability 

In late 1979 and during the very early 1980s, Tandem began 

investing i n an in-house integrated circuit (IC) research and 

development facility to develop VLSI technologies for use in future 

products. Tandem's goal was to minimize development time for new 

products using inc reasingly complex circuit technologies, and to 

deliver new systems to market faster. 



Today, Tandem has a leadership position in VLSI design 

capability. The company has in-house facilities for computer-aided 

design (CAD), simulation and VLSI prototype fabrication . 

The most significant outcome to date of Tandem's investment in 

VLSI technology development is the new NonStop VLX system . The VLX is 

a transaction processing mainframe that delivers higher transaction 

throughput than the industry's largest computer system . It features 

new ECL/TTL gate array technology in its processors, and CMOS 

technology and off-the-shelf microprocessors in many other parts of 

the system. 

By designing new circuit technology internally, Tandem was able 

to reduce by one year the development time for the VLX. New circuit 

technologies that Tandem is continuing to develop, combined with the 

advantages of Tandem's unique parallel system architecture, will 

provide the foundation for Tandem's future. 

Tandem's VLSI Philosophy 

In 1979 , Tandem made several fundamental decisions that would 

govern its development and use of VLSI technology. These decisions 

were ambitious for the Tandem of 1979 -- a $50 million company only 

five years old . 

Tandem's first decision was to use gate array technology because 

of the benefits it offered. Gate arrays could be personalized and 

lent themselves to quick design turnaround. They also offered a 

choice of technologies : bipolar for high speed and CMOS for high 

density and low power. Tandem would apply both of these technologies 

as appropriate throughout its systems. In addition, entire gate arr3¥ 



designs could be be done with one base wafer type, and they met the 

system requirement for design contribution and uniqueness . 

Another key decision was to establish more than one source for 

the gate arrays. Because supply would be fundamental to Tandem'S 

success in this venture, the company could not gamble on anyone 

vendor for the components . 

Tandem also decided that it wanted to have other technologies 

available, in addition to gate arrays, for implementing different 

products such as processors and controllers. So the company decided 

to use microprocessors as well as bipolar and CMOS gate arrays. 

Finally, Tandem decided to build a prototype chip fabrication 

facility so that it could turn around new designs quickly, and -- in 

the face of ever more complex system designs -- provide new systems in 

a timely manner. 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Simulation 

In 1979, CAD and simulation capabi tities were the "crown jewels" 

of only a few large companies . Advanced chip and multiple chip 

simulations were still academic subjects. Consequently , Tandem's 

first job was to write CAD and simulation software that could ~un on 

its own computer systems. 

One of Tandem's primary objectives for its CAD capability was 

that it had to give Tandem the ability to design ci~cuits in such a 

way that they could be multiple sourced. With these CAD tools , Tandem 

is able to map its chip designs to multiple vendo~s and have 

interchangeability of c .hips on the boards. This helps Tandem ensure 

low price, high quality and availability. 



In just 15 months , Tandem's CAD and simulation software were up 

and ru nn ing . The first processor the company designed using these 

tools was the NonStop TXP, introduced in 1983. Although there were no 

gate arrays in the TXP, Tandem proved that its design and simulation 

software worked. 

The company estimates that the in-house tools cut as much as six 

months from the design cycle of the TXP. Tandem was able to make 

modifications early in the design cycle and test them in a few hours . 

Tandem Systems Help Design New Systems 

One of the most important advantages of Tandem's design tools is 

that they run on Tandem compute rs and can exploit the power of 

Tandem's distributed data base and networking capability . In 

addition, CAD and simulation tasks run much faster on a Tandem system 

than on large conventional uniprocessor systems because the tasks run 

in parallel o n separate processors. 

Another advantage of Tandem's design tools is that they allow 

designers to frequently interact with the program to see how the 

design is progressing . They can modify the design throughout the 

process and experiment and innovate -- one of the most important 

advantages of a responsi ve design system. 

Tandem's in-house CAD and simulation capabilities have a direct 

impact on the success of its products. Effective design can result in 

less hardware in a system, which means lower cost , better reliability, 

lower cost of ownership and higher performance. The NonStop II, for 

example, contains 39 , 000 gates on three boards -- about 10,009 per 

board. The TXP has 50,909 gates on four boards. Tandem 's new system, 



the NonStop VLX, has 78,009 gates on only two boards, three times the 

integration density of TXP. 

Tandem's CAD layout tools enable Tandem to achieve 10 to 15 

percent better circuit utilization on bipolar and CMOS chips than the 

industry average. The new VLX system has an average chip circuit 

utilization of 95 percent over 33 parts. If Tandem had followed the 

recommendation made by one of its semiconductor vendors -- to have 83 

percent utilization the VLX would have resulted in 50 percent more 

boards, 20 percent more chips and a 25 percent higher cost. Tandem 

has been told that it is the only company to be successful at laying 

out 100 percent of the usable gates on the chip. 

Fr om Design t o Prototypes 

In 1979 when Tandem selected bipolar gate arrays as the 

technology for future high-performance systems, Tandem's research 

showed that there were no gate array vendors who had what Tandem 

required for the VLX. Available gate arrays were all emitter-coupled 

logic (EeL). But Tandem's systems experience showed that 

transistor-to-transistor logic (TTL) for the input/ output interface t o 

the printed circuit board was the most cost-effective for its systems. 

The result of this research was a joint chip development bet'oIeen 

Tandem and Motorola, one of the world's leading semiconductor 

suppliers. Working together, Tandem and Motorola jointly developed 

the Motorola MeA 2800 ALS, now a standard product in Motorola's semi

custom bipolar line. The chip is optimized to Tandem's needs in terms 

of density, power dissipation and performance, and takes advantage o f 

Motorola's state-of-the-art Mosaic It bipolar production process. 



Reduced Design Time 

Also in 1979 , Tandem had decided that fast turnaround for gate 

array designs would be critical to its ability to bring new products 

to market quickly . But at that time, all the vendors Tandem surveyed 

were only beginning to develop their processes and improve yields. 

Turnaround time for a new chip -- or even a design change -- was 

months, not weeks. Tandem knew it could not build a wafer fabrication 

facility, but realized it would have to do some part of the process on 

its own. 

Consequently, Tandem built a very large-scale integrated (VLSI) 

prototype fabrication line in which Tandem could metalize, test and 

assemble its own unique designs, starting from a vendor's standard 

wafer. with gate arrays, the uniqueness of each design is in the 

connection of the gates on the wafer. The semiconductor vendor does 

two-thirds of the manufacturing and maintains the wafer inventory, 

then Tandem does the final one-third in one to five weeks (instead of 

the 19 to 16 weeks it would take from the vendor). ~ollowing its 

multivendor strategy, Tandem qualified two vendors for the wafers. 

Tandem's first prototype chip was a 2,9GB-gate bipolar device with 

three layers of metalization. Tandem's fab line could add three 

layers of metal to the base silicon and process CMOS and bipolar 

wafers. Only a few chip fab lines in the world can match this . 

The lab was built during 1983. The initial designs were 

fabricated in the fall of 1984. In 1985 the prototype line turned out 

52 bipolar and 18 CMOS designs . About 1,900 parts were produced, 

including some for manufacturing beta systems. Some chips were turned 

out in a single weekend, although the average turnaround was five 



· weeks. Tandem's in-house VLSI lab even produced chips for 

manufacturing VLX beta systems to keep the project on schedule. 

Part of Tandem's in-house capability is a rigorous testing plan . 

For instance, heat transfer simulations began on the new chip even 

before any prototypes were available. As a result of these 

simulations, Tandem designed a heat sink that substantially improves 

the reliability of the end products. 

Tandem's joint development work with Motorola resulted in a 

standard product that today is the most popular gate array in 

Motorola's semi-custom bipolar product line. Tandem's CAD and 

prototype fabrication capability have been successful in helping 

Tandem develop new products in a timely manner. In just five years, 

Tandem has moved from absolutely no in-house capability to a poSition 

of leadership in bipolar and CMOS gate arrays. 

Advantages for the Future 

Tandem's new product development has benefited from its in-house 

CAD, simulation and prototype fabrication capabilities. The knowledge 

base and the facilities Tandem has gained from this investment will 

provide it with advantages in the future. 

Today Tandem systems incorporate 2,000 circuit bipolar chips and 

4,009 circuit CMOS parts. Tandem engineers are working on CMOS 

designs with as many as 20,000 circuits per chip. Developments such 

as these could result in a ]9,909-gate, three-board NonStop II on two 

chips. 

Tandem intends to continue to develop and exploit 

state-of-the-art technology jointly with its semiconductor vendors. 



Tandem already designs full custom chips using silicon compilation 

techniques. Tandem is also exami ning a gate array connection 

technique that recovers space on the chip by using more than three 

layers of metal , ~lus other innovative ~rocess a nd circuit design 

inventi ons. 

The company ex~ects that these advances will allow it to continue 

to increase densities -- 8 , 000 gates in bipolar and up to 50,000 gates 

in CMOS by 1990. In addition, Tandem will continue to explore new 

packaging schemes t o accommodate the ~ower dissipation of the new 

designs . Tandem also is watching developments in gallium a r senide as 

a possible alternative to silicon. 

Staying at the forefront of these technologies is vital to 

Tandem'S future . By applying the latest VLSI technologies within 

Tandem's patented parallel a r chitecture, Tandem believes it can 

continually offer its customers the best on-line transaction 

processing systems in the industry. 

-- END --

Al McBride is Tandem's directo r of engineering , VLSI technology. He 
joined Tandem in 1980 after 15 years at IBM, where he held senior 
engineering positions in advanced technologies. During his tenure at 
IBM , Mr. McBride worked on the advanced computer system p r oject which 
was managed by Gene Amdahl . Mr. McBride also worked on IBM's 801 RISe 
processo r development and the initial designs of the IBM PC. He also 
managed IBM's development of a 1500 circuit bipolar gate array 
microprocessor and he managed the development team for IBM's first 
single chip compute r. Mr. McB r ide holds MSEE and aSEE degrees from 
the University of Califo r nia , Berkeley . 

Ta ndem , NonStop , NonStop VLX, NonStop TXP and NonStop II are 
trademarks of Tandem Computers Incorporated. 
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Time-staged 
delivery networks 
save time, enhance 
productivity 
When resources, facilities, and 
recipients are unavailable, a 
new type of network allows data 
to reach its appointed rounds. 

"""-stag"d delwery allows 
a to Input Information to a network and then go 
on to Other tasks while tile Informallon IS being sent. 
Unlike InteractIVe communICations, time-staged deliv
ery does not require that the informat ion receiver be 
present at the time data IS transmitted A delivery 
mechanism transfers the Information to a location In 
the neTwork designated as the receiver's reception 
" depot" and stores it there Message receivers can 
then piCk up messages at their convenleflCe. TIme
staged delivery IS ohen termed " asynchronous," or 
Without regard to t ime, because the sender and re
ceiver do not have 10 be In lOckstep for Informat ion to 
pass between them. Several requests may be sent at 
once. The responses are returned later, Without regard 
to time or sequence. 

Before time-staged delivery, all informat ion ex
change was interaCTIVe That IS, senders and rtteefVers 
exchanged InformatIOn In real time (Fig. 1). ThIS meant 
that the sender, recerver. and network all had to be 
actIVe at the same time. Such setups are generally 
called synchronous communications because the 
sender and receiver match, or synchronlze. responses 
With requests. A response is the information returned 
directly aher a request. and It must be received belore 
another request can be maGe. 

Interactive and tlrmHtaged delivery parallel the 
development of the modern telephone network and 
electrOnic-mail Im~mentatlOns , respectively. That IS. 
people use the telephone when they must talk directly 
10 another person. The sender. receiver, and communt
cat ionS resource ITVJst all be active lor the message to 
get through. But ohen it is more product,ve to use an 
eleclrorllc-mail faCIlity, especially if 1In"1815 not Cttlical. 
ThIS type of Im~mentat,on accepts r-n.ssag&$ (from 
the sender) and guarantees thai they wilt reach the 

Dala eorm.ur.cabOnSlFetltuary 1. 

intended receiver, thereby ehminating the need for 
direct contact between sender and receIVer. 

ThIS does not mean that all electronlC-ma~ Imple
mentations ale tlme-staged delIVery networks Conven
tional electronIC-mail networks Incorporate time-staged 
delivetY but only for a particular terminal type and 
schware application. General time-staged delivery net
works, on the other hand. are multipurpose Implemen
tations thai can be used by any application. 

OccsSlOf'laJly. tIme-staged delivery networks are con
tused WIth store-and-forward implementatIOns. such as 
Arpanet Packet-SWitching networks have been labeled 
store-and-forward networks because they take packets 
ott incoming communications lines. put them on an 
outgoing queue, and then transmit lhem (see "x..400 
compared" ). TIme-staged delivery networks ohen op
erate on top of such packet-swItching networks. pro
mlng an added layer of seMce The delivery network. 
however. manages the enllre transmiSSIOn (whICh may 
ConSISt of mutt!ple packets) through the paCket-SWitch
Ing network on benalf of the sender. 

Trant"" n . DADI 
Tandem Computers' hme-staged delivery network is 
called Transfer. Tandem customers wflte time-staged 
applicatlOOS thet use Transfer for the dIStribution and 
storage ofinformatlOfl. Tandem's electronlC-ma~ and 
faCSImile transport products use Transfer for office 
communk;itions. 

IBM also has a time-staged delivery capability known 
as Systems Networil. Architecture Delivery Systems 
(SNADS) . LIke IBM's Systems Network Architecture 
(SNA ), SNAOS IS also a network archi1ecture. To date, 
it has been implemented In IBM's DIstributed Otfice 
Support System (OISOSS) verSIon 3.2. System/ 36, 
and the 5520 word processing system. These products 



f . fntM'M;IiY • .... tI""'./~«I.. With interactMJ com-
munications. sender and receiver exchange data In resf 
tIme. In time-staged. the network is independent. 

,..' ., -. ... 

-. 
implement SNAOS for document distribution. The 
SNAOS implementiOn III such Instances IS closed: 
Applications cannot use the SNAOS facili ty. The recent 
SNAOS Implementation In IBM System/ 38. however. 
suPPOrts a method fOl appUCatlons to use Its SNAOS 
capabilities. 

Any applications that interact with each other could 
prObably be enhanced by using a time-staged delivery 
network. and there are tour categories of applications 
that can be immediately identified: 

, .. 

X.400 compared 
The International Tefegraph and Telephone eon.. 
sultative Committee (CCfTT) approved the X.400 
message handling standard in October t984 
(DATA CoMMUNlCAllONS. May 1984, p. 159). Since 
then, several vendors have announced suppon for 
the standard. 8ectronlc-mail vendors are examin
Ing X.400 fOl use in linking prtvate electronic-mail 
systems to PUblic servIce8; 

X.400, Systems Network Architecture Delivery 
System (SNAOS) coupled with Distributed Ottlca 
Support System. and Transfer have certain ele
ments In common. Conceptually. cri three involves 
delfvef)' system WIth a postman, envelopes. and 
document contents. It appears there may have to 
be gateway prodlJcts to link X.400 with SNAOS 
and othef products. Transfer Is SimHBf to X.4OQ, 
but it Is not currently compatible at all X. 400 levels. 

• Job networking. 
• Distributed database maimenance. 
• Document dislnbuflOn. 
• Intelligent networking. 

Job networking. ThiS firs t category is also known by 
the terms "extended transactions" and "functional 
distribution." There are Instances where processes 
need to be lied together for full automation into a 
sequence 01 steps. InlormaUon then nows between the 
steps and tnggers the execution 01 dependent pro
cesses. An example 01 Job networkmg might be a cham 
store where orders taken al branch offices are then 
relayed to regional offices. At the regional office dally 
sales records are taken and supply orders are filled OUt 
and sent to a regional warehouse. When the stock 
aHlves al the store 's receiVing dock, the rec8lVlng clerk 
records Its amval (Fig. 2). 

The Japanese are developing a new twist to job 
networking, a time-staged method of manutactutlng 
they call "Kanban" -also known as JusHn·llme manu
factUring in Ihe UOiled States. With Kanban. factory 
parts are worked on in vanous locations and ultimately 
aHive at predetermined lOcations ,ust in time to be 
incorporated With other amvlOg parts. Accompanying 
the parts IS documentation regarding identification, 
histOry, and the nexl slatlon destination for the parts. 
Once the parts reach the next station, the information 
regarding them is updated. 

Robot. and carda 
Although the Kanban method promised to save manu
factunng companJ8s millions of dotlars, It has not done 
so yet. As It turns out, the task of automating parts now 
is easier than automating Information now. The Japa
nese used cards to record parts Information (Kanban 
means card), which worked well when people manned 
stations, but not when robots manned slatlons. 

Time-staged delivery solves this problem by auto
mating the How of Information between processes. 
After Information IS delivered to a process-receiving 
depot, an application can get the Information and 
display it for a human operator. or a robot can access 
the same informatlon.· Alter the part is processed, the 
Information can be updated and handed back to the 
time-staged delivery operation for transport to the next 
process. 

o;stnbuted database maintenance. Managmg a net
work containing a distributed database can be a 
difficult jab. The enllte database must be available and 
accessible when updates occur, otherwise it can be
come inconsistent. For exampte, a worker jackham
mers through alt eight lines in a communications path. 
or computers are taken ott an application after bu. 
ness hours in London 10 work on another job while 
updates are being sent from Callforma dunng busmess 
hours. Thus, Vital updates dunng such downtime can 
barost. 

A time-staged delivery network can alleV1ate Ihis 
maintenance headache by dellvenng information wnen 
resources are available to handle It. The network can 
hold the update until The links damaged by the jack. 
hammer are repaired. deliver the updaTe to the destlna. 
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1. Ch.in .'ore. Time-staged delivery networks are U$8-

luI tor chain stores whBr8 orders must be coordinated 
'WIth tnerchandtSll shipments and delivery dates. 
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lion node, and hold it there until the applicatIOn has 
returned. 

Document dIStribution. ThiS application covers In. 
formation transponaltOn between individuals. These 
applications are the most ObviOUS lor tlmed·slaged 
delIVery because people are usually 100 busy to walt for 
Information. A lime-staged deJrvery system would lake 
information Irom the sender and hold it unlil the 
receiver is ready to pick it up. 

Electronic maills the most common document distri
bution application. Ale transfer and forms routing are 
also document distribution applications. File transfer 
applications take documents created outside the sys
tem (for eltsmple, a microcomputer or word processing 
equipment) and transpon them to receivers (one per· 
son or a group of ~). FOfffiSoroutlng applicat Ions 
typically automate the flow of business IOfms through a 
corporation. 

Tool, thet eulomele bulin ... eetiYity 
Some document dlstributlOf'l applications can be Similar 
to JOb networkIng In office enwonments. For ex.ample; 
a person fills out an ex.pense report that then gets 
routed by se .... erallndlVlduals In management for ap"
proval before it reaches the payroll depanment. Unlike 
job networking or distributed database maintenance 
(which IS transaction based), document distrrbutlon 
applicatIOnS are productivity tools that automate buS!· 
ness actIVity. 

Intelligent nerworking. These applications connect 
diverse computers and devices through a central net· 
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wOfk of processors. Applications on diverse computers 
usually are created to work In standalone enVIron. 
ments. Connecting them through a central network 
facilitates communications, while placing the burden 01 
conneclion on the network. This arrangement also 
tends to be least disruptive to the diverse computer 
applicatIOns. 

Requiring synchronized communications lor passing 
intormatlon on an intelligent network would ohen re
qUIre programming modifications In many cases, a 
trm&-staged delivery network eliminates most of the 
need lor programming modification. The network han· 
dles the communications for the applications. Because 
the network holds the Information at the destination for 
the recipient, it allows the receivlng station to respond 
to the information when It Is convenient to do so, rather 
than interrupting the recipient's local work flow. 

Transfer and SNAOS represent solutions to the re
quiremems for time-staged delivery. The goals for the 
two archItectures are similar. Both move data between 
the sender and receiver asynchronously, both add 
functionality to a network buIlt for interactive commun~ 
catrons: both are meant to be used in mOted 
Interactive/ time-staged applicatIons, as well as "pure" 
time--staged environments; and both have goals of 
application independence. ease of use, manageabiUty, 
efficiency, and extenclabihty. 

As with any network, there is a trade-off between 
functionality and resource use. A ful~functiOn tifT\&' 
staged delivery network offers a variety of features. A 
baSIC network (dlstnbuted spooler) offers a skeleton of 
the functionality of the full system. but it consumes 
fewer resources ThIS IS not a bargain, however, if you 
end up adding the misSing features yourself. 

AulomeUc prOCHI lnvocetlon 
Automatic process in .... ocation IS an imponant feature 
for tlfn&oSlaged delivery systems. Three of the four 
types of applications for which time-staged delivery is 
appropriate (job networking. distributed database 
maintenance. and intelligent networking) require pre)
cesses to be triggered because of the arrival of certain 
types ot messages. 

Even document distribution applications can be 
enchanced by haVing such a facility. A document 
distributton application could use thIS feature to Invoke 
a filing p'ocess that would automatically file each 
incoming document In an approprIate folder. 

F.gure 3 compares the archltectures of SNAOS and 
Transfer at a high level. With the Transfer architecture, 
a user can be a person. deVICe, or application. An 
application program, called a "Client," interfaces to 
Transfer for the user. When the user is an appbcatlOO, it 
can be its own "client" and interface to Transfer 
directly, Oients Interface to Transfer through a wello 
defined, highole .... ellanguage caUed "Units of Work." 
There are more than 40 Unrts of Work available tor 
clients to use (although most clients will not use all of 
lhem). 

After Transfer has accepted the message from the 
sender's client. It sends that message through the 
network. At the destination node, another Transfer 
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LN R's Model OVU·960 Voice Dlgitlzer operates 
from 16 10 64 Kbps to provide vOice commun
Ication over synchronous digital transmission 
facili ties. This compact, COs t-effectIve unit has 
the abili ty to operate lull or half·d upleK over 
terrestrial or satellite systems. 
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1 Com".ri..". The operationsl architecture 01 18M's 
SNADS and randem Computers ' Transfer are SImilar. 
Both are time-staged delNery flBtworks. 
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subsystem holds the messages unt.'lhey are piCked up 
by Ihe recipient user's client. 

SNADS performs document delivery between 
OISOSS applications: that is. when OISOSS needs to 
distribute a document outSide its node, II uses SNAOS. 
SNADS requires several other IBM architectures to 
distribute a document for OlSass. It uses SNA (l ogical 
UnitS.2 sessions) to move the documents. The docu· 
ments themselves use DlA/ DCA (Document Inter· 
change Architecture/Document Content Architecture) 
formats to define labs. pages. paragraphs. centenng 
commands, and so forth and to Indicate what the 
recipient should do with the documents. _ 

Jeri Edwards holds a master's degree In cybernetic 
systems from San Jose State UniverSIty. 8efore work. 
ing for randem Computers Inc .. Edwards was PBX 
speciallsl lor RoIm Inc. of Santa Clara. calif. 
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The different 
flavors of SNA 
compatibility 
,. 

A straightforward discussion of 
breaking into ~ SNA network. 
The author distinguishes between 
host access, device support, device 
ernulati<?n, and passthrough. 

commitment to making 
systems network architecture (SNA) the basis for aJl lts 
future data communications products has made SNA 
unavoidable-for both users and vendors alike. Ac
cording to current estimates. roughly 70 percent 01 
installed computers in large organizations are either 
IBM or IBM-compatible. Consequently. Independent 
vendors are very likely to sellinio an SNA environ
ment - a likelihood that Is increasing. With this rise in 
the Importance and visibility of SNA has naturally come 
an Increase in non-IBM products designed 10 work wilh 
SNA networks. 

SNA Is an architecture, rather than a single entity. 
that allows non-IBM vendors to design products that 
work in the SNA environment It is unlikely that IBM will 
radically change SNA. Inevitably. SNA will continue to 
evolve, but Its bask structure should remain stable so 
that the existing investment of the large IBM customer 
base will be preserved. To understand how SNA 
compatibility is achieved, and how implementations 
vary, requires a brief overview of the netWOrking 
scheme. 

Non-IBM vendors are aided in designing compatible 
products by the separation of function provided by 
SNA's layered architecture. This essentially permits 
products that work with SNA to manage 8 subset of 
SNA functional capabilities. A note of caution, how
ever: Those layers not managed by the SNA-compat
ible product must be managed by the applie&tions 
programmer. There are currently 8ix SNA layers, which 
provide the followlng functions: 
• Dala link control-uses link-level protocols to trans
mIt data between network nodes 
• Path control-responsible for message routing and 
integrity between network-addressable units (NAUs) 
• Transmission control-controls data sequencing and 
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the rate al which data flows to 8 node 
• Data flow control-deals with the logical organization 
of message flow. such as response mode, send I i 
receive modes, and message grouping , 
• Presentation services-provlde device-specific data 
formalS 
• NAU services manager -Interlaces to the user or 
networ1l: manager. 

Within an SNA network, a message percolates 
through 8ach 01 these layers al both the source and 
destination nodes. The most basic piece of SNA data, 
called a request unit (AU). usually contains the user 
application data (Fig. I), The NAU services manager 
and presentation services layers interact with the RU by 
providing. respectively, user interfacing and device-
specific data formatl ing. 

The transmission control layer then adds a request I 
response header (RH) to the AU. This header contains 
transmission and data flow control lnfOfmation, includ
Ing a request or response indicatOf, the AU type 
category, chaining Information, bracket Information, 
response type information, a pacing (flow control) 
Indicator, and a sense data indicator (indicates the 
presence of user data), 

The RU-RH combination is then passed to the path 
contrOllayer,where a transmission header (TH) is 
added to the message, This header Includes address
Ing informetlon (source and destination), segmenting 
IntOfmatlon, expedited Of normal now indicatOf, and 
sequence number information, and it may contain 
complex route flo~onlrolinformation as well. The 
data link control layer then adds 8 link header (LH) and 
link trailer ILT) to the RU-RH-TH message. The LH and 
LT add the link level protocols necessary lor transmis
sion over common-carrier faciliUes. 

The data link controll8yer manages the tran8misslon 
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1. II«JuirM't«lt.. Any softwar.based SNA--compat- discretion in the complexity of thB subsets they add to 
itM product must contain el8ments of the correspond- their products. This is necessary for the non-I8M a~ 
ing IBM SNA layers. though noo-IBM V8f1dors have mora cations to interact wirh IBM SNA programs. 
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of the message lTom the source node to the desllnatlon 
node. where the headers are stripped from the mes
sage In the same lashlon as they were added, until the 
basic request UOl! is all that remains. The more layers 
that can be managed by the SNA Interlace product
whether lTom IBM or an Independent vendor-the tess 
the appllcaUons programmer, Of user, has to do. 

Kingdom. 
FlOUre 2 shows the SNA network topoMlgy. consisting 
of a " sub-area" network and a " peripheral" netwonc:. 
The differences are signlftcant. For example. moving 
data from the peripheral to the sub-area network 
requires a 2- or 6-byte transmission header (depending 
on the source and destination node types). while 
moving data through the sub-area network requires a 
to. or 26-byte transmission header (depending on the 
IBM sohware release being used). 

Most SNA-compatlbie products currentty on the mar· 
ket interlace onty as a peripheral-network node. An 
example of such a product Is a terminal that emulates 
an SNA terminal, appearing to the SNA network as an 
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actuaflBM SNA terminal. To perform more-complex 
tasks, such as communications between IBM SNA 
applications and non-IBM SNA applications, It Is neces
sary to interlace WIth the sub-area network. 

One 01 the few examples of a sub-area network 
interlace is Tandem Computers' SNA gateway product, 
called SNAX (for SNA Communications Services), 
which interlaces WIth the sub-area network to perform 
IBM host-4evel device control. This interlace manages 
the data link control, path control, and transmission 
control layers. The applicalions programmer need only 
provide the device-speclfic data lormat and the user 
interlace to control terminal-node and cluster.-control
Ier-level devices Irom the non-IBM processor. 

Messages are sent and received across an SNA 
network between logical network components (the 
NAUs). IBM's SNA defines three different types of 
NAUs: the systems services control point (sseP). 
physical units (PUS). and logical units (LUs). All SNA
compatible devices need to be able to assume one or 
more of these roles. 

The ssep pertorms network management functions 
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such as controlling the communications access to 
resources associated with the PUS and LUs. Somewhat 
less complex, a PU pertoons control funcUons for the 
device in which it Is located and in some cases for other 
devices attached to the deVice containing the PU. 
Every node In an SNA network Is associated with one 
physical unit type (see "Unit layers") . An LU is either a 
device (terminal ) or a program (processoHesident) 
through which a user gains access to the data commu
nications network. Figure 3 shows an architectural view 
01 an SNA netwOfk and the relationship between these 
network entities. 

Network-addressable units communIcate with each 
other by establishing temporary logical connections 
called sessions. Session parameters, which define the 
manner in which data will be exchanged between 
NAUs, are established through a handshaking protocol. 

To effect an LU-Io-LU session, the SSCP must first 
establish an SSCP-PU session with each physical unit 
that is active in the network configuration. After this 
initial contact with the physical units, the SSCP then 
establishes SSCP-to-LU sessions with the active logical 

units of each physical unit. Only after this Is completed 
can the LUs establish sessions with Other LUs for 
normal data-traffic flow. 

Non-IBM products are interfaced with SNA by estab
lishing the proper sessions with IBM LUs In the SNA 
network. Each type 01 session is characteriZed by sets 
of parameters, or proliles, that define the functional 
subset of SNA capabilities required for that session. 
Non-IBM vendors can determine and implement one or 
more of these funct ional subsels to achieve differing 
levels of compatibility. 

Penetr.tlng SNA 
There are several ways to gain access to SNA net
works. One method is by writ ing a software-based 
Interface for device control. In this case, an application 
program running on a non-IBM processor contrOls an 
SNA device. 

Another method of accessing an SNA network is 
through a software-based Interface for accessing a 
host . This method permits an application running on a 
non-IBM computer to communicate with en application 

2. o.m.re.lion. SNA networks are divided mto two al the peripheral network level. For non-I8M applies· 
major areas: the sub-ares network and the PfJflpheral tions to work with IBM SNA applications, interface In the 
network. Most SNA~omP8tibie products interface only sub-area network is necessary. 
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Unit layerr' 

Physical and IogicIf ootta are Identifiable In exlst~ 
log IBM products:: Be60w is a Usting and brief de-' 
scriptkln of the difIitent PU and LU types. 
• PU type 1-8 terminal node. such as an IBM ' 
3271. 
• PU type 2-8 clust8f controller node, which su
pervises the behavior of terminals (PU type 1) and 
other peripherals. 
• pu type 3-nol currently deftned by 16M. 
• PU type "-8 communicalions-controllernode. 
such as an IBM 3705. These are typically tront-end 
processors. which oft-load from the host much of 
the work. such as interrupt handling. associated 
with data communications. 
• PU type 5-8 host node, typically comBining a 
system seMces control point (SSCP). The physi
cal unit type 5 is usually mainframe-based. al
though with new microprocessors some control
lers are assuming more and more host-like 
tuncUons. . ~ 

LUs represent networking Intelligence. usually 
software-based. in the SNA network. The lU rypes 
are distinguished by the degree of capability they 
afford users in network communlcaUons: 
• LU type a-provides a generalized user-defin
able process-Ie>-process communications capabil
ity for user applications. 
• LU type 1-defines the formats and protocols 
lor SNA support of a remole-job-entry workstation 
whei operating III balch mode. An LU type 1 sup
~ the SNA character-set data stream. 
• LU types 2 and 3-define the session rules for 
communications with interactive displays and 
hard-copy pnnters. typlcaHy 3270 terminals and 
other cluster-controller-attachable devices, LU . 
types 2 and 3 support a ditlerent character-set 
data stream. ' 
• LU type 4-defines session rules for communj.,· 
eating with the 3770 data processor and other ... 
SNA word processing devices. 
• LU type 5-not currently defined by IBM. ., 
• LU type 6-defines SNA process-te>-process 
communications' rules lor distributed database 
environments. -~..,., - : .... 

running on an IBM (or compatible) SNA host. Thrs 
"compatibility" provides access to SNA host 
databases. allowing the non·IBM-computer user to 
benefit from existing SNA applications programs. 

Data General's DG / SNA software product (akin 10 
Digital Equipment Corporation's) provides one such 
interface capability for Its line of 32-bit processors. It 
allows applications running on an Ecllpse com
puter to communicate with SNA host applications. 

Designing a programmatic. or software-based. inler
face for SNA host access involves selection and Imple
mentation of the desired session services. This requires .. 

-
3. ~tworlc MJd,. ... bIe unit. (NAU.). SNA-compat
ib16 products must B~me the r0/8 01 one or mort1 "au
thorized" SNA entities: B systems services control point 
(SSCP); physical units (PUs); or IogIcsI units (LUs). 
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but are not Included in this survey because their 
operation does not also support user applications. 

Tr.n,par.ncJ 
Passthrough, another SNA Interlace method, involves 
using a non-18M computer Of network to move informa
tion between an SNA host and an SNA terminal device 
(Fig. 4). This Is particularly useful to users who have an 
existing non-SNA network and wish to retain that 
Investment while at the same time being able to 
interface SNA devices and processors to it . 

Passthrough software coexists with programmatic 
SNA interfaces. It connects users without requiring 
appliG8tions programs in the middle. Hence the user 
applications retain the use of the network. 

Hewlett-Packard's DSN / lnteraclive Mainframe Facl!-

tty uses lhe passthrough method to enable H-P lerml-
nals and printers connected 10 an HP3000 to behave 
8S though they were IBM terminals or printers con
nected direclly 10 an SNA host. A few passthrough 
products allow more than one vendor's devices 10 be 
used (see table). 

Some SNA-compatlb1e products combine these SNA 
interface capabilities. The software combines 
passlhrough with programmatic interfaces both for 
host access and device control. This allows fOf the 
management of more-complex applications. For exam
ple, 8 single entry Into an SNA electronic cash register, 
directly attached to a non-18M processor, would be 
able to access credit-check applications automatically 
In an SNA host at a remote location. 

UsIng non-IBM equipment With IBM hosts is not a 
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.. ,. .. through. Among the most complex forms of network by combining SNA-compatlble device support 
SNA compatibility, passthrfJUgh permits an IBM SNA with SNA-compatible host access. Few psssthrough 
device to access 18A1 SNA .ppllcarions vis a non-18M products support more than 0fI8 vendor's devices. 
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new idea, and many ma;or IBM customers use a variety 
of non·IBM gear to fulfill certain needs. Price is perhaps 
the main reason lor this. Non-IBM vendors can often . 
make a comparable product for less money, with 
performance equal 10 or bener than that offered by 
IBM. 

Smaller vendors also have more flexibility to custom
ize products !of particular applications. They have the 
resources and the time to create a product with the 
features and tuoctkxls best suited to a particular 
application (and pert\apla particular customer) . This 
flexibility also often dows tha smalllBM-compatlble 
vendor to offer better delivery time. 

Another boon to nor'HBM vendors is that many users 
want to be able to buy software from a variety of 
sources. Many specialized vendors provide prOducts 
and servICes that IBM does not offer. 

V.ndor .. Iectlon 
Naturally, choosing a vendor tor SNA compatibility Will 
be based mainly on the specific reqUIrements of the 
customer's application. SNA software-based interfaces 
for general host access, deVICe control. and 
passthrough capabilities are all available from more 
than one vendor. In many cases, however, a vendor 
can sup~ one capabUity but nOltha other. Another 
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word of caution: The SNA-compatible product may be 
so closely tied to current IBM software releases that 
updatmg It -10 keep up with mainframe software-
could be a problem. . 

Once application needs have been determined and 
analyzed. the vendors must be studied. While technical 
SNA-compalibility details are certainly key, the ca
pability and availability 01 the vendor's support orga
nIZation and the level of customer training offered 
cannot be overlooked. 

Yel another faClor in evaluating a prospective vendOf 
are offerings beyond SNA compatibility. It may be 
po5SIble to springboard the Investment into other ar
eas, such as networking and database management. 
Seasoned users typically know that an integrated prod
uct, wheretn lhe vendor has added SNA compatibility 
to other sought-after software or hardware. Is genefalty 
quicker and easier to implement than trying to add 
SNA compatibility to exiSting non-IBM products 
themselves . • 
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Solving the 
problems of 
distributed 
databases 
True distributed databases-where 
dispersed records look to users as one 
unit, without centralized control-are 
now appearing. Here's how it is done. 

7u~;:~;o;~u:~:: the increasing n many companies today, 
the full value all this hardware-the potential return 
on Investment - is ollen not realized because the dj... 
verse computing resources cannot share inlormatlon. 
However, recent advances in the area of dlstnbuted 
databases (OOBs) are now making it possible lor all 
corporate data to be accessible through a Single 
resource. 

Such schemes permIt companIes that have even 
WIde+)' dispersed data repo5ltones to retaIn the advan
tages 01 locally controlled data. A lrue dlsttlbuled 
database represents a decentralized scheme lor data 
management wherein files are spread through a collec
tion of autonomous nodes that communicate WIth one 
anOlher VIa a common language. The purpose of such 
a decentralized database IS to make all the data that is 
available to the corporation as a wh~ also conv. 
nlently available to indiYidua! users. This data avallabij... 
Ity can. lor example. lacll/tate the local management of 
day-to-day tasks while a~ prcMdlng a baSIS al the 
corporale lev" for planlllng future strategies. 

Though the nodes In a distnbuted database can eXist 
In one room Of building. these nodes are usually 
geographICally separated. The 008 can therefore link a 
worldwIde corporation Into a smgle operating entity. 
WIth VItal ,nformatIOn available in a t imely fashion 
wherever It is needed (Fig. 1). With a property Imple
mented dlsmbuted database, cntlca! data can be 
stored. updated. and retTleved. independent of Ihe 
location of either Ihe data or the user. 

The term " distributed" database has been used to 
descnbe some data management schemes thai really 
olfer only a subset of true dlstnbuted database ca· 
pabilitles. One example IS a centralized database that 
IS accessible from remote nodes. This can more pr~ 

cisely be called a shared database. which provides. In 
reality. only distnbuted access to centralized data. 
Another scheme features individual databases residing 
on computers that are linked In a network. While these 
are, in a literal sense, "distributed" databases. the 
data within each is stUl lnher8ntly centralized. 

There are severallechmcal considerations that make 
a truly distributed dala management scheme attrac
tive - the main one being the sheer SIZe of many 
databases today. Unking diverse data files Into a Single 
resource often provides additional capaclty that is 
increaSingly hard to find With the Single, centralized 
approach. A decentralized data management " net
work" could conSist of literally hundreds of individual 
processors located around the wor1d. Wllh the data in 
each avadable 10 every node. 

Only the data that IS used on a dally basis need be 
kept at a local noae; Other useful information In the 
database is accessible remotely. In this way. data 
availability can be guaranteed by placing entlcal data 
at the local node. Naturally. plaCIng data next to ItS 
most frequent users speeds response tIme In rettlev/ng 
thiS data. 

The autonomy of nodes in a distributed database 
allows each organizational entity 10 manage ItS in
formation 1M ItS own way. And Since each node is 
independent. and the data location transparent to the 
user community, the database configuration is modular 
and. therefore. ftexlble. Network nodes can be added. 
deleted. and rearranged WIthout Significantly affecting 
data access and usage. 

From a management standpOint. linking data Into a 
Single resource prO'Vldes a way 10 track the status of 
tne corporatIOn as a whole With conven.ent access to 
network-wide dala. AI the same time. control 01 local 
data resources can be kepI al Ihe diviSIonal or depart· 
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1. Bnmehing out. One Objective of a distributed 
database IS to put data records where they are most 
often used. [)fst"butlon of data IS done based either on 
focatlon or on function. 
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meolallevel. The eXistence of a corporate-wide 
database need nOllmpact the etfJcrency of local data 
management and retrieval aCllvlty. 

Another big piUS to management IS the tlexlblhlY 
pfovtded by a decentralized data management 
scheme. The data dIstribution can be designed to 
reHect the changing needs of a bUSiness: When In
formallon needs change. the database can too. 

Distribution design 
Several non"ssues with a centralized dalabase. such 
as how the data will be distributed. become crl!lcally 
Important In a decentralized enllironment There are 
twO main approaches to drstnbullng dala Decentralize 
by funClion. or decentralize by location. 

The selection of the beSt decentrahzatlon method IS 
based on the parllcular application. Of the way dala will 
be used. II the aala will typically be accessed repeat
edly by the same users. then decentralization by func
lion could be Ihe more appropriate. Examples of thiS 
would be pulling manufaclunng malenals hsts at the 
approprtale manufacturing plants and customer In
formation at sales locations 

Parll110nlng customer Information on a node-per
'eglon baSIs IS an example of decentraliZing by lOea
Iton. ThiS method might be used lor data pertaining 
specifically to a sales region or other geographically 
based entlly within the corporation. 

Another key Issue that has to be resolved In ellafuat-
109 the feasibility of a distributed database IS the 
degree of decentralization For example. tunClion and 
maintenance of Indlllidual nodes can be decentralized 
while the operation and control of the collective 
database and network remains centralized. Or It may 
be preferable. depenalng on the situation. to further 
decentralize operation and contrOl while keeping the 
deSIgn of me database and network architecture cen
(lahzed. At Ihe extreme. II may be desirable to decen
tralize everything. except Ihe "glObal protocol" 
archITecture 
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An analogous example of maximum decentralization 
IS Ihe Inlernatlonaltelephone network. Each telephone 
company Independently Implements the common pro-
tocols of the International phone network (such as tor 
dialing and billing). and the only centralized function is 
the architecture of these protocols. Within each com
pany. deslQn and architecture are typically centralized. 
while operallon and control are delegated to the op
erating regions These regions. In turn. delegate most 
opera lion and maintenance to the IndIVidual ex
changes. which operate and maintain their own local 
hardware. 

Se.rch •• 
A major challenge In desIgning and managing a distrib
uted database results from the Inherent lack of central
Ized knowledge of the entire database. It IS difficult and 
often undeslfable to maintain Informalion concerning 
the entire database In anyone place, but thiS reqUire
ment seems Ineliitable In order 10 manage requests 
such as. "Where IS file A?" 

One soluliOfl to thiS dilemma ,"valves the concepts 01 
global. local. and semlglobal data Global dala IS 
InformatiOn that IS common to and shared by all Slles. 
Examples of global data are an Item master file of parts 
that compllse a company'S parts catalog and a bill-of
matenals file that descnbes a product's strUCtUre. 

Local data IS mformallon thai 15 untquely Important 
to the IndIVIdual Slle uSing II. although It IS acceSSible to 
aU Slles. Examples of tocal data are Ilems In stOCk and 
work In process Local data retains the same lormal as 
corresponding data has at other sites. 

Semlglobal data IS used In Internodal - and often 
Inte(Slte- transaClions. ThiS might be the case for. say. 
an Interplant matenals transler In thiS case. a request 
by one slle for matenals from another IS placed. 
processed. and mOOilored. The process requires that 
all data and status Information pertaining to the request 
be resloent at both sites. But since This Information IS of 
no use 10 any thlld party. It IS duplicated only at the two 



nodes that use it. 
Information is made available to the entire network 

by partitlomng or replicating the data files. Partitioning 
a data file meam splitting It Into records and then 
distributing the records so that each record resides at 
exactty one network node (Fig. lA). Replication means 
duplicating data records at more than one node (Ag. 
28). Local data can be partitioned, but global data 
must be replicated. 

Data is panitkJned to put it close to the sites that use 
II. An example might be storing bank account data at 
the home branch of the bank customer. This has the 
effect of reducIng message traffic and message delay, 
and of distributing work. In the case of an airlines 
reservation network. data is partitioned by corporation. 
Most transactions submined by one airline deal onty 
With that airline and therefore run on a single node. 
Transactions that deal WIth other airlines are routed to 
other airlines' nodes. as appropriate. 

Replication also serves the purpose of bringing data 
closer to the user, and has long been used to improve 
data availability. If one copy of a file is lost, for 
whatever reason. another can be accessed at a remote 
node. Global data is replicated at ail sites. In a g~ 
graphicalty distributed database network, replication 
also provides the benefit of improving response time by 
eliminating long...naul message delays. 

Updoting 
Partitioned data is most efficient when the data must 
be kept current. whICh generally means that it is 
updated frequentty. The single copy of each data item 
makes updating an efficient process. However, nonlo
cal "read" operations are more expensive, making 
panitloning less efficient for data that is wtdeIy used 
but updated infrequentty. In the Tandem scheme. a 
database record manager allows files to be partitioned 
among nerwork nodes based on SIngle tie+d values 
WIthin files. such as " part number" or "customer 
name." 

Replicated data is most efficIent when multiple reads 
of the data are expected. bUt updates are not as 
frequent. The data IS duplicated at nodes where high-
volume reads are expected, produCIng high availabIlity 
and good response time. When replicated data must 
be updated, however, an update to a record at one 
node should cause an Identical update at ali other 
nodes where that record reSIdes. If any one replica IS 
unavailable. there could be problems. 

A variety 01 schemes can be employed lor updating 
replicated data, even though the copy of the record 
may be temporanly unavailable at one or more 01 the 
nodes. One technIQue requIres that a ma;orlty of the 
replicas be read and updated as part of each transac
tIon. though the defiMk>n of "ma;orlty" varies WIth the 
application. This scheme has the advantage of tolerat
Ing some nodal unavaIlability, but it is not practical lor 
elttlel' very small or very large networks. 

In a very small network of. say, two nodes. haVIng 
elther node unavailable prevents an update of a maJor
Ity of the nodes. In larger networks, delays In complet
Ing the update transaction are proportional to network 

size: As the network grows. transactions will take 
longer to complete. One example of a file manager that 
uses a ma;onty"pdat8 scheme is an experimental 
database network built at Xerox Research (see refer
ences lor additional information). 

Another method lor updating replicas is the "as soon 
as possible" (ASAP) method. This technique involves 
desJgnating one replica, the "master copy," on 8Ither a 
record-type or case-by--case basis, which ensures that 
the file at its node is updated. The updates are then 
asynchronously sent to the other replicas. This ap
proach sacrifices consistency fOf availability and re
sponse time. Tandem' s intemaJ distributed database 
application. called Empact. Is one that uses ASAP 
updates for frequently used data. and consistent up
dates for critical data 

A different method Involves a time-based technique. 
in which there is a master copy of the data record. and 
its replicas (or s!aves) are "snapshots" of the master 
as of a speciftc time. The slave cOPtes are periodically 
updated. and each replica is "tlme-stamped" to indi
cate Its degree of currency. This technique is appropn
ate for fiJes ttlal change very slowly and for which 
currency is not critical to business operations. IBM's 
experimental "R" System provktes this tlme-stamping 
of replicas. 

When retrieving the tlme-stamped replicas. the de
gree of currency can be 5p8Cftied in the query. It may 

2. ~ Local dar. Hies may 00 pan"Jon"" (A) 
at the same Site. Global files, on tM oth6r hand. are 
replicated in eech nerwork node (8). 
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not always be necessary to read the most current 
copy, so some time and communications costs might 
be sav!"d by reading a copy that I~ ohysically closer. 
but with an older tlme-stamp. 

Retetlonel 
With data distributed all about a network. the retrieval 
method must be convenient and fairly simple 10 the 
user. This means that the database manager must 
keep track of all data locations In a manner that is 
transparent to the user. This requirement. combined 
with the flexibility needed to move data from node to 
node as information requirements change. makes a 
relational model almost a necessity in a distnbuted 
database environment. 

A relational database stores data in two-dImensional 
tables of rows and columns contalnmg related informa
tion (Fig. 3). Information is entered into the database 
by creating the tables and filling them with pertinent 
data. expanding Ihe database is a matter of adding 
new tables Of adding new entries to existing tables. 

Unlike hierarchical and network databases. the 
structure of a relalional database is not determined and 
fixed when the database is defined. Data Items are 
logically linked by the data management software on 
an as-needed basis. so data items are not dependent 
on other items (FlO. 4). 

Connections between records are based on "soft 
pOinters" (called keys), rather than "hard pointers," 
such as record addresses. This distinction allows the 
data at a node in a relational database to be reorga
nized Without affecting other nodes. The re{alionaJ data 
structure, it can be said. IS dynamic and flexible, which 
makes it particularly SUitable for a distributed 
environment. 

Meinteining dete integri ty 
A clear concept of a transaction IS essential in coordi
nating multiple updates to distnbuted data. The mUlti
ple nodes and multiple copies of data Items can mean 
dlstnbuted chaos If transactions are not carefully Imple-

3. ".,.tion.l. A relational database differs from the hI
erarchICal database In that common efements In the file 
permIt records to be logically connected. 
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mented and momtored. A transaction is an operation in 
which application procedures. such as banking opera
tions. are mapped Into transformations (by executing 
programs) that InvO+<e database actions. These In
clude: Read the customer. account. and telter records: 
write the account. teller record. and a memorandum 
record: and send response messages to a terminal. The 
result of this process Should be that the database IS 
moved from one conSIstent state [0 another. 

The key prOperties of a transaction are: 
e Consistency -the transaction IS a conS/stent trans
formation of the database state (for automated teller or 
banking transactIons. that money IS neither created nor 
destroyed) 
• AtomiCIty (transactions are " atomlc" )-etther aU the 
actions Invoked by the transaction occur, or else the 
entire transaction IS nullified (In the banking case, that 
no account IS left In a partially updated state ) 
• Durability-once a transaction is completed, ItS ef
lects cannot be nullified WithOut running a compensat-
109 transaction (funds removed from an account would 
have to be redepoSIted to be accessed again ). 

AU of these cntena and reqUttements must be upheld 
uniformly across the network In order for a distributed 
database to work . Database management packages 
that conSider a Single database action to be a transac
tion. therefore. are unSUitable for a distributed 
environment . 

There aTe several techniques available for maintain· 
Ing consistency, atomiCity, and durability In a central
Ized enwonment, Includtng concurrency control and 
transaction backout (reversmg the effect of a parttally 
completed transaction). These techmques can also be 
applied m the dlstnbuted enwonment, but their man· 
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agement on a network-wide scale becomes much more 
comolex due to the added communications 
consideralions. 

To ensure database Integrity In a distributed transac
lion. all messages between nodes must arnve safely. 
and the sending node must be made aware that each 
message has In fact arrived. Both reqUirements can be 
met by uSing a "two--phase commit" protocol. 

" Committed" tr. naKtions 
A two-phase commit protocol uses a commit coordi
nator program to centralize the deciSion to commit or 
aoort a transaction. The commit coordinator has a 
communICations path to all the participants of each 
transaction. These partiCipants. It should be noted. can 
be processes. autonomous components Within a pro
cess. or both. 

The commit coordinator asks all the participants to 
enter a " prepare" state. from whICh each partiCipant 
can either commit or abort Its part 01 the transaction. 
Once all participants are In the prepare state. each Will 
transmit a message Indlcallng this to the commit 
coordinator. whICh In turn can send a commit or abort 
message to all the pamclpants (Fig. 5). 

Once the commll coordinator sends the commit 
message. It walts for an acknowledgment from each 
partICipant before terminating the transaction. Use of 
this two-phase commit protocol helps ensure the Integ
flty of a dlstnbuted transaction. 

Distributed .cfministr.tlon 
Management 01 a worldwide database must be both 
distributed and centrahzed. Certain aspects of the 
database are common to the entire network and 
therefore must be d8SJ9ned and controlled by a central 
organization. A prime example of thiS IS the global 
record format. 

Local database functions can be c ontrolled at the 
local node to provide slle autonomy, which IS one of 
the baSIC goals 01 a distributed database. An example 

S. Commilm."t .. A dlil/og between the commit coordi
nator and a patrlcloant (A) ensures tflat rr8nsaC(lons WlJI 
De compleled. The commit coordinator has a path (0 all 
participants. any 01 whICh may abort (8 and C). 
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01 one SUCh local funct ion IS a repon format. 
A hierarchy 01 control can therefore be Imposed. 

With network-wide funct ions bemg managed by a cen
tral organization and control of other database actIVI
ties being dlsmbuted In a hierarchical fashion. The key 
requirement. however. is that each level use the proto
col of the global architecture lor aU ItS inputs and 
outputs. Each organizational level has an administrator. 
who publishes and controls the protocols of hIS compo
nent of Ihe database network. And while a great 
degree of autonomy can be exerCised. the structure 01 
levels and control at thiS level should parallel the 
structure of the overaU organization. 

DOBMMctlon 
The chOICe of a distributed database management 
system IS naturally dependent on the application re
qUirements. However. care should also be taken to 
implement sulficienl ftexlbility Into whatever database 
nefWO(k IS constructed. to account lor rapidty changing 
application reqUIrements. 

ReqUIrements of a true distnbuted database include 
the ability to distnbute data files between at least two 
computer nodes: to prOVlde location transparency be
tween data and users: to retain data file relationships 
(even when the liles are located at separate network 
nodes): and to ensure transaction integrity in the 
distributed enVIronment. The two commerci3l1y aV8i~ 
able distributed transaction management systems that 
most Closely meet these reqUirements are IBM's 
CICS/ ISC and Tandem COmputers' Encompass. The 
ISC feature of IBM 's CICS prOVides lor distnbuted 
transactions and the ability to access remote files. but 
it does not transparently handle data partitioning or 
replication. 

Data partitioning reqUires direct action by an oper
ator With 18M's CICS / ISC. while thiS IS done automati
cally-transparently 10 Ihe operator-with Encom
pass. Manual 'nlervention IS a lso reqUired With the IBM 
product for data replication. but Encompass reqUItes 
manual InterventIOn only lor flies resident on a remote 
node. 

Another selection cnteflon IS nexlbllity. Since one of 
the purposes 01 a dlsttlbuled database IS to-allow for 
the changing Information needs 01 a corporation. The 
ability to add nodes. delete nodes. and reconHgure the 
distnbution of data Without changing applicatIon pro
grams IS a reqUirement. 

Inherent In all of these requirements are a ret iable 
data communICations and networking capability. and 
the use 01 a relatIOnal database model. Without thiS 
base on whICh to build. no distributed data manage
ment network can be successful. 

Beyond these basIC reqUIrements are some features 
that Will enhance the usefulness 01 the database 
throughout a hfellme 01 Changing reqUirements. One 
way of achieVing thiS goal IS through the use of highly 
rehable hardware and network software. Even though 
the database must be designed so that a fa,lure at one 
node canno t prevent access to cflllCal data. Ihe dlstnb
uted network Will be much more efficient If extraneous 
hardware and software failures can be kept to a 
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minimum. The iqeal. of course. is to maintain data 
availability in the face of component failures or tempo
rary inaccessibility of some network nodes. 

EYOIution 
The linking of highly reliable computers into a single 
distributed databaSe is not easy. but progress in this 
area and the availability of proven products is making 
this once blue-sky objective possible to achieve. That 
computer networXs will move in this direction is 
inevitable. 

Information management schemes. now computer· 
based. are replacing traditionally paper·based ones. 
But these earlier operations were not totally inel· 
ficient-the paper was invariably located at the point 
where it was most often used. The move to centralized 
data management procedures changed all that. though 
it came about more from a need to optimize expensive 
computing resources in the earlier days of computer 
technology than from the desire to centralize infOfma· 
tion resources. 

With the cost of hardware rapidly decreasing and the 
reliability of data communications steadily increasing. 
the lime has come to return to an information manage
ment operation that puts the data back where it is 
needed. as long as it can be done without sacnficing 
the advantages of a centralized databaSe. Distributed 
databaseS are therefore the logJCal continuation in the 
evolution of computer usage tOf information manage
ment. And this evolution has been conSiderable: from 
compact data storage. to earty database management 
systems. to the on.jine access of centralized data. to 
remote data processing. and now. finally, to the distnt). 
uted database management system. which promises to 
provide accurate and consistent data 10 all users. 
acceptable response lime. and availability-even 
through otherwise catastrophic communications and 
hardware failures. -

• 
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AN ARCHITECTURE FOR 
HIGH VOLUME 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a commercially 
.vailable multiple processor system that 
Jelivers mainframe class performance for 
high volume transaction processing. 
Multiple systems of up to Sixteen 
processors each are configured In a ring 
structure USing fiber optics. ThIS 
structure allows from twO to over twO 
hundred processors to be applied to a 
single on-line application. We discuss 
the tradeoffs in select ing a large number 
of small processors versus a small number 
of large processors. Benchmark results 
are presented to demonstrate the linearity 
in system performance as processors are 
added. 

!..:..Q INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the market for 
high volume transaction processing has 
increased rapidly. In the 60's, only 
large airlines required large on-line 
transaction processing (OLTP) systems. 
These requ I rements were filled by 
centralized mainframe computers running 
specialized, highly tuned applications. 
They suffered from limited expandability, 
a costly applications envIronment, and the 
requirement to program In assembly 
language [5J. 

Today, many other industries are 
taking advantage of OLTP systems. Some of 
these applications include on-line 
banking, credit authorization, debit 
cards, teletext, medical informatIon 
systems and pape r less factories. These 
markets have Similar systems requirements: 
the system must continue to operate 
despite hardyare failures, it must be 
expandable, and it mUSt be capable of high 
transaction th roughput. 

One example of 
transactIon processIng 
TWA Reservation System 
system is composed of 
mainframe connected 
te rminals . The system 

a high volume 
environment is the 

(PARS) [5] . This 
a high performance 
to over 10,000 
supports a peak 
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throughput In excess of 170 
transactions/second Yhlle maintaining an 
average response time of 1. 5 seconds. 

In 1976 Tandem introduced a ney 
system architecture which was speCifically 
designed to address the problems of OLTP. 
Designated the NonStop I, this system 
conSisted of from two to Sixteen loosely 
coupled processors which communicated With 
each other over dual high speed busses 
(2,10]. The Tandem system architecture is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The loosely 
coupled architecture has proven to be 
qUite effective for transaction 
processing . It supports Incremental 
expanSion, hijh availabIlity, and high 
performance f8, The loose coupling does 
not limit performance since transaction 
procesSing, unlike most SCientific 
processing, is easily partitioned Into 
multiple relatively Independent processes. 

O¥HAaus 

'I000HTIIIOLLIIII 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

In 1981, the NonStop II was 
introduced to remove addreSSing 
limitations of the 16-bit NonStop I. In 
the intervening five years, many new 
features have been added to the basic 
offering. The system was expanded Into a 
network of up to 255 systems, a relational 



datA base mAnAgement system as 
transaction management softyare 
yere also added . These products 
users to develop distributed 
tolerant OLTP applications 
YorrYlng about the underlYing 
Implementat ion .. 

'<Iell as 
{1,3,41 
allowed 

fault 
wtthout 

system 

The system as It stood In 1981 
solved all of the requirements for OLTP, 
but the performance required for some 
large applicAtions yas beyond the reach of 
a 16-processor systel:l. The network 
provided a WAY to apply more than one 
system to a single application yahout 
reprogramanng; however, the relatively 
slow speed of data communications lines 
and software overheads of long-haul 
communication protocols proved to be a 
bottleneck in high volume applications. 
It was apparent that there yas a market 
need for systems of larger than 16 
processors. The need was addressed by 
startinQ Droiects both to exoand the 
number of processors .... hich could be 
applied to a single application, and to 
develop a ney higher performance 
processor. 

l.:.Q f'IBER OPTIC EXTENSION (FOX) 

The most obvious yay to increAse 
the number ~f processors in a systeo IS to 
extend the high-speed interp~ocessor 
busses to handle. say 32 or 64 processors. 
While thIS IS not difficult from a 
hardware deSign standpoint, there are 
drA .... backs. All processors yould be 
required to be in close physical proximity 
in order to keep from degrading the bus 
performance. This vould cause a physical 
space problem In some computer rool:lS. In 
addition, Allowing a Single system to 
expand to more processors does not help 
eXisting customers that already have 
several systems requiring higher bandvidth 
communiCAtions. 

An Alternative approach to adding 
processors in the same system is to use a 
high speed connection between systems. 
This effectively adds another level of 
Interconnection hierarchy bet'<leen the 26 
Mbytes/ sec inter-CPU links, and the 56 
Kbyte / sec net'<lork links. Figure 2 
illustrates the Tandem solution yhich uses 
fiber-opticS to link up to fourteen 
systems. Each node CAn accept or send up 
to 4 Hbytes / sec. With this additional 
bandwidth. a cluster of up to 224 C?U's 
can be configured to handle a single on
line transaction procesSing application. 

Fiber optic links were chosen both 
to solve technical and practical problems 
In configuring large clusters. Since 
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Figure 2. FOX Architecture 

fiber optics are not susceptible to 
electromagnetic interference, they provide 
a reliable connection even in noisy 
environments. Tney also provide high 
bandwidth communications over fairly large 
distances (1 kill). This eases the 
congestion in the computer room and allows 
lIIany computers in tne same or nearby 
buildings to be linked. Fiber Opt1C 
cables are a l so flexible and of small 
dumeter, thus easing installation. 

The topology of the FOX connection 
is a store-and-forward rIng structure . 
Four fibers are connected between a system 
and each of as neighbors . Each 
interprocessor bus 15 extended by a pair 
of fibers, whicn alloys messages to be 
sent In either dtrection around the ring . 
The four paths provided betyeen any pair 
of systems assures that communication is 
not lost in the event that one entire 
system IS disabled (due to a poyer-fail 
perhaps) or in tne event an entire four 
fiber bundle IS severed. Tne tlng 
topology also has advantages over a star 
in that there i.s no central switch · ... hich 
could be a single point of failure. In 
addition, cable routing is easter '<lith a 
ring tnan ylth a star . 

fn a r1ng structure, bandwidtn 
IncreAses as addit10nal nodes are added . 
The total bandYidth available In a FOX 
network depends on the amount of 
passtnrough traffic . In a 14 node FOX ring 
if each node sends to all other nodes vith 
equal probability the network has a usable 
bandYldtn of 10 Hbytes/sec. With no 
passthrough traffic the bandwidth 
increases to 24 Mbytes/sec. Theoretically 
an application generating 3K bytes of 
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traffic per transaction ,at 1,000 
transactions per second, would require a 
FOX ring bandwidth of only ] 
Mbytes/second. This would put total 
ut 1"1 iZat ion of the FOX net .... ork at less 
than )0\ of the total available bandwidth. 

~ PROCESSOR SIZE 

Once a system architecture can 
apply a large number of processors to a 
single application, there is still a 
quesllon of what the characteristics of 
each processor should be. The 
possibilities span a large range of 
performance levels . At the low end of the 
performance range are microprocessor based 
designs. These may be based on one chip 
microprocessors such as the Motorola 680xx 
family, the Intel 8086 family or the 
National 32000. In the midrange are 
deSigns based on medium-scale Integration 
or gate arrays. Such designs are tYPified 
by mini/supermini computers such as the 
Digital VAX series, Hewlett-Packard ]000 
and the IBM 4]xx series. At the high end 
are designs based on the most aggressive 
IC, packaging, and cooling technologies. 
Examples of this type of design are 
mainframes such as the IBM ]Oax, Amdahl 
~10 and 580. and high end machines from 
Sperry, Burroughs, CDC and Cray. 

Many factors need to be analyzed In 
order to deCide whether the micro, mini, 
or mainframe type design should be 
preferred for the processors in a high 
volume transaction processing system. 
These factors include cost-performance. 
granularity of fault tolerance, 
granularity of adding performance, and 
ease of managing the system . 

~ . l COST-PERFORMANCE 

In a system which IS modularly 
expandable, cost-performance IS the 
driving force in the development of a new 
processor. Improv ing cost-performance by 
lo .... ering costs is difficult. Even USing a 
microprocessor, which may be nearly free, 
may not significantly reduce COStS over a 
minicomputer-style design due to the many 
fixed costs .... hich make up a system. The 
COSt of main memory, packaging, power and 
cabling are not reduced in proportion as 
the CPU cost is reduced. 

It is easier to Improve COSt
performance by increasing the performance 
of the processor. This would seem to 
favor a mainframe as the best choice for a 
multiprocessor system. There are several 
reasons why this is not the case. The 
compleXity of a mainframe design requires 

a much larger development cost and longer 
development time. In addition, in trYing 
to improve uniprocessor performance some 
nonlinearlties are encountered. For 
instance. the lumP from air to liquid 
cooling constitutes a large cost 
increment. 

~.2 OTHER FACTORS 

Other factors influence the choice 
of processors. If the processor is tOO 
small, the number of processors required 
to perform a large application can become 
so large as to be unmanageable. In 
addition, if the system IS not carefully 
designed. performance Improvements can 
cease to be linear beyond some number of 
processors. 

On the other hand, if the processor 
is so po .... erful that the application can be 
handled by a single processor, fault 
tolerance can suffer. Today the only 
fault tolerant configurations of 
mainframes require an expensive duplicated 
hot standby. Even if these machines .... ere 
incorporated into a Tandem-like structure 

.... hlch .... ould allo .... the second machine to do 
useful .... ork, the failure of one of the 
mainframes .... ould remove half the computing 
po .... er from the system. In extremely 
critical applications, it may not be 
tolerable to degrade performance ~hile a 
hard .... are failure is beIng repaired. If 
the application requires only one 
processor to handle the peak load, a 
second processor IS needed in case of 
failure, for a 100\ overhead. In 
contrast. if four less po~erful processors 
are used to handle the same workload, only 
one extra processor is needed in case of 
failure for a 25\ overhead . 

i.:...Q NONSTOP TXP 

Taking the above reasons Into 
consideration, Tandem developed the 
NonStop TXP processor, which was 
introduced in 19a]. Its prtmary deSign 
objectives .... ere to Improve both cost
performance and absolute performance over 
the NonStop II {11. The initial pricing 
of the NOnStOp TXP offered a 50\ 
improvement in price-performance over the 
NOnStOp II at about 2.5 times its 
performance. 

In the NonStop TXP deSign, the 
emphasis on cost-performance extended all 
the 'Jay to the component level . One of 
the first decisions to be made was :he 
selection of static RAM's to be used In 
the cache memory and control store. The 
most advanced RAM's at that time were 



organlz~d as 4Klt4 and 16Kxl bits 
acc~ss tim~s of 45ns . Th~s~ Y~re 
tim~s the d~nSlty of and 10 ns faster 
the RAM's used in the NonStop II . 

with 
four 
than 

To implement logic functions, 
advanc~d MSI Schottky technology and 
~rogrammable array logic were chos~n. An 
extenslv~ analysis of ~SI alternatives, 
including many differ~nt gate arrays, 
showed that a gate array machln~ would 
have been about the same performance 
l~vel, hlqhe r COSt, and would have 
required a much lonqer development cycle. 

Once a technoloqy was chosen, the 
next challenqe vas to develop an 
architecture vhich could utilize the 
improv~d components to improve performanc~ 
and cost-performance. One such area vas 
the cache memory design . Although 
extensive academic research In cache 
memories was available during the NonStop 
TXP design (Ill, most of the studies did 
not antiCipate the Impact of large RAM's 
on cache orqanu.ations. Using 16K static 
RAM's, a 64K byt~ cache requlr~s only 32 
components (not including parity or the 
tag comparison RAM's or logic) . This 
makes It much mor~ ~conomical to design a 
large -dumb- cache (direct mapped) than II 

smaller -smart- cache (s~t associative). 
After performing some real tilDe emulation 
of different cache organizations, the 
final cache design for the NonStop TXP vas 
chosen. I t is a UK byte direct mapped 
virtual Cliche vlth hashing of some of the 
address bits. Kit ratios for the cache 
have been measured between 96\ and 99\ 
yhi Ie performing real transaction 
processing vorkloads. 

Other tradeoffs 'oIere also lIade in 
the interest of COSt performance. In 
order for the NonStop TXP to be plug
compatable YI th the t-IonStop (I processor, 
the CPU was required to !It on four 
circuit boards . Kad It overfloyed those 
boards, a large lumP In COSt yould have 
occurred. For thiS reason, the NonStop 
TXP relies on microcode to perform so~e of 
the functions done In hardyare on many 
machines. For Instance, after every cache 
access, the microcode must perform a 
conditional branch to test for a cache 
mISS . If a miss occurred, the microcode 
fetches the block from memory and r~!ills 

the cache block. Performance could have 
been Improved a few percent by prOViding 
additIonal control and data path hardware 
to perform the cache refill directly. 
KoyeYer, since this hardvare would have 
required an additional 10qlc board, It 
·.ould have adversely affected COSt
per formance. 

Many of the 
NonStop TXP desiqn 
measurements of 

tradeoffs made in the 
Yere based on detailed 

the NonStOp II 

performance . A complex pe r formanc e 
analyzer, named XPLOR, was deSigned and 
built solely tor that purpose. XPUOR was 
used to perform the cache emulation 
experiments. In addition, It provided 
data on Instruction frequencles, percent 
time spent in each lnstruction, and the 
memory reference aCtIvlty of each 
instruction, ThiS allowed hardvar~ to b~ 
saved in the support of less frequent 
instruc~ions and applied to accelerating 
the more frequ~nt instructions. XPLOR 
also provld~d data which enabled the 
microcode to be optimized for the more 
frequent paths through complex 
instructions. 

The final result (see Appendix AI 
is a processor which has a 83.3 ns 
IDicrocycle ti~e and can execute SImple 
InStrUCtIons \n only twO cycles. In 
typical applications, the t-IonStop TXP 
executes about 2 million native 
Instructions per second. This new 
processor has not uncovered any 
bottlenecks in the I/O or messlqe system; 
hence, the improvements in CPU performance 
have been directly translated Into 
transaction processing performance. 

6 . 0 BENCHMARKS 

Recently several customer 
bencnmarks have been run ... hich demonstrate 
the capability of this system architecture 
to support high volume, high performance 
on-lIne transaction proceSSing. Two of 
these bencnmarks are described belo .... 

~ BANKING BENCHMARK 

In the s~~er of 1984 a major 
European bank benchmarked a Tandem system 
to support a bank card and electronic 
funds transfer applicati.on. The data base 
for the application conSIsted of the 
!ollowlnq ft Ies: 

Card 

Memo 
Ba lance 

Log 

Customer 
Product 

1. 2 mi 11 ion records 

2.4 million records 

Sequential log of all 
updates to the Memo 
Balanc~ Pi.le 

Info about accounts 

The appltcat ion was described by 
five malor types of transactions. T ... o of 
the more frequently executed transactions 
wer~ the DEBIT and LOOKUP transactions. 
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• DEBIT Transaction Profile: 

Message in; 
Read random Card File; 
Read random Memo Balance File; 
Message OUt; 
Message in ; 
Read random ~ith lock same 

record as before (rom Memo 
Balance File; 

ReVrite record to Memo Balance 
Fi Ie; 

Sequential vrite to LOG (ile o( 
Memo Balance File update; 

Message out . 

LOOKUP iransaction Profile; 

Message in; 
Read random Card File; 
Read random Memo Balance File; 
Message OUt; 
Message in; 
Read random CUStomer Product 

File; 
Message OUt. 

In this benChmark the transactions 
oCcurred vith the folloving (requency: 

iransact ion Name 

DEBIT 
LOOKUP 
OTHER 

Frequency 

52.5\ 
39 . 5\ 
8.0\ 

The benchmark vas done on a 4. B. 
12, and 16 processor Single system as Yell 
as 1,2,3 and 4 4-CPU systems FOXed 
together. The results are ShoYn in Figure 3. 

hne ...... rt. • sytt ..... .UI'olS\'aI .... HXP8 '" TPSlTXP a'~lung , • • " • """ , • • '" " 
.., ... , • • '" " ....." , 

" " " " 
lI.nu.,g , • " .. " ..... , 

" " ." " -", • • " " " "- , • " " " "- , 
" " '" " TPS • ~ lOw s.ccn., 

Figure 3. Benchmark ReSUlts 

~ RETAILING BENCHMARK 

In the (all of 1984 a maJor 
American retailer benchmarked a retail 
credit aUthorIZation application. The 
requirements vere for three individual 
Sites, each Site providing 100_ 
authorization transactions per second for 

,,, 

its area. Each site viII be Connected 
th rough a la rge SNA netyork and can 
communicate directly vith the Other tvo 
vhen necessary for processing Out-of-area 
authorizations. The data base for the 
application consisted of the fOlloving fi In: 

Authorization 

Bankcard Negative 

Out-ot-Area Index 

20 mi 11 ion 
records 

10 mi 11 ion 
records 

10 million 
records 

Th. 
largely of 
vas nearly 

application vas composed 
one transaCtion. MAIN, which 
75\ of all transactions. 

• MAIN Transaction Profile: 

Message in; 
Four in-memory table lookups; 
Read of indexed (ile; 
Read of indexed file; 
Update o( indexed file; 
Write to sequential file; 

6. 3 SUMMARY' 

Both of these benchmarks 
demonstrate the capability (or this system 
arChitecture to prOvide high volume 
transaction processing . The actual 
transaction throughputs are shown in 
Figure J . Response times in both 
benchmarks aVeraged less than 2 seconds. 
FigUre 4 graphically illustrates both the 
linearity and proceSSing pover in the 
region betveen 2 and 32 processors. 

'''' '" '" '" " , '" 
• rn · " " " '" " " 

• 

1,;:,~.cc.cc.cc.~,~,-:"cc';-~'.~";-;nCC,:.-;";-";-~,,,~,, 
H"",", 01 "'"", • .-. 

A ~s.nc ...... , .. • """"-9 s.nc __ 

Figure 4. HIgh Volume 
Transaction Processing 

While these graphs do not contain a 
yealth of data points it should be noted 
that each experiment IS expensive in both 
time and equipment. Hoyever. they do 



represent experimental results as opposed 
to theoretical modeling results. 

There is a great temptation to 
extrapolate the curve shovn in Figure 4 to 
224 processors (the total number in a FOX 
rH'Ig). Assuming linear grovth the 
transaction rate that hypothetically could 
be supported IS somevhere over 800 
transaction per second. In reality this 
mayor may not be achievable; however, we 
hope at some point in time to be able to 
ascertain this experimentally. Once again, 
1t should be noted that bui Iding a 224 
processor system and benchmarking It IS 
extremely costly In both time and 
equipment. 

!.:.Q COSCLUSIONS 

For a number of years there has 
been academic interest and hypotheses (9) 
that a number of small processors could be 
tied together in some way and provide the 
computing power of a larger machine. While 
thIS may not be true in general this paper 
Illustrates that it is possible in on-line 
transaction processing. 

Ordinary OLTP systems bottleneck at 
SO transactions per second vhile high 
performance OLTP systems achieve 200 
transactions per second . Beyond these 
rates, users have been forced to build 
their applications uSing ad hoc techniques 
rather than general purpose systems. Even 
using these ad hoc teChniques, the higheSt 
transaction throughput claimed by any 
mainframe manufacturer is somewhere near 
800 transactions per second (6J. Our 
experimental results to date indicate that 
the Tandem architecture .a general purpose 
multiprocessor, IS capable of supporting 
high volume transaction processing . 
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Architecture Deternlines 
Cost and Reliability of 
Fault-Tolerant Design 

Different architectures are available to achieve fault-tolerant computing. 
Cost-effectiveness and reliability are now available for commercial environments. 

--------------;::::::::~·····~th~.~"'~n~tra.I.processing; unit . Fig 1 

by Dennis Mclh'oy 
and Sandra Mett. 
Tandem Computer,; Inc. 

aull tolerance. or 
the ability of computers to r1!CO\'er 
automatically from failures and con
tinue processrng. is becoming a criti
caJ element IJ1 systems used in an on
line inleractr.·e mode There are 5e\" 

eraJ fault -tole rant sys tem architec
tures and configurauons available to. 
day. each optumzed fo r the needs of 
dilferenl high-reliabtli~· marke ts 
This article v.ill du.cuss 5e\-eraJ ways 
to achitn'e fault tolerance in comput
ing sys tems and the relati\'e ments of 
each. 

A claSSical system architecture 
typically consists of a centralized pro
cessor, an 110 channel. and control
lers to manage such peripherals as 
terminals and disks Because a failure 
in anyone of these components can 
take the entire system off-line. this 
configuration is acceptable only for 
applications that don t require contin 
uous SJ'stem a\'ailabili~' 

Applicahons that demand conun
uous availability typtcall.v require 
some kind of raul Hole rant oornput· 
ing system Such a des,," must 
atnuegically duplicate componentJi 
in an efficient and C06t-eft'ectM man· 
nero The methods 01 duplicatlo~ 
and the resulting 1e\1!':ls of fault toler
ance--\llll)' dramatically and are suit
able for a \o\ide ~ ofapplications 

SWITCHED BACKL"P 

A very basic approach to fault
tolerant computin8 is 10 ~ 

shows a dual-processorSYSlem in 
whid\ one processor acts as a backup 
for the other. The processors are con· 
nected through a switch. and either 
one can communicate with the other 
oomponents to control the entire syt
tem. 

This standby configuration is 
~'Tl as switched backup and pro
vides the benefit oHawl tolerance in 
the case of a single processor failure . 
S",tc:hed backup is one of the most 
commonly used configurations for 
large on-line mainframe applica· 
tions 

Se\.'eral problems are associated 
\O\,th SVtitched backup One invol"es 
e\'el) company's biggest concern
dollan Since the second processor is 
a badrup. it remains idle until the 
MI ptocessor fails . II the backup hap
pens to be a 52 million ma.infnune. a 
~ apensi\'e piece ofhardware 
",ill be kile until a failure occurs in 
the on-line system. 

However, to gain bener return 
on YOW" investment. YOU can use the 
baCkup S\'Slem for piugram develop
ment ",Me the on-line system is still 
functional In thaI case. however. 
when the on-tine processor fails, the 
~'dopment work on the backup pro
ces.sor must be halted so that the 
biidaJp system can be S\\;tched on
line. 

Another problem \o\ith a 
swiLcbed backup is that it provides 
fault ~ for onJy one 
aitumon----a single pn:x:essor failure. 
An LO-ch.annel failure between the 
bus tMitch and disk controller, for ex
~ would quick1y tum both 52 
million mainframes castors up. The 
bus ..-itch ilaelf is another single 
poinl ~ system failure . 

t3 
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"' I A.-ery bulC.pproach 10 aWI-loIeranl 
~ It ~ched bM:tup • ......-hiI:h dupU
c.w.1he oeob"al-~ unit A ~Ich con
necu. 1WO pt'OCeNOn 10 lh-I mher can oommu
fIICIW! Wlth the other ty$UIm ~u..nd 
control the ~ter ... .....noIe 

11UPLE MODutAR REDUND\ l\'CY 

A higher level of fault tolerance is 
ach.Je\'ed "'ith a configuration 1cn000Tl 

u triple modular redundancy I.1k.e 
~itched backup, triple modular re
dundancy is a hardware-only ap
proach. but It goes a step funher ~ 
pl"O\iding three copies of e\-e~' piece 
of system hardware IF'Ig Zl. 

The three processors are lock· 
stepped together and sunultaneousiy 
run the same instruction stream A 
p~ of hardware called a voter reo
oerve:s and compares the output &om 
all t,hn,e proceS50rs If one output 
doesn't match the others. the w~ 
hardware accepts the output from 
the fYo'O matching processors and 
paues it along to the appropriate 
interface 

ll1.is approach hal been used 
successfully for many ~ in such 
a.rus as space research Mld nuclear 
~r plants, where computer fa.il
ute is unacceptable In the c:ornmer
ciaJ ernironment ,h~<er. tripw: mod
ular redundancy po65 two.m.aior 
problema: tripled CQ6t and COI:IlpIe.l 
desi8n,A s~e clock IDU5t n.m the en· 
tire ~'$tem , Mld the dod. mtJSI be im
plemented so that it can', poe.si)ly 
fail . nus is a technically aJmPIe.x reo
quirement. 

16 

These limitations weren 't a sturn· 
bUng block in applications like the 
US. space program. where literally 
billions of doUars were riding on the 
fact that the computer would be avail-
able loo'l. of the time . 

COMPARISON l..CKIJC 

A similar approach is to have four pro-
cesaors running the same instruction 
stream tFig 31. The processor outputs 
are paired with each other and com-
pared. Ifa mismatch occurs, the pair 
coOlaiJ1in8 tM mismatch is shut 
down The system continues running 
\O\Iith the rerT1Ainin8 pair of proces-
"' .. , 

Although similar to triple modu-
lar redundancy, such comparison 
1000c has the am'antage of being easi
er to implement than wter logic, and 
therefore is les.s expensive to design 
and maintain HO\\'ever, the financial 
problems of redundant hardware all 
runni.ng a single instruction stream 
and perlonTlin& identical openltions 
still remain . 

Also, comparison logic causes a 
good processor to be laken off· line 
along \o\ith the problem unit, thus 
'HaSting a resource that could be 
INOrking 'Aith the system And a~arn 
the clock is the weakest link in the 
system. a single point at \o;hich the en
tire system could tuJ 

A MULnCO~iPtTIR SYSTEM 

A ditferent appro.ach to fault-tolerant 
compunng Un'Otnng a unique inte-

"'" J 
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.. a A ~ Iro.ft of t.uh toleRnce II 
~wilh lnpIir moduW~ 
...m:b ~ ttra a.- of every pieotof 
.,-~ nvd'IrR~~ 
Iockte:pped I.CIIpCher .-lid ¥Ole!' ~ reor:ivI!s 
.xl ............ h ourp.- hJm 1I1l1hree. 
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grated hard.....·~sorn..'at'e architec-
lure. \o\11S taken by Tandem Comput-
ers. Tandem's :,\,onStop system was 
desiSned specifically for the on·line 
tran.s.action·processing marketplace. 
This arena requires a system architec· 
ture th.afs not only fault·tolerant and 
easily expandable, but also maintains 
a price perfonnance ratio suitable 
for commercial transaction-
prooes.sin8 applications. 

This architecture combines hard· 
ware and software $0 that there's no 
single point of failure IFi&4 t. Compo-
nents are duplicated but are not reo 
dundant Each processor runs its 
0\\11 instnJction stream, so no back-
up components sit idle until a failure 

"""""' FauI, tolerance is achieved by 
k.eeplnfl; each processor in constant 
commwUcation with the others in 
the system \ia a dual high-speed in· 
terpi'OlCe$S()f" system bus. If one pro
cessor fails . its worilload will auto
ma~' be absorbed by the remain
ing pnx:es.sors. 

Each processor has its own 110 
channel and each l!1) controller is 
dual por1ed Thus, if one processor 
fails another can still use that con
troUer Since disks are physically du
pUcaJed "ith identical data stored 
on each e-.-en a disk crash can t bring 
doo.\n the system The duplicate dasks 
pay for themselves ~ ensurin8 com
plete system fault tolerance and im
plUlo1d perfonnance One disk pel'" 
fonns seeks on the umer pof1.ion of 
its sur£ace .... iliIe the other disk pel'" 
foftm the same seeks on its outer por
tion. 11:us pl"O\ides a significant pel'" 
brmancr improvement in seek nmes 

T'br software architecture lS 
based on mdependent proce.ss.o~ 
and inc:Iepe1ldent programs ",i!hin 
them all 01 y,ttich conununicate 
~ a messa&e system that is an 
int~ pan of the operarin8 system 
nus operating system sees all pro
gaID! and data transfe~ as commu' 
rticaIions distributed O\-er 5e\"eral p ro' .,....,.. 
~ can aa:e55 any de\ice 

&n:'''IIIflere in the system, ew:n those 
no! ~'SicaIly connected to the pro
cessor ~ the pJ"'08l'3.Dl Con
~. each program is unaffected 
~. the proces,sor on which it runs. 
The- opeming system sea aU physi
cal teIOUICeS as logical files . Only the _pan oftheoporalin« 
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- because eac.h proceuor module hM 
ita own memory, 110 channel, and 

I-I 1 ....... 1 1 ....... 1 I-I bus controller. To expand this I}'S-

tem, additional proceseor modules 
I I I are 8lmply added 10 the bus. The ~ 

1 - 1 1 - 1 
sage system keeps track of all system 
resource5, so the system software 

g H 
load is automatically aJJocated to the 

........ I appropriate hardware. The system 
can then be fine runed for optimum , , performance. • • U', po6sible to have a modularly , 
expandable multiprocessor system r- • H I 0 ........ where the processors are linked , 

- through a shared memory. A sh~ 
- memory archilecture provides fast 

r- , 
H I dala accesa to all the processors and 

0 ........ , provides additional proceulng paw-, 
er. But the additional processing paw-• • erobtained doesn 't increase linearly. , 

• For example, a second processor '- : H ........ I doubles your investment and pro-
- videa anJy 1.1 to 1..8 times the pow!!I' 

fA a single CPU because of conlentiml 

"' SAn app..J. similar 10 triple modular~W'ICI.ancy " 10 NYe four PO""-'" runn.i.n« the 
for the shared memOf)' and ~ 
sted sNred resou.n::ea. A third unit _ FoArucODn W'NID WIth lhetrOU1pU1 p.u-ed and compwed Ifa miarWc:h oc:eurt. the pa,ir 

•• pruvide5 approxun ety 2.4 times the . . . 

syslem knows the geographic loca
tions of resoun:es. so dala can be re
rouled and resoun:es dynamically 
reaUocaled during a failure . 

Sofrwiln! fault tole rance is im
pl'O\-ed b:- distributin8 the operating 
system acros.s all the processors in 
the S)'Slem If one processor fails . its 
job will be picked up by those remain
ing. 1n a system ",,"here three or four 
copies of the haniware are lock
stepped I~er a ~-ere software 
bug oouJd crash all the proces.sors si
mullMleoWJy. Pasl experience shows 
that software bugs ~-ere enough to 
crash a ~"Rem an! ~"pically related ei
ther to t:im.in.g or to the placement of 
data in me:tlOI'y. 1n a ~onStop sys
tem, ~~ a solM-are failure will 
~ not aa.sh IIIOr"e than one 
pnx:esaa because thr ~ circum
stan~ And exact pbcement of data 
in ~ ~ uruq..e to each proces
>00". 

On:~ tnJIMdioo puceuing is 
~ by tbr need for easy 
system~Fcweumple. lf. 

hankins WOtiml initially lrM)l\-oes 

.. 

control of SO automaled teller ma
chines and the application is success
ful, the bank will typically ""ish to ex
pand Ihe automated-teller net\<Y'Ork. 

The inte l-proces5Or bus S)'Slem is 
the key to easy haniwllre expanSion 

pawer for three times the coat . Bytbe 
time the fourth processor is added. 
it ', po65ible to reach a slate of ~ 
ishin{!; returns. 

One way 10 get around the coo
tentian problem is 10 locate a cac:br 
memory in front of each CPU. Each 
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Tandem-Business 
Information Center 

How multiprocessor 
nodes can become 
more sociable 

This month's continuing look at 
Tandem's corporate network and its 
nodes shows a company increasingly 
dependent on distributed network 
applications like electronic mail. 

I Tandem Computers 
Inc., electroniC mall began as an ad hoc program 
allowing employees to send messages through eXisting 
machines used pnmanty for development. marketing. 
manufactUring, and order processIng. However, tOday 
ill$ the most heavily used application In a worldwide 
inlernat network, and Its Importance is growing During 
a recent IS-month period. network traffic doubled, but 
mail volume tripled 

Through electronic mall, Tandem salespeople from 
Singapore 10 STockholm now collabora te and share 
Information on a dally baSIS. AnalYSIS Irom Montreal to 
Melbourne help each other respond to customer prob
lems and to quenes from prospects. Hardware repSlr 
personnel at distant sites communicate With manufac
turmg workers to resolve customer eqUipment prob
lems. Managers at all levels use the network to keep In 
touch With employees and colleagues throughout The 
world Moreover, electronic mail helps employees es
tabhsh and maintain personal relaTionships across geo
graphiC or organizallonal boundaries. Thus, it contrib
UTes to a sense of commuMy and Teamwork. 

One way 01 understanding the Impact of electronic 
mail on the organization as a whOle IS to follow a 
fictitIOUS employee through a typical day, nOling how 
extensively this corporate resource is used. John is the 
manager of a technlCSl support group of 40 or 50 
people affiliated With the headquarters' marketing 
organization. The first thing he does when he arrives at 
the office in the morning IS to fog on to the local 
computer to scan his eleclroolC mail. that is, to view a 
list of all messages in his electronic In-box. 

Each Item In the list oflocoming mall gIVes the 
sender's name, the message type (onginal, forward. 
reply, and so on), and a subject line. HaVing scanned 
his mall, John can then selecl the most important 

messages to read first Currently, there are lour mes
sages w8lllng. The first inVites him to a strategy meet
ing that morning with the software development group. 
Another message contains minutes 01 a meeting he 
attended last week. John responds immediately to the 
inVitation and liles the minutes ollasl week's meeting 
(on diSk) In electronic folders beanng names that he 
has specilled 

John's thlfd memo is a request from the vice presi
dent of markellng aSking him to prOVide people to help 
With a design review for a large customer's application. 
John uses the electronIC-mail edltOf 10 compose a short 
addendum and to add an enclosure 10 the vICe prest
denf's request, prOVIding more specific Instructions. 
John then forwards the whole package to a subordt
nate, who will follow through for him. 

He notiCes among hiS messages a request from a 
technICal analyst In Auslraha for periOfmance informa
tion on 8 new hardware product John doesn't have the 
performance mformatlon needed. but he knows of 
someone at the performance research center in Ger
many who mtghl. He forwards the message there and 
rephes 10 the analyst in Australia, Indicating what he 
has done, then heads out the door fOf his meeting. 

All of thIS has been accomplished in less than five 
minutes_ The messages John has sent are delrvered 
almosllmmediatety (or within the time frame he has 
specified). Thus, problems can be resolved and an
swers obtained very quickly, and John can be respon
SIve Without carrying detaIlS around in his head aN day 
(or all week). 

After returning from his strategy meeting, John again 
reVIews his in-box. This keeps him in touch with people 
and problems from hour to hour. without being inter
rupted and without intefrupting others. He typIcafty 
checks his mail each time he fineshes one of the day's 
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major projects (a meeting, an InteMeW, a lunch en
gagement, or a tnp to the corpofale library). 

By usmg the In-house e4ectronic mail, John avoids 
the frustration and inefficiency of " telephone tag" and 
cuts down on hIS long-distance telephone costs, He 
can leave lengthy messages on complex technICal 
lopICS lor someone who may nol be available at the 
mCHT'lerll, and be assured thaI the message will not be 
garbled by an Intermediary In additlOf'l, John uses 
electroniC mall 10 communicate eaSily with people on 
lhe olher Side ollhe world, whose business day may 
nol overlap tns own at aM. 

letting d igits do the walking , . , 
John (and every other employee) IS Idenllfied by a 
COfrespondent name Eleclronlc mall Includes a way to 
look up the correspondent names of people on local 
and remole nodes These names are listed in a direc
tory appllcallon of the . 'publIC database,"' which con
tains such IntOfmatlon as emplOyee office IocalIOf'lS. 
telephone numbers, correspondent names, and depart
ment atfiliaflOns 

It IS eaSier to look up the correspondent name via 
comP'Jter than II IS 10 find a number in a conventional 
telephone alrectory. because the computer does the 
searching The correspondent database 's updated 
weekly 10 tnCOfporaTe all new '· .. res, Internal transfers, 
changes of address, and changes 01 status. With a 
q\.;ery program, John searches the daTabase for cor
respondent names by office locatIOn, node 1oca11Ot1. 
surname, or partial spelling of the surname 

JOhn uses electroniC mad to broadcast messages to 
large numbers 01 people via aiSlrlOOllon lists. For 
example, when he wants to call a group meeting, he 
In .... okes a mailing list containing the correspondent 
names 01 e .... eryone 10 hiS group When he wants to 
announce some change In support policies, he in .... oKes 
a much targer Olstrlbutlon list to send a message to 
everyone tn Ine company Thus, It IS no more dllticult to 
address many than II IS to communicate with a few-or 
Wltn one 

... and pu tti ng h.ad, togeth.r 
An Interesting and weU-osed oHshoot of electronIC mall 
IS an archive oftechmcal Information. Much oflhe mall 
thaI comes across the network Is In the fOfm of tech
nICal querteS, broadcast to all emplOyees Workers 
send such querIeS when lhey need information on 
C;ompelJlorS, prodUCI performance. how to link partICu
lar devICes. and so on Answers are not hard to come 
by. Chances are Ihal, out of the 5.200 Tandem em
pk)yees who rec81 .... e Ihese messages, at least one will 
ha .... e lhe reqUIred experience Of informallon. 

AI first. broadcast technical queries tYPICally pro-
.... otc.ed dozens of secondary queries from people want
ing to know what the onglnal queslloner had learned. 
To avoid ha .... ing to answer these secondary quenes 
Indrvtdually. authors of technical query messages be
gan to adopt the practice of ldenllfying a file (acces5l
ble OYer" the netwOfk) In which any replies would be 
stored. This allowed other interested parties to benefit 
'rom the exchange SImply by accessing the reply tile a 
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day or two aher tte InitIal query was sent out. 
The whOle process has now been laken one step 

further. An administratl .... e employee systematically 
reads and files (on d,sl<) all technical queries related to 
a partICular tOpIC. After a week or so. the employee 
COple5 all the repty "e: js to a central node, stores them 
on disk (WIth Ihe rele .... an! query), and adds appropriate 
entrIeS to a subJ@Ct Ir cex. 

Thts centralized repository. referred 10 as Ihe " ar-
chl .... e:· IS eqUIPped 'Nltn search software to facilitate 
IOlormalion retfleval. Many employees may not be 
Interested In particular .nformal eXChanges 01 informa
tion at the lime they occur However, Ihey can locate 
and access a stored record Of these diSCUSSIOns when
e .... er the need anses. The archive Virtually eliminates the 
need lor duplICate quefles and prOVIdes an extremely 
valuable Information resource. reachable trom any net
work node 

There IS a vast reservoir of In lor mati on and inSight 
Within the orgamzation Itsell, many times larger and 
more valuable than mostlormaL structured databases 
The combined on-the-IOb expenence of the 5.200 
Tanoem employees prooably exceeds 30.000 years, 
and their combined college and unrlerslty experience 
may amount to 20.000 years or more 8ectronic mail 
ard the archive allow people to share InSighlS eaSily 
and store them for the use of others. These tools are 
IOstrumenlat In lapping a wealth of Information and 
human experience 

8eclronoemail helps 10 preserve smalt-company 
Interpersonal communiCations In the lace of rapid 
groNth It also gIves employees easy access to In
formation resources wlth.n the company, regardless of 
where those resources may be The archive and the 
electronIc-mail network eliminate much duphcallon 01 
ettort and energy 

Overcoming h.rdware failur., 
While Other applications are grOWing in use, electroniC 
mall has become the lifeblood 01 the company's opera
tIOOS. II succeeds baSIcally because users have come 
to trUSt the network to Oehver th81r messages This trust 
can be credited 10 one fundamental deSign Pflnclple, 
which underhes the network architecture and the hard
ware and software architecture at each node The 
pflnClple IS that of "fault tolerance." 

A laulHOIerani computer IS one that can ensure 
contInuous operation and data Integtlly in the lace 01 
any SIngle component's failure In addlllon, It must 
allow hardware servICe personnel to replace compo
nents and activate them Without shut ling the machIne 
down. Such performance is cruclSl to computers In a 
network as large as Tandem's because the more 
computers there are, the mOfe likely It is that a 
dlsabhng faIlure WItt occur somewhere In the network. 

A hypothetical compuler running 24 hours a day and 
capable of otlenng 99 percent a .... allablhly mIght have a 
mean lime between failures 01 about two weeks. A two
node network composed of such machmes would 
therefore average one failed node a week With 200 
nodes, a network would expenence a node failure 
about e .... ery two hours. If we assume thaI communica-
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1. 1Mrtht., • . Each node contains several proces
sors (at least two) thst communicate with a high
speed bus and dual-ported device controllers. 

PlICI .... 

t lOnS lines go down as Irequenlly as nodes and thai the 
mean lime to repa" a hne Of a node IS three Of lour 
hours. II is likely that a network thai large would never 
be completely operallonal. Clearly. much higher stan
dards 01 machine availability are reqUired lor large 
networks. 

The overall availability 01 Tandem's COfporate net
WOfk rests on the cOf"lhOued functlonmg of Its COf"lSIlIU· 
ent hardware. as shown In Figure 1. Each node (includ
ing the backbone nodes) cOf"Italns multlple processors 
linked by dual h.gh-speed buses. Anyone 01 these 
inlerproce5SOf buses OPBs) can carry tratflc al up to 
13 Mby1e /s. 

Each processor has ils own IPS Interface. instructlOO 
processing unit, memory, and Input / output (110) 
channel las well as ItS own power supply) . However . 
the Guardian operallng system distributed over these 
processors makes them appear to local or remote 
users as a single computer It alSo allows them 10 
cooperate wllh one another In processing indIvidual 
transactions. 10 Share the work load eqUItably, and to 
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back one another up In the event of a failure. 
The IPS uses a multiplexed. packet-interleaved pro

tocol for high-speed InlerproceSSOf communications al 
the lOcal node with 8 minimum 01 CPU interruption. 
However, iI would be a mIStake to VIEIW it as an ordinary 
communications link. From a logICal standpOInt, it .s 
more like an inlemal bus in a conventional computer, 
since [t ties cooperating elements of the lOcal machine 
together and makes them appear as one. 

As FlQure 1 shows, designing tor lauh toterance 
meant using muiliple hardware components within a 
single computer. It also implied thallechmques would 
have to be found tor detecting tallures, disabling prob
!em components. and allowing tor thetr rep_III' and 
replacement Without brlngtng down the rest of the 
computer. 

Accordingly. hardware and software designers de.
Vised rigorous Internal consrslency checks IOf each 
processor. They believed thaltl was importanllo 
detect prOblems rapidly and hall a tailed processor 
belore il had a chance to contaminate dala or diSfupt 
Ihe operallons 01 the olher processors. In keepmg With 
this philosophy. II a processor hnds that it cannot pass 
Its own Inlerna! ConSlslency checks. II will Simply halt 
llsell, allowing anolher processor to lake over control 
01115 peflpheral devICes. 

II. by some tluke. a processor With a prob4em man
ages 10 pass lIS own Internal checks anyway, there is 
yel another mechanism prOVIded by which lhe proces
sor can be resHained ~ners of lhe operating 
system decided thai . once every second. each proces
sor within a given node would send status messages 
over lhe IPS 10 all others indICating lhal It IS abve and 
well. Also. every two seconds. each processor would 
check to make sure lhatll had received such a 
message Irom all the olherS. 

When operallOOal processors detect that one of the 
others IS notlollowlng Ules estabtished protOCOl. they 
can enectlvely quarantine the oflender by declaring it 
"down." Controt of lIS penpheral devk;es IS then trans
ferred automatically to the backup processor. In addi
lIOn. baCkup applications program modules I1KV'lIflg In 
the other processors are acllvated to take over the 
work IOfmerly aSSIgned to the failed processor. When a 
processor is declared down in thiS manner. one 01 me 
other processors Will also take corrective actIOn to 
clean up any outstanding messages. 

To allOw the Hansler of control of p8npheral devk:es. 
hardware designers bui" dual-ported device control'ers 
that can be connected 10 the 110 channels 01 two 
dltlerenl processors The controller is owned by onfy 
one processor al a lime. However, "there IS a problem 
81ther With the owrllrlg processor or With lIs 110 chan
nel. operating system procedures swilch ownership of 
the device and controller to the other processor land 
its 110 channel). In this way. any dEMce can be 
accessed even if the controlling processor or 110 
channellaits. To ensure continuous operation even in 
the lace of diSk-eontrollef lallures, the disks themsel'lles 
are duaJ-ported as weft and can be connected to two 
dirterent contr~ as shown in FIgUre 1. 

The hardware designers alSo made provisfons tor the 
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aUachment of "mirrored disks" so that failure of a disk 
drive or Its st()(age medMJm does not reqUIre that the 
computer be shut down. MirrOl"ed disks are pairs of 
phYSICally Independent disk drives. Wl'Ites are per
formed on the disks in both drives; reads are taken 
from whichever dIsk has the shortest seek tIme. If one 
becomes Inoperable, processing can conMue wIth 
reads and updates Cllrected to the healthy disk. When 
the failed disk IS repatred. It can be restored to 
operation and Its contents broughl to a recent. ConSIS
tent state. Then all updates performed on the other 
disk In the tnterlm are transferred to It automatically 

Clearly. fault tolerance could not be achieved Without 
the dupllcattOfl of hardware components WIthin a smgle 
computer However. software runs ort the hardware, 
and. tnerelore. If one processor IS to take over lor 
another, software components must be duplicated as 
well ThIS tS accomplished through the use of "process 
pails." (A process IS a program module running In a 
partICular processor.) 

The operaltng system allows a "pflmary" process 
rUMlng In one processor 10 S8fld periodiC checkpoint 
messages 10 a "baCkup" process running In anOtr'ler 
processor CheckPOInt messages. usually sent before 
Ihe primary process performs a crttlcaltask. such as 
I I Q or updaMg a database, contain aillhe InformatIOn 
that the backup process would need to take over for 
the primary one In the event 01 a processor crash. 

I! a processor goes down, backup processes runnu''IQ 
In other processors are actrvated so that t"ey can 
conllnue the actiVities of the prtmary processes Ihat 
were running In the now·falled processor Because the 
backup process does not duplicate the actIVIties 01 the 
primary one while Ihe prtmary IS stili functional, It 
places only minimal demands on the processor In 
whICh II resides Thus. processors can host backup 
processes as well as prtmary ones and do almost as 
much useful w()(k as they would If the backup pro
cesses were not present. 

TOe operating system Itself is protected by the 
ImplemenlallOn of process pailS. Ear1y users of Tandem 
machines had to program thelf own pnmary and back
up application processes (and devise etfeclive 
checkpolOtlng strategies) 10 get lull protection. Now, 
however, a standard Tandem applicatIon development 
envtfonment obviates the need lor user programming 
of process pairs. 

Soci.ble va . •• It-c.nt...-d computer. 
Hardware and software reliability are crlllcal In a large 
network However. there is an equally Important need 
for machines that communicate and cooperate wllh 
their peers Over the years, Tandem has come to 
believe that successful networklllg begins With the 
d8Slgn of such "SOCiable" computers. A number 01 
complex problems, which many people aSSOCiate WIth 
networkIng Itself, actually stem Irom the architectures 
01 the machines being used as nodes. In most cases, 
such machines were onglnally designed With no 
thought for networking. 

The economIC need to preserve these architectures 
has forced many computer vendors to adopt an " add-
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puter to ,,,teract takes a lot more code than 1/ the 
machm~ dlready COflSlders Itself a network. 
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on" approach 10 netWOrking (Fig. 2). According 10 this 
approach. at eactl end 01 the communicatIOns line is a 
computer With an operating system designed for 
standalone processtng ThiS operaltng system condI
tions lhe computer 10 think of Itsel! as the main (i f not 
the only) Intelligent entity and to view anything at
tached to It as a peripheral. 

layered on top of each node's operating system IS a 
very subslanllal body of code. whICh must correct that 
myopIC View By c:ever and complex ruses. thiS "nel
work operating s)stem" overcomes the Ingraoned 
recluSIVeness anc egocentnclty 01 the standalone com
puter. making I pOSSible for that machine 10 converse 
With other computers In a network. SUCh communlCa
hOns IS limltec t"ough, and SUbJect to rtgld and 
somewhat arb,trary constraints. because each com
puler must be maCle to believe that It IS stili only talking 
10 peripherals 

Inherent In Ihls approach IS a heavy communIcations 
procesSing burden that falls on the computers them
selves (Fig 2A). stemming from the laclthat. In 
essence, Ihe network operating system has to work 
against the local operating system. In addition. Ihls 
approach entails a lormidable burden of mountIng 
software compleXity. ThIS burden IS hke an "revocable 
lax on every network user. manager, and apphcatlOn. 
and It has a substantIal negative Impact on productIVity 
for as long as the network eXists. 

This compleXity Increases exponentially as more 
(and dlHerent) computers are added to the network. 
And even If Ihe hnked computers are Identical. 
networking IS almost always a strange new world, With 
remote access procedures and syntax rules vaslly 
dlHerent from those used at the local level. 

Intr.nod. communic.tion. 
By contrast. the software Ihat supports Tandem's 
corporate network does nol present a new woridto 
users and programs. but rather functions as an ex.ten
S10n of the local enVifonment. In a very real sense. 
networking IS not layered on top of the nodal operating 
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system, but built Into it. No separate network operating 
system is needed. 

Nodes in the corporate network routinely engage in 
"inlernal dialogues," Since each computer Is, in and at 
itsell, a local network composed of mult iple indepen
dent processors, a machine's processing consists 01 
conversations between its constituent parts. (Artificial 
intelligence theorists suggest Ihat people may also 
think this way. ) The same communications mecha
nisms that the operaung system uses to blur processor 
boundaries on Ihe local level are effective in blurring 
node boundaries within a network as well. When cou
pled with baSIC internode communications protocols. 
these local mechanisms (buill Into the operating sys
lem) contribute greally to network operations. 

The most important of these mechanisms is a "mes-. 
sage manager," upon which the entire local operating 
system IS based Messages are Important in the Tan. 
dem computing enVIronment because the operating 
system Itsell is not a sIngle monolithic program but a 
collectIon of "in1errupt handlers" and processes. Each 
process has particular areas 01 responsibIlity and must 
communicate and cooperate With others (through mes
sages) 10 get work done. These messages must flow. 
nOl only Within a single processor, but also among the 
vanous processors (none 01 which shares memory). 

Copies 01 the most baSIC operallng system pro
cesses (such as the ·'monltor" and the "memory 
manager") run In every processor. However, some 
functions, most notabty Input and outpul, must be 
handled by the partICular processors to which the 1/0 
devices are phYSically auached ThIS POSed a problem 
IOf the early deSIgners because all the hardware and 
software entlltes In a multiprocessor computer needed 
access 10 these 110 resources 

To resolve the problem, the designers developed the 
message manager, which allows a process to commu
nIcate With another process anywhere In the local 
machine Simply by prOViding the desllnation enlity's 
symbolic name. The message manager takes full 
responsibility for lOCating the named process and get
tIng the message to It regardless 01 where that process 
may be running. OIsks, tape driVes, and terminals are 
all assocaated WIth processes Thus, the message man
ager provides a way of addressing and accessing such 
devices from any location at all in the multiprocessor 
machine. 

A message, as defined In the operating system, IS 
bidirectional. It conSIsts of a "request" for service and 
a "reply." Several such messages may be required to 
carry out a given operating system function. For exam
ple, a monitor process may be asked to create a new 
process. To do SO, it must do some wOfk and then 
make requests 01 several other opera!lng system pro
cesses to gather the resources needed. 

One of the requests wouk:l be to a " disk process," 
askIng that space be allocated on dISk as virtual 
memory for the new process. When the disk process 
has allocated the space. it replies. indicating that the 
work has been done. (This reply completes the mes
sage.) Other requests are made as well. and when the 
monitor process has seen to It that all of the necessary 

1 Soltw.,.._ Segmented code allows the operat
ing system to span processors aver an IPB and 
hide details of the hardware from user programs. 
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resources are in place, It replies to the entity that made 
the request, indicating that the process has been 
created 

It IS easy to underestimate the value and uniqueness 
of the message manager. There Is certainly nothing 
specIal about the concept of program modules paSSIng 
InfOfmallon to one another. Tha! happens aU the time in 
conventional computing enVlfonments !hatlack a for· 
mat messagmg scheme. Usually. one program module 
places Inlormatlon aT a specified location In memory. 
and another pk:ks it up By contras!. the message 
manager IS a general-purpose mechanism for gettIng a 
message between any two processes In a multiproces
sor machme. It does not assume that communicating 
program modules Will inevItably be runnmg in the same 
processor or fhat memory is shared between the 
processors Involv~, 

Acc. •• ing r •• ourc •• within nod •• __ . 
Applications processes are not allowed to communi
cate directly WIth the message manager Of WIth baSIC 
operating system processes. However. the processes 
can make use of the operating system through a "file 
interlace." which ensures that such interactions do not 
accidentally create problems for the user Of for the 
machtr"le (FlO. 3). 

The file tnterlace works with the message manager to 
allow application processes to communicate with entI
ties such as other processes. files. and 110 devices, by 
a single set 01 calls. That is, such resources can all be 
referenced by means of pre-assigned symbolic file 
names. AppHcahon processes do not need to know 
physical locations since the lile Interlace can access 
operating system tables that keep track of the entities. 

To distf1bute the load over muttlple processors (8S 
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4. INtworlt tr.v.I. Application process A neea :;nly from A. Thus, process A can access remote files, ~ 
know the umque network name of process a aro' the grams, and dewc8S (through processes like B) ~ 
operating system handles the trip for any request most as easily as It can reach local ones. 
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well as lor other reasons) . apphcatloo programs typi' 
cally have a structure Similar to the operating system in 
terms 01 requester and server processes. They also use 
the message manager's baSIC request/reply protocol 

For example. an apphcahOn·type requester process 
running In one processor might be programmed to 
control a group 01 terminals and validate Input from 
them. while an applicatIOn server, running .n anothef 
processor, ml9ht be programmed 10 lormulale 
database queries. As a particular transaCl1Qri is re
ceNed. the requester validates the Intliallnput and then 
sends a request to the server (V18 the file Interface) thai 
Indicates what work needs to be done The server 
process accesses the database (agam via the file 
Interlace). retneves the deSired Information (or updates 
the appropriate records). and then replIeS WIth the 
requested Information or a confirmation that the work 
has been completed 

...• nd throughout the network 
Since the computefs that compose the netwQ(k already 
conSisted of multlpie. communlCatmg enhties, it was far 
eaSier to Interconnect them than It would otherwise 
have been A group 01 four or live people spent only 
about a year developing the reqUIted networking soft· 
ware This software, known as Expand, allOws the local 
file Interface and message manager to address and 
communICate WIth processes, files. and de\iiCes any· 
where In a Tandem network. 

The networking software consists of Ime handlers. a 
proprietary protocol lor guaranteed data integrity, and 
a network control program (NCP). The NCP, which 
runs at every node, monitors and logs changes In 
network status. 

Routing responSibIlity is dIStributed. The NCP main.
tains a copy of the network routing table (NAT) in each 
processor. The NAT lists the location of all 01 the other 
network nodes. NATs are used 10 determine the best 
path to other nodes and to establish the communic:a· 
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tions link. (Thus there IS no centralized routing that can 
fail and paralyze the entire network.) 

The tile Interlace bndges the network by allowing 
local processes 10 access files. processes. and devices 
anywhere In the network through a single set of calls. 
The addition 01 a node specifier to the symbolic name 
uniquely Identities these resources throughout the net· 
wo<k 

li.tening in on n.two,k di.logue 
The networktng software is baSlC.811y an extenSton 01 
the services prov<ded by the local message manager. 
Just as the message manager software allows one 
process to send messages to others WIthin the local 
machine, its networking extension allOws a local pro
cess 10 send messages to other processes running at 
remOle nodes In the network. 

As mentioned last month, operatIOns people and 
other users 01 the corporate netwQ(k can, With proper 
secuflty authOrizatIOn. log on 10 a network node In 
Callforn.a (or anywhere else) and do WQ(k on remote 
nodes. For example, With successIVe two- or three
word commands, they can start a program running on 
a machine in New York, Instruct that program to access 
a hie on a disk volume in Atlanta, and print out the 
results tor another emplOyee on a device attached to a 
computer in Chicago. Also noted was the facl thai the 
command structures by whICh these operations are 
carried out are Idenlicallo those that would be used 
locally lor Similar operations except that, in each case, 
the program, ~Ie, or device name must be further 
qualified by a node name. 

ThIs sequence of events can be used to .lIustrate 
hOw the operating system entitIeS work together. In 
lact, the different operations were achieved through 
one mechanism: messages. Process·to-process mes
sages pass first through the local file interlace and 
message manager, next through local and remote line 
handlers, and finally through the remote message 



manager and file interface software layers. 
Consider process A running ()(l node X within the 

corporate netwOfk (FIQ. 4) . If process A (an application 
process) needs to communicate with a process running 
at the local node, it gives the message, along with the 
name 01 the destination process, to the file interface. 
The file interface checks the message, makes sure that 
It IS legitimate. consults operallng system tables to find 
out where the destination process IS running, and 
hands the message to the message manager. 

The message manager takes responsibility for deliv
ering the message and for returning the reply from the 
destination process. II the destinatIOn process is an 
operating system process, It replies directly through the 
message manager If, on the other hand, It is a user 
application process, it must use the file interface to 
pcfss the reply to the message manager. 

When process A wants to communicate with process 
B localed at remote node Y, It proceeds the same way, 
giving a message and destination process name to the 
local file mterface. However, this time the name con· 
SIStS of the process name appended to a node name 
(lor .nstance, "nodeY processB") The file Interface, 
dISCern.ng that thiS resource is not available locally, 
accesses the network routing table. 

From the InformaMn contained in the table. the file 
.nterface determines that the message must go through 
a specillc network line handler to reach .ts destination. 
II therelore preserves the name 01 the destmation 
process but tells the message manager to deliver the 
message to that line handler. (In the event that there 
are two or more line handlers leading to the remote 
node, the routing table will indicate which path is best. 
based on the speed of the commuOicatlOns lines and 
the number of intervening nodes.) 

When it receives the message, the local line handler 
compresses and packellzes the data and sends It over 
a communications hne to another line handler at node 
Y ThIS hne handler reassembles and decompresses the 
data and strips otlthe node portIOn 01 the destination 
process name. It then hands the message to node y's 
message manager, which uses operatIng system tables 
to locate process B and present the message to it. 
Process B does whatever it was instructed to do and 
then rephes. The message manager takes responsibIlity 
Inr seeing to i1 that the reply retraces the path 01 the re-
:;iJest back to process A. 

Through this basic mechanism, a user in California 
can log on to a local machine and enter a command 
that will stan a program running on a machine in New 
York (Ftg. SA). First the user accesses 8 local "com· 
mand interpreter" process, which reads input from the 
terminal through a lerminall/Q process. In response to 
thIS input, the command interpreter (acting as a rrr 
Quester process, analogous to process A in FlQure 4) 
sends a message to an operating system process, the 
monitor" (a server, analogous to process 8), running 

.n the New York machine. The monitor process starts 
up the program and repties. 

The new program started In New Yor1I: then requests 
Input from the user terminal in Galitomw (by sending a 
message to the terminall/Q process). In response, the 
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user instructs the program to access a disk file at· 
tached to a machine in Atlanta. As shown In FlQure 58, 
the New York program (now analogous to process A) 
sends a message to the disk process In Atlanta (anato
gous to process B). The disk process does the neces· 
sary work and replies with lhe requested information. 
The program in New York then responds 10 lhe Califor
nia termInal and requests further input. 

In response, the user in California instructs the 
program in New Yorio; to print out the results of the disk 
access on a machine in Chicago As shown in Agure 
SC, the New York program sends a message to a line
printer process in Chicago. The IIne·printer process 
sees to II Ihalthe information gelS printed, and replies. 

In an these cases, the destina tion process does not 
have to be aware of the origin of requests. From Its 
point of view. the message might Just as well have 
come Irom a local process. ThiS is because alt the 
deshnaTIOn process has to do IS to hand the reply to 
the message manager (or file interface), which wIn see 
that the reply finds Its way back to the source process, 
following essentially the same path as the request. 

Because Tandem chose to use standard software 
products at all nodes In the network. the syntax in the 
above operations is the same as would be used to 
perform Similar operahons locally. The only change 
needed is that the file. process. or device name would 
have to be Qualified by a node name. 

Menaging growth end epplicetionl 
All applicatIOnS, even those runn.ng on a Single node, 
are des'gned .n terms 01 the requester / server concept. 
As a resull , Ihese applications can be distributed eaSIly 
when the need arises 

For example, a partICular order·entry apphcalion 
started out w.th all orders called In to a central point 
and stored on disk. This appliCation became distrib
uted when people 10 the branch offices were able to 
key In the Information themsetves, However. there was 
stili a need to keep a copy on a central dIsk. Since lhe 
application was written USing requester and server 
processes, i1 was simple to move Ihe requester por. 
tlOnS to the reglOn81 nodes while the servers remall'l8d 
at the central site 10 update the database and to return 
acknowledgments to the requester. 

GrOW1h can allect user applications almost as drasti· 
cally as distrlbutlOl'l. Most enVIronments can only add 
processing power by purchasing a larger machine, 
otten with a ditlerent architeclure and operating sys. 
tem. Such a move almost \nevltabty entails a SIgnificant 
software conversion etlort. Even it manageable locally, 
a capacity upgrade can become d.fficult In a netwOt1< 
setting. Dozens of applical101lS and remote nodes that 
regularly access the newty configured local node musl 
then also be changed 

In Tandem's corporate network, hOwever, Increased 
data prOCesSIng demands at local nodes have been 
met without producing waves lOcalty and throughout 
the networ1<. Nodes can be expanded Irom two 10 16 
processors, and duplicate copies of requesler and 
server processes can be run in the new processors. 
Thus. the appticaHons can handle twice the work load, 
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program on II node In New \'brlr (A), trlStruct that pro
gram to read a disk 516 in Atlanta (8). and have it pnm 
the 51e on a deVK:e In ChH:Bgo (e), Processes that be-
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gin 85 or 8re created by servers (such as the new pro
cess in New York) can turn around and make requests 
01 other processes. They can also use the same tech-
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but programmers do not have to change a sLngle line 01 
code. 

The network LS remarkably homogeneous All work· 
Ing nodes have the same archLtecture and run Ldentlcal 
versions 01 the nodal operatIng system Along With the 
local expandability 01 each node. thiS homogeneity 
greatly faCilitates network management from a logical 
standpoint. It IS much eaSLer not havmg to deal WIth 
new operating systems as the network grows. The 
ability to reuse the same box also means that. physi· 
cally. remote sites are more readily upgraded. Even at 
"e central computer center. expanchng a node is lar 
ess disruptIVe than replacing I! . 

Expandability also aids in the management 01 dlstrib-
uted applicatIons. When the use of such applications 
grows. canaln components such as disks. controllers. 
or CPUs may become bottlenecks. Modules can be 
added to replicate these components. In the example 
considered earlier, an ()(der--entry application was repli· 
cated to lhe regional nodes. When a regIon grows, the 
requester program can be duplICated and run on a 
:: Ilerent CPU. The application then doubles Its capac· 
'. Without bell1Q rewritten. Simply by haWlg another 
COpy of Itsell spawned. 

New processors are often added 10 overworked 
nOdes to relieve the burden on the existing processors. 
If several apphcallon processes are then moved from 
th61r anginal processors to the new ones to redistribute 
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niques in communicating with remote nodes. User pro
grams use the file Interlace, while operating system 
processes go directly via the message manager. 

--

the load. the application programs do not have 10 be 
changed. They Will run lust as they did under lhe old 
configuration except that. overall, response times will 
be beller. 

Looking to the future 
In any structure as large and multifaceted as the 
Tandem corporate network, change IS a constant. Use 
of the network's long-haul circuits has grown enor· 
mously In the recent paS!. For example. the bandWidth 
reqUITed on the backbone Imk between the two U. S 
coasts began at 10 kbll / s In the middle 01 t982. It 
doubled the follOWing year. By t984 it was up to 56 
kbllls. and by the end of thIS year It will have doubled 
again. Pro,ections for the fourth quarter of nex.t year 
Show a need for another 56 kbLt / s. a full Tl (1 .544 
Mblt/S) by the end 01 the decade. 

These protectionS are for the network's data traffic 
onty. The intrOOuctlQ(l of facsimile transmlSSlOO ca· 
pability to the network . which IS currently taking place, 
wIn undoubtedly increase the rate of growth. Facsimile 
applications expected soon are a tie--In to IHectronic 
mail, store--an(Horward faCSImile SWItching, and dialing 
in or out to distribute and archIVe facsimIle images on 
disk. The manulactullng division is starting with 40 10 
80 pages a day, and the number is ex.pected to 
increase. 

To meel future needs for data transmisskxl band--
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width. the netwOfk support group IS making plans to 
Install satellite links between selected backbone nodes. 
These links will not replace eXlstmg terreslrial lines. 
whICh are needed lor interactive traffic because 01 their 
low propagation delay. They HiU, however. provide lhe 
bandWidth needed to carry large volumes 01 mati and 
other transmissions lor which rapid response times are 
not important. 

Local traffic (panlCularty althe company's head
quarters) IS Increasing roughly SO percent faster than 
long-haul traffic. Clusters 01 machines linked by the 
company's lightwave product WliitherelOf8 play an 
Increasmgly important rc>'e in the corporate network. 
Up to t4 computers can be hnked in a ring via doub!&
CirCUli optical fiber. The entire subnetwOfk thus created 
may contain up 10 224 processors. each capable of 
processing 4 million instructions per second. The main 
headquarters subnetwOfk Will initially contain over 100 
p<<>CeSSO<s 

A lightwave subnetwork Is very much like a single. 
large. powerful node fOf two reasons. First of all. the 
transrrltssion medium ofters the speed and bandwidth 
needed to ensut'e that response times are essentially 
the same whether processing tasks invotve communt
cations Within Of between individual computers. Each 
oltha four fibers (two full-duplex circuits) carries data 
at to Mbitls, lor an aggregate dala transler rate of 40 
Mbit /s (the theoretical optimum; actual user through
put depends upon lhe application). 

Secondly. the message manager allows users and 
executtng programs to communICate With Of access 
any other executing program, perlpheral, Of file in the 
COfporate networ1c: simply by supplying its name and 
the r~ant node name. As FlQUre 6 shows, lhe 
lightwave ring is designed to transport messages be
tween processes. It sends them directly over the 
Interprocessor bus. without using 110 channels or 
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(communications line, IinfI handlers, and controlers). 
Transfers such as reads. writes. and protocol matters 
take place at the 1eY81 of the message manager. 

-, 

controllers. Clustering nodes on a lightwave ring takes 
advanlage of hlQher-speed hardware. This method 
consumes up 10 80 percenl tess CPU time than does 
Ihe conventional way 01 handltng dala traffic. in which 
data leaves a node via a hne handler. II also provides 
much laster response times . • 

(This IS the second part of a t\IIt'rrpan arricle.) 
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